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The Mixed-Trial Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (MT-IRAP) is a tool for
measuring implicit behavior (i.e., biases or beliefs the individual is unaware of or
intends to conceal from the public) among individuals. The MT-IRAP is a modified
version of the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP) and was designed
to address limitations inherent to the IRAP’s design. The MT-IRAP was tested with
adult participants across a series of five studies. Throughout each study, the MTIRAP assessed implicit behavior toward high-preferred foods, non-preferred foods,
and arbitrary symbols. The experimenter administered the MT-IRAP before and
after participant completion of a task designed to train relations between highpreferred foods or non-preferred foods and the arbitrary symbols. The utility of
the MT-IRAP was supported, as MT-IRAP effects were consistently found for the
groups of high-preferred and non-preferred foods during the pre-intervention
administrations. Also, indications of food preference, as indicated by the MTIRAP, consistently matched the participants’ self-reported food preferences.
iii

Results suggested that relational training influenced MT-IRAP results for the
arbitrary symbols with some participants, as pre- and post-intervention
comparisons of MT-IRAP results for the symbols indicated response pattern shifts
that aligned with the trained high preferred and non-preferred food with
approximately half of the participants throughout the series of studies.
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Introduction
What people eat has often been attributed to both biological and social
factors. Newborns demonstrate a preference for sweet-tasting fluids, suggesting
that humans are born with a preference for sweet substances (Crook, 1978).
Conversely, humans are reported to have an innate dislike of bitter tastes (Duffy &
Bartoshuk, 1996). Individual food preferences have also been correlated with
genetic variations in taste sensitivity (Fischer, Griffin, England, & Garn, 1961;
Glanville & Kaplan, 1965). These variations ultimately affect the perception an
individual has of the taste of various foods (Duffy & Bartoshuk, 1996). Although
what we eat can partially be attributed to our biological makeup, preferences for
specific types of food and selection of those foods we regularly consume are
largely learned. Some means to alter food preference include exposure, pairing,
imitation, and reinforcement. Various studies targeting change in individual food
preferences demonstrate how these processes may facilitate its acquisition.
Interventions Targeting Food Preference
Studies by Birch and Marlin (1982) and Birch, McPhee, Shoba, Pirok, and
Steinber (1987) suggest that repeated tastings of novel foods can result in
increased preferences for those foods. In a series of two experiments conducted
with six (Experiment 1) and eight (Experiment 2) children, Birch and Marlin (1982)
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presented children with five novel cheeses (Experiment 1) or fruits (Experiment 2).
During the exposure phase of each experiment, an experimenter presented food
items in pairs and asked the participant to taste both foods. Each food was
presented a different number of times throughout this phase (i.e. 2, 5, 10, 15, or
20 times during Experiment 1 and 0, 5, 10, 15, or 20 times during Experiment 2).
Preference assessments were conducted before and immediately after the
exposure phase with each participant. The change in food selection following the
exposure phase increased as a function of exposure when compared to selections
prior to the exposure phase. Birch et al. (1987) implemented similar procedures
with 43 children. The exposure phase consisted of 0, 5, 10, or 15 exposures to
novel fruits. A preference assessment conducted after the exposure phase
yielded results that were similar to those found by Birch and Marlin (1982). That
is, the children indicated a higher preference for the foods that were tasted most
often and relative preference rankings mirrored the frequency of exposures.
Individual food preferences can also be altered through a process called
flavor-flavor or flavor-nutrient conditioning. In flavor-flavor or flavor-nutrient
conditioning, a less preferred flavor is paired with a more preferred flavor (or one
with higher caloric density during flavor-nutrient conditioning). After multiple
pairings, the less preferred flavor takes on stimulus properties of the more
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preferred flavor, resulting in an increase in preference (Capaldi, 1996). A series of
studies, conducted by Zellner, Rozin, Aron, and Kulish (1983), demonstrated this
effect with college students. Throughout the course of three experiments,
participants tasted two flavors of teas multiple times during a tasting session. The
experimenters sweetened one flavor (tea paired with sugar) and left the other
flavor unsweetened (unpaired tea). The sweetened and unsweetened tea flavors
were counterbalanced across participants. With this arrangement, the group of
participants tasting sweetened flavor A represented the experimental group for
flavor A, while the participants tasting unsweetened flavor A represented the
control group for flavor A. Following the tasting session, all participants tasted
both tea flavors with and without added sugar and rated their liking of each
sample. The ratings of the experimental groups were compared to the control
groups. The results of all three experiments indicated that participants who
tasted a specific tea flavor paired with sugar during the tasting sessions rated that
flavor higher than those in the control group.
Havermans and Jansen (2007) used flavor-flavor conditioning to increase
children’s preferences for various vegetables. During the study, children ranked
vegetable flavors with a rating scale from one (most liked) to six (least liked).
Following the initial preference assessment, the experimenters selected two
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vegetable flavors ranked three or four by the participant and sweetened one
vegetable flavor, while leaving the other unsweetened. Participants tasted the
sweetened and unsweetened vegetable flavors six times during a conditioning
phase. The children completed another preference assessment, ranking the six
unsweetened vegetable flavors following completion of the conditioning phase.
Comparison of pre-conditioning and post-conditioning rankings of the vegetables
tasted during the conditioning phase showed an increased preference for the
vegetable flavor that was paired with sugar during conditioning.
Mueller, Piazza, Patel, Kelley, and Pruett (2004) suggested that the success
of an intervention which targeted the feeding related difficulties of two, young
children might be attributed to flavor-flavor conditioning. The intervention
consisted of blending a preferred food with a non-preferred food. Throughout the
study, the experimenters gradually increased the ratio of non-preferred foods to
preferred foods until bites consisted of 100% non-preferred food. Consumption
increased with both participants from low levels during baseline to 100% by the
end of treatment.
Having participants observe others eat specific foods has also been shown
to influence individual food preference. Studies incorporating the use of peer
models and video models demonstrate how individual shifts in food preference
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may be obtained by this method. During a study conducted by Birch (1980), 39
children indicated their preferences for nine vegetables before and after
participation in a peer modeling intervention. During the intervention, the
experimenters modified the seating arrangements of participants during lunch
time for four consecutive weekdays based on their indicated food preferences.
Seating arrangements were modified as follows. The experimenters sat one target
participant who displayed a high preference for food A (ranked 1 or 2) and a low
preference for food B (ranked 8 or 9) with three or four peers displaying a low
preference for food A and a high preference for food B. During lunch time, the
experimenters served the participants Foods A and B, along with other nonvegetable foods. The children were instructed to tell the experimenter which food
they wanted to eat. The experimenter then put a tablespoon of the chosen food
on the child’s plate. By day 4 of the intervention, 67% of the target participants
selected the low preference food B during the meal. The comparison of pre- and
post-intervention preference assessments indicated that for 71% of the target
participants, the low preference foods increased an average of 2.5 ranking points.
Peer modeling has also been used as an intervention to increase the
consumption of target foods. Greer, Dorow, Williams, McCorkle, and Asnes (1991)
used peer modeling to increase food and liquid consumption with two young
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children. During the peer modeling procedure conducted throughout Study 1, the
participant and his sister sat at a table facing each other. The caregiver or the
experimenter placed a bite of food on the sibling’s plate. Following consumption
of the bite, the caregiver or experimenter provided praise and delivered a token to
the sibling. Following the sibling’s bite trial, a bite was presented in a similar
manner to the participant. Bites were alternated between the sibling and
participant throughout the meal. Following implementation of the peer modeling
procedure, the participant was able to eliminate gastrostomy tube feedings. The
modeling procedure during Study 2 consisted of the participant sitting at a table
across from one of three peers (peers were rotated across sessions). The
experimenter presented the peer with a bite of food, praised the peer following
consumption, and repeated the procedure with the participant. The participant’s
consumption increased from a mean of 33% and 37% of bites during baseline to
72% and 70% of bites during the intervention.
The use of video models has been demonstrated to shift individual food
preferences for children at home (Horne, Lowe, Fleming, & Dowey, 1995) and at
school (Lowe, Horne, Tapper, Bowdery, & Egerton, 2004). Throughout a study
conducted by Horne et al. (1995), four children were presented with a pair of nonpreferred fruits, vegetables, or pulses (beans) daily. One food item from each pair
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was designated as the target food and the other represented a control food.
During the baseline, caregivers presented the participants with the food pairs each
evening. During the intervention phase, the participants watched a short video
featuring a group of children consuming one of the three target foods prior to
their evening meal. The children in the video were depicted as heroes (The Food
Dudes), who battled evil forces, while eating the target foods. The heroes also
encouraged the participants to assist them by eating the target foods featured in
the videos. Consumption of target foods was rewarded with Food Dudes
merchandise. Participant consumption of both control and target foods was low
during the baseline phases. Consumption of the target foods increased for all
participants during the intervention phases and consumption of the control foods
remained low. During a 2 month follow up, consumption of the target fruit and
pulse remained high, while consumption of the target vegetable decreased to
moderate levels. During a 6 month follow-up, consumption of the target fruit
remained high, but consumption of the target vegetable and pulse decreased to
baseline levels.
A study by Lowe et al. (2004) targeted the consumption of four fruits and
four vegetables with children attending three British schools. Throughout the
study, the children were presented with one target fruit or vegetable during
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snack-time and lunch-time. A teacher read a letter to each class from the Food
Dudes daily during the intervention. The letter provided encouragement and
praise, in addition to a reminder for the students of the reward contingencies for
eating fruits and vegetables. Teachers also showed the children a short video of
the Food Dudes on at least 2 of every 3 days. Consumption of target foods was
rewarded with Food Dudes merchandise. Before and after the intervention,
teachers assessed the participants’ preferences for the foods targeted during the
intervention with a questionnaire. Average consumption of both fruits and
vegetables increased from baseline levels across all groups of schools during the
intervention phases. Preference rankings also increased for both fruits and
vegetables following the intervention.
Horne et al. (2004) used the same video series featured in the studies by
Horne et al. (1995) and Lowe et al. (2004) to further evaluate the efficacy of video
modeling on increasing fruit and vegetable consumption with children in a school
setting. Four fruits and four vegetables were targeted during the study. A
baseline phase was conducted briefly at an experimental school and throughout
the duration of the study at a control school. The intervention phase was only
conducted at the experimental school. During the baseline phase, fruits and
vegetables were made available to all students at snack or lunch-time. At the
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beginning of the intervention, the students were given charts to record their fruit
and vegetable consumption at both school and home. Throughout the
intervention phase, a teacher read a letter from the Food Dudes to each class
daily. Prior to snack or lunch-time, the students watched a Food Dudes episode.
Following meals, the teachers rewarded the students’ consumption of fruits and
vegetables with Food Dudes merchandise. During a 4 month follow-up, the
teachers read the Food Dudes letter once per week. Students no longer viewed
the videos and the reward schedule was thinned. Student consumption of fruits
and vegetables during the intervention phase was much higher compared to
consumption during the baseline phase and at the control school. Fruit and
vegetable consumption during the 4 month follow up decreased from the levels
obtained during the intervention phase. However, participant consumption of
fruits and vegetables was still higher during the maintenance phase than during
baseline.
The interventions conducted by Horne et al. (1995), Horne et al. (2004),
and Lowe et al. (2004) included a reinforcement component along with the video
modeling procedures. Studies by Stark, Collins, Osnes, and Stokes (1986) and
Cooke et al. (2011) demonstrate how reinforcement alone can alter food
preferences. Throughout the course of three separate experiments, Stark et al.
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(1986) presented children with a snack-food from each of the following groups:
cookie, chips, fruits, and vegetables. During the baseline phase of each
experiment, the experimenters asked the participants to select one food during a
school snack period. During the intervention phase, the experimenters taught the
children to use a food coding system. Cookies and chips were labeled as “red
foods”, foods they shouldn’t eat. Fruits and vegetables were labeled as “green
foods”, foods that are good to eat. The experimenters reinforced participant
selections of green foods with stickers and praise. During Experiments 1 and 3,
the experimenters also taught participants to use and reinforced participant use
of cueing (e.g. “I picked a good snack, didn’t I?”). Following the intervention, all
participants across all three experiments increased their fruit and vegetable snack
selections during the school snack period.
Cooke et al. (2011) conducted pre- and post-intervention preference
assessment with 422 children. The experimenters presented each child with six
vegetables and asked the children to rank them from 1 (most liked) to 6 (least
liked). The experimenters selected a vegetable with a ranking of 4 as the target
food for that participant. During the preference assessments, participants were
permitted to eat as much of the target food as they wished and the experimenters
measured the participants’ consumption of the target food. During the
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intervention phase, the experimenters assigned the participants to one of three
treatment groups or a control group. The intervention for each treatment group
included 12 exposure sessions, but the inclusion of reinforcement and the type of
reinforcer varied across the treatment groups. The experimenters delivered
stickers following vegetable consumption to one treatment group and praise
following vegetable consumption to another treatment group. The experimenters
conducted exposure sessions with the third treatment group, but did not include a
reinforcement component. The control group did not participate in exposure
sessions. The experimenters conducted post-intervention preference assessments
immediately after the exposure phases during one and three month follow-ups.
Preference rankings and target food consumption increased with all exposure
groups immediately following the intervention. Preference rankings did not
increase with the control group. However, consumption levels did increase over
time with the control group. During the follow-ups, preference rankings
maintained for all experimental groups. However, consumption levels maintained
with only the exposure plus reinforcement groups and were highest with the
exposure plus tangible reinforcement group. The results of the study suggest food
preference and consumption may increase due to repeated exposure alone.
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However, reinforcement of food consumption may be necessary to maintain the
effect over time.
The studies discussed above demonstrate how various social factors may
help shape individual food preferences. Investigators have implemented repeated
food exposure, food and taste pairings, peer and video modeling, and
reinforcement of food selection and consumption in isolation and combined as
means to purposely shift participant food selections and consumption. Overall,
the research on interventions targeting food related behavior lends support to the
important roles of exposure, pairing, imitation, and reinforcement in the
acquisition of food preferences in the natural environment.
Measuring Food Preference
Various measures have been employed to assess food preference. One
very popular measurement tool is the hedonic scale. To date, there are many
variations of the hedonic scale that are largely based off the original 9-point
hedonic scale (Lim, Wood, & Green, 2009). The 9-point hedonic scale (Peryam &
Pilgrim, 1957) is a questionnaire designed to assess the participant’s preference
for specific food items by categorizing items along a continuum of relative like and
dislike. Participants are asked to indicate which category most accurately
describes their feelings toward specific food items. The nine categories are, “like
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extremely”, “like very much”, “like moderately”, “like slightly”, “neither like nor
dislike”, “dislike slightly”, “dislike moderately”, “dislike very much”, and “dislike
extremely”. Peryam and Pilgram (1957) designed the scale for use in conjunction
with target food tastings, where participant responses are related to the
participant’s experience with the tasted food items. In that context,
experimenters only assess a small number of foods at a time. Peryam and Pilgram
have also adapted the scale for survey use. The scale includes a list of target foods
and can assess up to 60 foods at a time in the survey form.
A limitation of the original hedonic scale is that its results may not permit
the relative comparison of foods items being assessed. Birch (1980) conducted
preference assessments using a 3-point hedonic scale with modifications to the
procedure that addressed this limitation. During the study, the experimenters
asked participants to rate nine previously tasted foods as “good”, “bad”, or “ok”.
After the participant had rated all nine foods, the experimenter presented the
participant with all of the “good” foods and asked the participant to indicate
which food s/he liked the best. The experimenter removed the indicated item
from the array and repeated the procedure with the remaining foods to obtain
ranks within the category. The experimenters repeated this process with all
categories to yield a complete rank order of preference for the nine foods.
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Additional studies, such as one conducted by Havermans and Jansen (2007)
measured the food preferences of their participants with this modified rating
scale.
Rating scales, such as the hedonic scales mentioned above, require
individuals to report their behavior along relatively subjective parameters. The
subjective nature of surveys and rating scales compromises the validity and
reliability of these types of measures. In addition to problems related to
subjectivity, accuracy may also be compromised when individuals are asked to
self-report. For example, individuals might inaccurately recall events from
memory or may not even be aware of their behavior. Accuracy may also be a
problem when participants are asked to report behaviors related to socially
sensitive topics, as their responses might reflect what the individual deems to be
socially appropriate. Due to these limitations, indirect measures of preference
may, at best, enable investigators to make predictions about an individual’s
behavior.
Methods that incorporate measures of preference such as food
consumption and food selection directly access the variables of interest, resulting
in a more valid means of assessment. Cooke et al. (2011) used both indirect and
direct measures when assessing the preferences of participants in their study. The
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direct measure consisted of weighing the amount of the target food consumed by
participants. A comparison of the two measures yielded different results. The
Indirect measure indicated that preference rankings increased with the treatment
groups following an exposure intervention and did not increase with the control
group. However, the consumption data indicated that preference increased
across all groups throughout the study. The indirect measure indicated that all of
the treatment groups exhibited relatively equal food preferences following the
intervention, whereas the consumption data varied across the groups. The
control and exposure alone groups consumed similar amounts of food throughout
the study and during follow-up, and consumed the least amount of food of all the
groups. The exposure plus tangible reinforcement group consumed the most food
and consumption for the exposure plus praise group was lower than the exposure
plus tangible group, but higher than the control and exposure alone groups.
Furthermore, the indirect measure indicated that food preference maintained
during follow-up with all groups, whereas consumption for the exposure alone
group decreased during follow-up. The discrepant results of the indirect and
direct preference measures in the Cooke et al. study highlight the limitations
associated with indirect assessment methods.
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Direct measures of preference may also yield information about hierarchal
relations between foods. Two commonly used assessments in behavioral studies
are the multiple-stimulus without replacement preference assessment (MSWO;
DeLeon & Iwata, 1996) and the paired stimulus preference assessments (Fisher et
al., 1992). Solberg, Hanley, Layer, and Ingvarsson (2007) demonstrated the utility
of both assessment procedures while targeting children’s snack selections. During
the study, the experimenters conducted the MSWO with 15 snack foods.
Preferred condiments and activities for use during the intervention were also
identified and assessed via the MSWO procedure. Paired stimulus preference
assessments were conducted throughout the study with five foods.
During the MSWO procedure, the experimenters presented participants
with 15 plates consisting of a small sample of each snack food, positioned in a
semi-circle. The experimenters also instructed participants to select one snack
item and consume it. Selected snack items were removed from the array. The
experimenters rearranged the positioning of the remaining foods by taking the
food farthest on the left and placing it on the far right of the arrangement. The
procedure was repeated until all foods had been selected. The experimenters
assigned a rank of 1 to 15 to each food item that corresponded to the order of its
selection. A rank of 1 indicated that a food was most preferred and 15 indicated
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that a food was least preferred. The experimenters repeated the MSWO
procedure five times with participants and averaged the rank orders across the
five assessments, yielding a mean rank value for each item. Following completion
of the MSWO procedure, the experimenters divided the foods into five groups of
three according to their ranks (i.e., 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, and 13-15). The
experimenters selected one food from each of the five groups for further
assessment.
The experimenters conducted the paired stimulus preference assessment
with the five foods that had been previously selected following the MSWO
procedure. During the paired stimulus preference assessment, the experimenters
presented the participants with two foods at a time. Each food item was
presented with every other food item once per session. The foods were
presented on spoons that were placed on a plate. The experimenters presented
the food pairs in a random order, rotating the right and left placement of the
foods every other session. During the presentation of each food pair, the
experimenters instructed participants to select and consume one food item. The
experimenters assigned rank values according to how often participants selected
each food item relative to the selection of the other foods. The experimenters
used the paired stimulus preference assessment procedure to evaluate changes in
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preference throughout the course of their intervention. During baseline, the
procedure was repeated until preference hierarchies were stable. Following the
completion of the baseline phase, the experimenters selected the food with the
lowest mean rank during baseline to target during the intervention.
In addition to the study by Solberg et al. (2007), both the MSWO and the
paired stimulus preference assessment procedures have been used to assess food
preferences in other studies. Birch (1979a) and Birch (1979b) used the MSWO to
assess food preference with participants in their studies. Studies by Birch and
Marlin (1982), Birch, McPhee, Shoba, and Steinberg (1987), and Penrod and
VanDalen (2010) assessed food preferences via the paired stimulus methodology.
Language and Food Preference
The studies discussed above demonstrate how exposure, pairing,
imitation, and reinforcement may work in isolation to influence the acquisition of
individual food preferences. However, in the real world, individual food
preferences are most likely shaped by a combination of these processes. Horne et
al. (1995) acknowledge the contribution of these processes, while suggesting that
another factor may also be important in the development of individual food
preferences. That factor is language. Humans have a unique ability to interact
with their environments indirectly via the mediation of language (Hayes et al.,
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2001). Horne et al. describe how the interplay between language and one’s
experiences with food sources lead to the formation of complex rules that govern
our behavior toward those specific food sources. Essentially, their position
suggests that how we think about specific foods influences how we behave
toward those foods. The combination of the food coding system and
environmental contingencies employed in the Stark et al. (1986) study represents
an example of how ones’ language combined with other social influence might
shape ones’ food related behavior. Since language appears to play an important
role in the acquisition of individual food preferences, methods that objectively
measure the mediation of language in feeding related behavior are relevant to the
continued analysis of food preference development, especially those of which the
behaver is “unaware”.
The Implicit Association Test
Implicit attitudes are defined as “introspectively unidentified (or
inaccurately identified) traces of past experience that mediate favorable or
unfavorable feeling, thought, or action toward social objects” (p. 8, Greenwald &
Banaji, 1995). Implicit attitudes can be behaviorally conceptualized as stimulus
relations that the behaver may be unable to accurately identify or label. These
stimulus relations are observed through relational responses that are both
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immediate and fleeting. The psychological community generally agrees that one is
unable to detect the presence of implicit attitudes and their potential effect on
his/her behavior (Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Power, Hayden, Milne, &
Stewart, 2006). As a result, explicit assessment measures, such as rating scales
and questionnaires that ask participants to report their beliefs or biases toward
specific stimuli do not capture the presence of implicit attitudes. In fact, explicit
measures capture only what they purport to measure (even though they are often
used to infer implicit behavior). Explicit measures measure the participant’s
verbal behavior toward things (relations). Given that explicit measures measure
explicit behavior, procedures designed to assess the presence of implicit behavior
should not be replaced by the use of explicit measurement procedures. This is
especially important since one of the notable features of implicit behavior can be
the behaver’s inability to identify it – rendering a report on it by him/her useless.
Fortunately, assessment procedures do exist that are specifically designed to
detect biases that individuals may not be aware of or would like to keep
concealed.
The Implicit Association Test (IAT) is a tool designed to measure implicit
behavior (Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998). The rationale behind the
method is that individuals should respond relatively quickly to concepts that are
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closely associated together and respond less quickly to concepts that are not
associated together. The IAT assesses the association between target concepts
and target attributes. Concepts represented as categorical classes of interest to
the investigator and attributes are represented as evaluative characteristics, such
as positive and negative.
The IAT is administered via a computer program. Participants follow the
directions displayed on the screen and respond by pressing a key on the keyboard.
During the IAT administration, participants classify groups of words according to
categories that are predefined by the investigators. The categories consist of the
target concepts of interest (e.g. Flowers vs. Insects) and attributes (e.g. Positive vs.
Negative). During an IAT trial, two categories appear on the top right and left of
the computer screen. The categories displayed represent the target concept (e.g.,
Flowers and Insects) or opposing attributes (e.g., Positive and Negative). The
target stimulus appears in the middle of the screen. For example, “Daisy” or
“Spider” might appear as the target stimulus during a Flower vs. Insect IAT trials
and “Happy” or “Hatred” might appear during attributes IAT trials. The participant
presses one of two keys on the keyboard (i.e., “d” or “k”) to assign the target
stimulus to the correct category. The “d” key corresponds to categories displayed
on the left side of the screen and the “k” key corresponds to the right side of the
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screen. When the participant responds accurately, the target stimulus disappears,
followed by the presentation of the next target stimulus 400 ms later. When the
participant responds incorrectly, an “X” appears under the target stimulus and
remains there until the correct response is emitted. The next target stimulus
appears following the 400 ms intertrial interval.
Participants complete IAT trials in a block format. Trial blocks are arranged
as follows. One trial block targets the categorization of the target attributes.
During the trial block, participants assign target stimuli, such as “Lucky”, “Honor”,
“Happy”, “Poison”, “Grief”, and “Hatred” to two categories. Given the categories
“Positive” and “Negative”, “Positive” may be displayed on the left and “Negative”
on the right. A second trial block targets the categorization of the target concept
(e.g., Flowers vs. Insects). During the trial block, participants assign the target
stimuli (e.g., “Daisy”, “Rose”, “Carnation”, “Spider”, “Ant”, “Beetle”) to their
respective categories. The third block consisted of a combination of the first two
trial blocks. For example, “Flower” or “Positive” appears on the left and “Insect”
or “Negative” appears on the right. During this trial block, participants categorize
all the target stimuli from all of the four categories. A fourth block is similar to the
first trial block, with the exception that the positions of the categories are
reversed. For example, “Positive” is displayed on the right as opposed to the left
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and “Negative” is displayed on the left as opposed to the right. A fifth block is
similar to the third block. However, the placement of the concept categories
remain in the same position and the attribute categories are reversed. For
example, “Flower” or “Negative” appears on the left and “Insect” or “Positive”
appears on the right. The opposing combination block trials (third and fifth trials)
are arranged so that categorizing the target stimuli is more difficult during one
block compared to the other. During the easier trial block, the participant should
respond faster than during the difficult trial block.
During each trial block, the target stimuli for the given block are presented
randomly across trials with each stimulus appearing an equal number of times
within each block. The investigator selects the number of stimulus presentations
per trial block. The dependent variable during the IAT administration is response
latency, defined as the time between the target stimulus’ onset and the
participant’s correct response. Response latencies are recorded by the program.
The IAT results indicate implicit behavior or biases when a consistent difference in
average response latencies is observed between the combination trial blocks.
Larger differences indicate more implicit behavior or stronger biases.
Although the IAT is a popular measurement tool for implicit behavior,
there are limitations inherent to the procedure. The associations identified for
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the examined concepts via the IAT are relative and do not allow investigators to
independently assess implicit behavior toward specific concepts. For example, an
IAT that assesses implicit behavior regarding the concepts Flowers vs. Insects
might indicate that that a participant responds more favorably toward flowers
than insects. However, responding more favorably toward flowers indicates a
relative dimension and could represent a variety of comparative biases toward the
two stimulus classes. A more favorable bias toward flowers could indicate that
the participant views flowers and insects positively, but flowers are viewed more
positively than insects. Alternately, the participant could view both flowers and
insects negatively, but flowers elicit less negative behavior than insects. Another
possibility is that the participant views flowers positively and insects negatively.
Hence, the standard IAT does not provide investigators with a measure of implicit
behavior toward separate topics of interest.
Another limitation of the IAT is that research has demonstrated that the
procedure can be faked (Kim, 2003). In a study by Kim (2003), participants were
able to mask the presence of implicit behavior toward stimuli by deliberately
responding slowly throughout the test. Even though the participants were able to
fake the procedure, the participants were only able to do so after the
experimenters had given them specific instructions on how to fake it. The
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capability of the IAT to be faked is a serious issue, given that individuals may wish
to conceal implicit behavior related to socially sensitive topics. If respondents can
in fact fake the IAT, the validity of the tool as a measure of implicit behavior may
be compromised.
The Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure
The Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP) was designed to
address the limitations inherent in the IAT and anchor the interpretations of the
results in a behavioral philosophy. The IRAP is an assessment method that
measures the probable occurrence of automatic relational responses via the
presentation of specific relational terms and target stimuli. The terms and target
stimuli are presented to participants across multiple trials on a computer. Prior to
beginning the IRAP, an experimenter reviews the instructions with the
participants. Participants complete at least two practice trial blocks followed by 6
test trial blocks. Each block consists of the same number of trials. Four types of
trials are presented during each block. The trial types consist of a combination of
two label stimuli and the target stimuli from two target stimuli sets. Additionally,
participants should respond (i.e., press a key) corresponding to the relation
depicted by the stimulus combination on the screen (e.g., “Similar” or
“Opposite”). Participants are asked to respond as quickly and accurately as
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possible. Response latency is the dependent variable throughout the procedure
and is defined as the time between the trial’s onset and the participant’s
consistent response (determined before the assessment).
Participants alternate between responding during consistent trial test
blocks and inconsistent trial blocks. Consistent trial blocks represent relations that
align with verbal contingencies previously established by the participant, whereas,
inconsistent trial blocks represent opposing verbal contingencies. During a
consistent trial block, given “Pleasant” and “Unpleasant” as the label stimuli, and
three positive words (“Love”, “Happy”, “Peace”) and three negative words
(“Hate”, “Sad”, “War”) as the target stimuli, the four trial types consist of: 1) the
label “Pleasant”, a positive word, and the response “Similar”, 2) the label
“Pleasant”, a negative word, and the response “Opposite”, 3) the label
“Unpleasant”, a negative word, and the response “Similar”, 4) the label
“Unpleasant”, a positive word, and the response “Opposite”. During inconsistent
trial blocks, the participant’s response should correspond to the opposing relation
depicted by the stimulus combination. The program informs participants of the
response requirement (i.e., consistent or inconsistent) prior to beginning each
block of trials. During each trial, the label stimulus appears on top of the screen,
the target stimulus appears in the middle, and two opposing relational terms
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occur at the bottom left and right corners of the screen. The stimuli remain on
the screen until the participant selects one of the two response keys (“d” or “k”)
corresponding to either relational term. Selection of the correct relational term
results in the removal of all stimuli from the screen, thus ending the trial.
Selection of the incorrect relational term results in the appearance of a red X on
the screen. The current trial does not end until the participant selects the correct
relational response for that trial. A new trial begins with the appearance of a new
set of stimuli following a 400 ms inter-trial interval.
During practice blocks, participants are required to respond with 80%
accuracy and with a mean response latency of less than 2,000 ms prior to moving
on to the test blocks. Participants are permitted up to four attempts (8 blocks) to
reach the response criteria during practice. Following the completion of each
practice block, the screen presents the participants with feedback indicating the
percentage of correct responding and the mean response latency during the
block.
Research on the IRAP suggests that it is difficult for participants to fake or
purposely produce false results. This is important, since respondents can shift
their responses on explicit measures to conceal indications of behavior that go
against social norms. The IRAP has been demonstrated to be resistant to attempts
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to fake it (McKenna, Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Stewart, 2007), whereas
the IAT may be vulnerable to those attempts (Kim, 2003). In a study by McKenna,
Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, and Stewart (2007), 36 undergraduate students
were assigned to one of three experimental groups: No faking-control, Fakingstrategy, and Faking-no strategy. Before completing the IRAP, participants
completed a questionnaire consisting of a feeling thermometer and word
pleasantness rating scale to evaluate the target words used in the IRAP. The
participants rated the words by placing a mark on a picture of a thermometer,
which was labeled “0 degrees (cold or unfavorable),” “50 degrees (neutral),” “99
degrees (warm and favorable)”. The participants also rated the words via the use
of a 7-point Likert scale ranging from -3 (very unpleasant) to 3 (very pleasant).
Participants who were asked to fake the IRAP task were also presented with a
Faking Strategy Questionnaire. The first item on the questionnaire instructed the
participants to write down what they were supposed to do during the next phase
of the experiment. The second item instructed participants to write down the
strategies they used to fake the IRAP. The third item asked if the participant
thought the strategies they used were successful and to elaborate on their
answers. Participants completed the last two items on the questionnaire
immediately after completing the second IRAP task.
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The IRAP stimuli consisted of the two label stimuli “Pleasant” and
“Unpleasant”, 12 target words (six pleasant words and six unpleasant words), and
the relational terms “Similar” and “Opposite”. During the first IRAP
administration, the IRAP instructions described the procedure, but did not identify
the consistent or inconsistent trials nor did it provide participants with feedback
regarding their performance. Following completion of the first IRAP task, the
experimenters gave the control group information regarding how the IRAP worked
and administered the IRAP to the group again. The Faking-no strategy group
received information that was similar to the control group’s following the first
IRAP and was also instructed to try to fake the next IRAP. The Faking-no strategy
group did not receive information regarding a strategy for faking. The
experimenters provided the Faking-strategy group with similar information to the
other groups in addition to specific information regarding how to fake the IRAP by
responding slower on the consistent trials and faster on the inconsistent trials.
After reviewing the instructions and completing the second IRAP task, the Fakingno strategy and Faking-strategy groups completed items 2 and 3 of the Faking
Strategy Questionnaire.
Both explicit measures indicated that all three groups rated the pleasant
words more positively than the unpleasant words. The IRAP results indicated that
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overall, participants across all three groups responded faster during the consistent
trials compared to the inconsistent trials. Further, the instructions to fake the
IRAP did not significantly alter participant performance on the IRAP.
Several studies have compared the efficacy of both the IAT and IRAP as
implicit measurement tools. Both the IAT and IRAP have indicated pro-holiday
biases among North Americans and Irish citizens (Chan, Barnes-Holmes, BarnesHolmes, & Stewart, 2009). The results of a study by Barnes-Holmes, Waldron, and
Barnes-Holmes (2009) indicated that the IRAP was more sensitive than the IAT at
identifying an implicit preference toward country living among rural and Dublin
dwellers. More specifically, the IRAP results indicated that rural dwellers and
Dublin dwellers preferred country living. However, the rural dwellers
demonstrated a much stronger preference for country living compared to the
Dublin dwellers. The IAT results indicated that both groups preferred country
living, but only the rural dwellers’ preferences reached significance. These results
highlight an important distinction between the two testing procedures, as the IAT
results in the study by Barnes-Holmes, Waldron, and Barnes-Holmes essentially
indicated that the IRAP can differentiate between and indicate the presence of
variations in preference levels between two groups, whereas the IAT may only be
capable of indicating variations of preference levels in a dichotomous manner.
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Both the IAT and IRAP indicated implicit preferences for vegetables with a
group of vegetarians and meat-eaters in a study by Barnes-Holmes, Murtagh, and
Barnes-Holmes (2010). The result of the study also indicated agreement regarding
the strength of the implicit preference for vegetables demonstrated by
vegetarians. That is, vegetarians demonstrated a stronger preference for
vegetables than meat-eaters. Studies by Roddy, Stewart, and Barnes-Holmes
(2010) and Roddy, Stewart, & Barnes-Holmes (2011) investigated implicit biases
related to average weight and over-weight individuals. Both studies indicated that
the IAT and IRAP results matched. That is, the IAT indicated a pro-slim/antioverweight bias among participants and the IRAP results indicated that
participants demonstrated a positive implicit bias toward slim individuals and did
not have a bias toward overweight individuals.
The IRAP has been used by numerous investigators to assess implicit
attitudes and biases related to a variety of topics. The topics include attitudes
toward work and leisure activities (Chan et al., 2009), preferences for rural and
city life (Barnes-Holmes, Waldron et al., 2009), attitudes toward different races
and nationalities (Barnes-Holmes, Murphy, & Barnes-Holmes, 2010; Power,
Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Stewart, 2009), biases for or against individuals
with developmental disabilities (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2006; Kelly & Barnes-
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Holmes, 2013), sexual beliefs toward children and adults (Dawson, BarnesHolmes, Gresswell, Hart, & Gore, 2009), attitudes regarding body size (Parling,
Cernvall, Stewart, Barnes-Holmes, & Ghaderi, 2012; Roddy et al., 2010; Roddy et
al., 2011), and preferences for meat and vegetables (Barnes-Holmes, Murtagh, &
Barnes-Holmes, 2010). Chan, Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, and Stewart (2009)
used the IRAP to measure implicit attitudes related to work and holidays with
adult citizens from Canada, the United State of America, and Ireland. The IRAP
stimuli included two labels, “Pleasant” and “Unpleasant”, 12 target words (6 for
each set) associated with work and holiday and the relational response options
“Similar” and “Opposite”. In addition to the IRAP, participants completed a
questionnaire measuring explicit attitudes toward work and holidays. The
questionnaire consisted of 10 statements related to work and 10 statements
related to holidays. Participants rated their agreement with each statement on a
5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). Higher
scores indicated more positive attitudes toward the relative domain.
The questionnaire results indicated that all participant groups responded
more favorably to the work related questions than the holiday related questions.
The questionnaire also indicated differences in ratings between participant group
nationalities, as the Irish participants responded the most positively toward the
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work questions, followed by the Americans, then the Canadian participants. The
Irish and Canadian participants responded similarly and more positively to the
holiday questions than the American participants. The IRAP results diverged from
the explicit measures and indicated a pro-holiday and anti-work bias across all
three groups. That is, response latencies were shorter for Similar during WorkUnpleasant and Holiday-Pleasant trials and for Opposite during Work-Pleasant and
Holiday-Unpleasant trials. Moreover, the American participants’ pro-holiday and
anti-work biases were much higher than the Canadian and Irish participants who
scored similarly. The contrasting results of the IRAP and questionnaire support
the use of the IRAP as a measure of implicit attitudes. The study’s results also
demonstrate the limitations associated with the use of explicit measures when
attempting to measure implicit attitudes.
Twenty-six individuals categorized as Dublin or rural dwellers completed
an IRAP designed to measure attitudes toward city and rural living (Barnes-Holmes
et al. 2009). The Dublin dwellers reported living in the city and suburban areas of
Dublin, Ireland. Rural dwellers reported living in a village or in a farming area. The
IRAP task incorporated the following stimuli: two labels, “Dublin Life” and
“Country Life”; 12 target words (e.g. “good”, “bad”, “pleasant”, “miserable”), and
two response options, “Similar” and “Opposite”. The participants also completed
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a questionnaire assessing their preferences for city and country life. The
questionnaire consisted of two types of preference scales, a feeling thermometer
which asked participants to rate how warm (100°) or cold (0°) they felt toward
both lifestyles, and a 7-point Likert scale ranging from -3 (extremely unpleasant)
to +3 (extremely pleasant) which asked participants to rate the pleasantness of
both lifestyles.
Dublin dwellers reported higher preference ratings for city life than rural
dwellers and rural dwellers indicated a higher preference for country life
compared to Dublin dwellers on the questionnaire. The IRAP results indicated
that both groups of participants responded positively toward both Dublin and
country life. The rural dwelling group’s responding was more pro-country than
the Dublin dwellers’ responding. However, there was no difference in pro-Dublin
responding between the groups. Even though both implicit and explicit measures
demonstrated differences in preference between the two groups, the IRAP was a
more sensitive measure of preference.
Barnes-Holmes, Murphy, Barnes-Holmes, & Stewart (2010) administered
the IRAP along with three surveys to 31 white Irish adults (Experiment 1) and 19
white Irish adults (Experiment 2) for the purpose of measuring the socially
sensitive topic of implicit white and black stereotypes. The first survey consisted
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of 14 statements regarding beliefs about discrimination in Irish society and the
value of ethnic diversity. Participants rated their agreement with the statements
via a Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). The
second survey consisted of six statements targeting biases against black people.
The participants rated their agreement with statements on the second survey via
a 5-point Likert scale ranging from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly agree).
The experimenters later transformed the scores on the second survey to parallel
the scoring method of the first survey. The experimenters presented participants
with six color photos of white and black men holding guns during the third survey
and asked the participants to rate how safe or dangerous the men in the photos
looked via a 13-point Likert scale ranging from -6 (extremely safe) to +6 (extremely
dangerous). The IRAP administered during Experiment 1 consisted of 3000 ms
response latency criterion during the practice trials, as opposed to the 2000 ms
criterion described in the discussion of the procedure above. During Experiment
2, the response latency criterion was lowered to 2000 ms during the IRAP
administration. The IRAP administered in both experiments included the category
labels “Safe” and “Dangerous”, six target stimuli consisted of color photos of black
and white men holding guns, and the response options “True” and “False”.
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During Experiment 1, the experimenters administered the surveys and
IRAP to participants in either a public or private context. Prior to administering
the surveys and IRAP, the experimenters asked the participants assigned to the
public context group to read a statement indicating that their scores would be
recorded and evaluated by the experimenter. The purpose of the statement was
to evoke feelings of social desirability within the participants. During the survey
administration, the experimenter presented the public participants with a booklet
and asked them to call out the answer to each question for the experimenter to
record. During the IRAP administration with public participants, the experimenter
sat with the participants and observed their responses. Prior to administering
surveys and IRAP to the private context group, the experimenters told the
participants that their scores would be collected but not examined. During the
survey administration, the experimenter presented the participants with a booklet
and asked them to circle their answers to each question. The experimenters also
asked that the participants not leave any identifying information on the booklets
to maintain confidentiality. The experimenters were not present in the room
while the private context participants completed the IRAP.
The IRAP results indicated no difference in responding between the public
and private participant groups. Both groups responded with a pro-white bias on
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the Safe-White and Dangerous-White trial types and with a pro-black bias on the
Safe-Black trial type. Two of the three surveys indicated a pro-black bias with
both participant groups. A third survey indicated that both groups responded
positively to both races. However, the public context group responded more
positively than the private context group.
The IRAP results from Experiment 1 did not show a context effect as
predicted. The authors determined that the private context participants
responded slower during the IRAP trials than the public context participants and
suspected that the longer response latencies decreased the validity of the
procedure. Experiment 2 was conducted primarily to evaluate the effect of time
pressure on responding during the IRAP. Nineteen white, Irish adults participated
in Experiment 2. All participants completed the surveys and IRAP tasks in the
public context. The experimenters reduced the response latency criterion from
3000 ms to 2000 ms. Participant responses to the surveys were similar to those of
the public context group during Experiment 1. The participants responded with a
pro-white bias on the Safe-White and Dangerous-White trial types, anti-black on
the Dangerous-Black trial type, and pro-black on the Safe-Black trial type).
Participants responded with a much stronger pro-white bias during the Safe-White
trial type compared to the participants from Experiment 1. The combined results
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of both Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that decreasing the response latency
criterion during IRAP practice trials increases the assessment’s ability to capture
implicit biases.
Power, Barnes-Holmes, and Barnes-Holmes (2009) used the IRAP to assess
biases related to another socially sensitive topic – implicit preferences for
different nationalities. The study was conducted with 19 Irish adults (Experiment
1) and 16 American citizens who self-identified as Irish American (Experiment 2).
During Experiment 1, the participants completed four, 13-point Likert scales
assessing participant likeability of Irish, Scottish, American, and African
nationalities. The scales ranged from -6 (extremely unlikable) to +6 (extremely
likeable). The IRAP consisted of the labels, “More Likable” and “Less Likable”, six
target word pairs (Irish-Scottish, Scottish-American, American-African, and the
word pairs in reverse), and two response options (“True” and “False”). The word
pairs where arranged to reflect the preference of the first nationality over the
second nationality. Participant responses on the Likert scales indicated that Irish
and Scottish nationalities were equally liked. Additionally, the African nationality
was like less than Scottish and Irish, but more liked than American. The IRAP
results indicated that the participants responded in a pattern of perceived
similarity. That is, Irish was preferred over Scottish, which was preferred over
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American, and American was preferred over African nationalities. The IRAP
results during Experiment 1 were in accordance with the authors’ predictions.
During Experiment 2, the participants completed the same Likert scales
that were administered during Experiment 1. The IRAP in Experiment 2 was
similar to the IRAP administered in Experiment 1 with the following exception.
The six target word pairs were American-Irish, Irish-Scottish, Scottish-African, and
the word pairs in reverse. The Likert scale responses indicated that the Irish
nationality was more liked than the American, Scottish, and African nationalities.
Also, there was no difference in preference for the American, Scottish, and African
nationalities. The IRAP result matched the authors’ predictions and indicated that
the participants preferred American over Irish, which was preferred over Scottish,
which was preferred over the African nationalities. The results from both
Experiments 1 and 2 provide additional examples of the divergence of explicit
measures from implicit measures.
Barnes-Holmes et al. (2006) and Kelly and Barnes-Holmes (2013) assessed
biases related to working with individuals diagnosed with Autism Spectrum
disorders (ASD) among participants with and without experience working with
individuals with ASD. The study by Barnes-Holmes et al. (2006) included three
groups of participants. One group consisted of 16 individuals with 6 months to 6
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years of experience. The second group consisted of 12 individuals with less than 6
months experience. The third group consisted of 16 individuals with no
experience working with individuals diagnosed with ASD. All participants
completed the IRAP and two surveys. The IRAP consisted of two label phrases –
“Autistic Spectrum Disorder” and “Normally Developing”, 12 generic negative and
positive target words (e.g., sad, happy, difficult, easy), and the response options
“Similar” and “Opposite”. The first survey consisted of five questions related to
the participant’s perceived self-efficacy in dealing with challenging behavior and
asked participants to respond to questions according to a scale of 1 (low selfefficacy) to 7 (significantly high efficacy). The survey also included a list of
emotions (depression and anger or fear and anxiety) participants might
experience while working with individuals with challenging behaviors. Participants
rated their experiences as 0 (no, never), 1 (yes, but infrequently), 2 (yes,
frequently), or 3 (yes, very frequently). The second survey asked participants to
rate how true they felt 10 statements related to working with individuals
diagnosed with ASD were via a Likert scale ranging from 1 (very true) to 5 (very
untrue).
The IRAP results indicated no difference in responding between the three
groups of participants. All groups responded faster during anti-Autism and pro-
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normal IRAP trials, which indicated a negative bias toward Autism. Although the
IRAP indicated no difference between the participant groups, there was a
difference in questionnaire responses across the groups. Both experienced groups
indicated more positive perceptions to working with individuals with autism and
lower levels of negative emotions than the no experience group.
Kelly and Barnes-Holmes (2013) assessed the presence of implicit biases
for and against children with ASD with two groups of teachers. The first group
consisted of 16 behavior analysis technicians who worked in a school for children
with ASD. The second group consisted of 16 primary school teachers who worked
with typically developing children. Kelly and Barnes-Holmes administered the
IRAP similarly to the procedure used by Barnes-Holmes et al. (2006). Participants
also completed seven explicit measures. The first explicit measure consisted of a
survey which asked participants to rate typically developing individuals and
individuals with ASD according to a 7-point Likert scale. A negative word, such as
“angry” or “unpleasant”, was located at -3 and a positive word, such as “calm” or
“pleasant”, was located at +3. The second explicit measure asked participants to
rate their agreement with statements related to typically developing children and
children with ASD on a scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). The
third explicit measure consisted of a feeling thermometer. Participants were
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presented with a printed picture of a thermometer marked with 0°
(cold/unfavorable) through 100° (warm/favorable) and instructed to write down
the temperature they felt toward children with ASD and typically developing
children. The participants completed four additional explicit measures that were
not directly related to perceptions of individuals with and without ASD. The
questionnaires measured anxiety, social desirability, mindfulness, and levels of
burnout. The IRAP results indicated no difference in responding between the two
participant groups. Both groups presented with a positive bias toward typically
developing children and no bias toward children with ASD. However, the explicit
measures indicated that the group of behavior analysis technicians rated both
groups of children more positively than the primary school teachers.
The IRAP studies mentioned above have all addressed biases among nonclinical populations. In a study conducted by Dawson, Barnes-Holmes, Gresswell,
Hart, and Gore (2009), the IRAP was administered to a group of 16 male sexual
offenders and 16 non-offending males. The sex offenders had been convicted of a
sexual offense against a child. Participants also completed a questionnaire
consisting of 13 statements related to “children as sexual beings”. Participants
rated their agreement via a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (strongly disagree)
to 4 (strongly agree). The IRAP consisted of two label stimuli, “Adult” and “Child”,
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and two sets of target stimuli, a set of sexual terms (e.g., “Sexual”) and a set of
terms that are in semantic opposition to the sexual terms (e.g., “Non-Sexual”).
The IRAP results indicated that both the offending and non-offending
groups responded with a bias toward adults as sexual and children as nonsexual
during the adult-sexual and child-nonsexual trial types. However, the biases of
the non-offending group were almost twice as strong as the offending group’s.
Additionally, the non-offending group responded with a strong anti-sexual bias
during the child-sexual trial type, whereas the offending group responded with no
bias. Overall, the IRAP results indicated that the non-offending group responded
according to social norms during all of the trial types. The offending group
responding according to social norms during all trial types with the exception of
the child-sexual trial type. Dawson et al. suggested that the apparent
contradictory IRAP results for the offenders (i.e., affirmative bias toward children
as nonsexual and no bias toward children as sexual) are consistent with a theory
stating that “children can be both sexual and innocent, and thus make attractive,
non-threatening sexual partners to individuals that feel intimidated by ageappropriate sexual relationships”. The explicit measures did not indicate a
difference between the non-offending and offending groups.
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Several studies have used the IRAP to measure implicit attitudes related to
body size. Roddy et al. (2010) assessed implicit attitudes toward average weight
and overweight individuals with 88 undergraduate and graduate psychology
students via the administration of the IRAP and three explicit measures. The
stimuli presented during the IRAP trials consisted of two label stimuli (“Good” and
“Bad”), 12 images of overweight and average weight men and women, and the
two response options “Same” and “Opposite”. The first survey asked for
background information about the participant (e.g. weight, height, amount of
daily contact with overweight individuals, the participant’s history with implicit
measures). The survey also asked the participants to rate their feelings of warmth
or coldness toward overweight and slim people. The scale ranged from 1 (very
warm) to 5 (very cold). The second survey consisted of 13 items and assessed
participants’ attitudes toward overweight individuals along the following domains:
dislike of overweight individuals, personal fear of overweight individuals, and
beliefs regarding the willpower of overweight individuals. The third explicit
measure involved the presentation of two photographs. One photo depicting an
overweight female and the other photo depicted a female of average weight.
Participants answered five questions regarding their likelihood to interact with the
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individual in the photo. Participants rated their likelihood of interaction along a 7point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very unlikely) to 7 (very likely).
The IRAP results indicated that participants had a positive implicit bias
toward slim individuals and did not have a bias toward overweight individuals.
The explicit measures indicated mixed results. Participants reported low levels of
negative feelings toward overweight people during the first explicit measure.
Participants expressed more warm feelings toward overweight individuals than
average weight individuals during the second measure. The third measure
indicated a more positive bias toward average weight individuals.
Roddy et al. (2011) repeated the assessment of body size biases with 64
undergraduate students. In addition to administering the IRAP and surveys, the
experimenters also measured participant facial expressions via facial
electromyography (EMG). Facial EMG measures the action potentials of the
striated muscles located in the face. Facial EMG is capable of detecting muscular
activity in the absence of perceptible facial contractions (Cacioppo, Petty, Losch, &
Kim, 1986). Positive and negative stimuli have been respectively associated with
EMG activity over zygomaticus major (the facial muscles involved in smiling –
moving the corners of the mouth back and up) and corrugator supercilii (the facial
muscles involved in frowning – moving the brow down and together; Larsen,
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Norris, & Cacioppo, 2003). Research on facial EMG has consistently indicated that
EMG activity over the corrugator supercilii region is higher and EMG activity over
zygomaticus major is lower in the presence of unpleasant stimuli compared to
pleasant stimuli. EMG activity over zygomaticus major tends to be higher in the
presence of unpleasant stimuli compared to unpleasant stimuli (Cacioppo, et al.,
1986).
During the EMG procedure, the experimenters placed electrodes on the
left cheek (zygomaticus major), left brow (corrugator supercilii), and forehead of
the participants. Inactive electrodes were also placed on the back of the neck to
divert attention away from the face as the primary area of interest. Participants
viewed 20 weight related images (i.e., overweight and average weight men and
women) and 10 neutral images (i.e., nature scenes). EMG activity was recorded
for each muscle during the image presentations. The experimenters calculated the
average amount of EMG activity across image presentation types (average weight,
overweight, and neutral). The IRAP administration was identical to that of Roddy
et al. (2010). Participants completed three explicit measures similar to those
administered by Roddy, et al. (2010). Results of the facial EMG indicated that
pictures of individuals of average weight elicited EMG responses associated with
more positive affect. Thus, participants appeared to respond more positively
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toward individuals of average weight. There was no difference in the EMG
responses elicited by the photos of overweight individuals and nature scenes. The
IRAP results also indicated a positive bias toward individuals of average weight
and no bias toward overweight individuals. The explicit measures indicated no
biases toward overweight and average weight individuals.
Parling, Cernvall, Stewart, Barnes-Holmes, and Ghaderi (2012)
administered the IRAP while comparing the weight related beliefs of 17 individuals
diagnosed with full or sub-threshold Anorexia Nervosa with a matched-age control
group of 17. Participants also completed four explicit measures related to eating
disorder, body shape perception, and attitudes regarding body size for the self
and others. Participants completed four IRAP tasks: a Self-IRAP, an Others-IRAP, a
Thin-IRAP, and a Fat-IRAP. The stimuli during the Self and Others IRAP tasks
consisted of the labels “Good” and “Bad”, twelve target words that were
synonyms for thin and fat, and the response options “Same” and “Opposite”. The
stimuli during the Thin and Fat IRAP tasks were similar to the Self and Others IRAP
tasks with the exception that the label stimuli were “I want to be”/“I can be” and
“I don’t want to be”/“I must not be”.
The IRAP results indicated that both groups responded with a pro-thin
attitude toward themselves. That is, during the Self-IRAP, participants responded
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faster during Good-Thin-Same and Bad-Thin-Opposite trial types compared to
Good-Thin-Opposite and Bad-Thin-Same. The clinical group also demonstrated an
anti-fat attitude toward themselves, whereas the control group did not. Anti-fat
attitudes were indicated by faster responding during Bad-Fat-Same and Good-FatOpposite trial types compared to Bad-Fat-Opposite and Good-Fat-Same. In
regards to the presence of biases toward others, both groups showed a pro-thin
attitude. The clinical group also demonstrated a pro-fat attitude toward others.
Both groups demonstrated a pro-striving for thinness bias and anti-fatness bias
during the assessment related to striving for thinness. The clinical group
demonstrated a stronger anti-fatness bias than the control group in the striving
for thinness domain. The assessment for attitudes regarding the avoidance of
fatness indicated that both groups responded with a pro-thinness bias. The
clinical group indicated a stronger pro-thinness bias than the control group. The
explicit measures indicated that the clinical group responded with biases in all
domains except “Bad others fat” and “Good others thin”. The control responded
with biases in all domains except “Bad others fat,” “Good others thin,” and “I want
to be thin”. Compared to the control group, the clinical group indicated stronger
anti-fat and pro-thin attitudes toward themselves. The clinical group also
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indicated stronger striving for thinness and avoidance of fatness attitudes than the
control group.
Overall, the IRAP results have consistently indicated that participants
without an eating disorder diagnosis tend to demonstrate a positive bias toward
average weight individuals, whereas participants diagnosed with an eating
disorder tend to have no bias toward overweight individuals. Explicit measures
have yielded mixed results indicating a positive bias toward overweight
individuals, a positive bias toward average weight individuals, or no bias toward
either average weight or overweight individuals.
Barnes-Holmes, Murtagh, et al. (2010) assessed implicit preferences for
meat and vegetables among 16 self-reported vegetarians and 16 self-reported
meat-eaters with the IRAP. The IRAP stimuli include the labels “Pleasant” and
“Unpleasant”, five pictures of meats and five pictures of vegetables as target
stimuli, and the response options “True” and “False”. In addition to the IRAP
administration, the experimenters presented the participants with a survey
consisting of 10 photos of meats and vegetables and asked the participants to rate
each picture via a 9-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not tasty at all) to 9 (very
tasty). Participants were also presented with 30 statements regarding meat and
vegetables. The participants indicated their agreement with each statement via a
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9-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 9 (totally agree).
Demographic information regarding the participants’ dietary habits was also
included as a component of the explicit measures. The IRAP results indicated that
both vegetarians and meat-eaters demonstrated a pro-vegetable bias. However,
the vegetarians’ pro-vegetable bias was stronger than the meat-eaters bias.
Vegetarians also demonstrated an anti-meat bias while the meat-eaters
demonstrated a small pro-meat bias. The explicit measures indicated that
vegetarians rated vegetables more positively than meats and meat eaters rated
meats and vegetables equally. Vegetarians also rated the vegetables more
positively than the meat eater’s rating of vegetables.
Social scientists commonly use explicit measures, such as surveys and
questionnaires, to obtain information about what individuals think or believe. The
use of explicit measures can be problematic when attempting to gain this type of
information, due to the inherent nature of the information being assessed. For
example, if an individual is unaware of his/her beliefs or wishes to hide his/her
beliefs, explicit measures will likely capture inaccurate information. Research has
repeatedly demonstrated that the IRAP is capable of identifying implicit behavior
that may not be indicated via the use of explicit measures. Furthermore, the IRAP
has also been demonstrated to provide investigators with more information about
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implicit behavior than other established implicit measures. Overall, the IRAP
appears to be a superior tool for gaining information about the implicit attitude,
biases, or preferences of individuals and is based in a behavior analytic
philosophy.
The Mixed-Trial Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure
Despite its strength of as a measure of implicit behavior, the IRAP is not
without limitations. The IRAP’s primary limitation is that it detects biases at a
group level rendering the procedure impractical for use at the individual level.
This limits the use of the IRAP in applied settings where practitioners focus on
changing the behavior of individual clients. In addition to its inapplicability to
individual participants, Levin, Hayes, and Waltz (2010) highlighted the following as
additional limitations of the IRAP. IRAP results could be confounded by practice
effects that result in response latency changes over the duration of the testing
procedure. The results of the IRAP may also be sensitive to the order of the
consistent and inconsistent trial. Levin et al. also added that investigators
predetermine the relation between stimuli which could reduce the reliability of
the IRAP when stimuli possess unique functions. The IRAP examines implicit
relations among groups of stimuli. Levin et al. suggests that individual stimuli
within those lists may possess functions that are different from the other stimuli
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and it would be beneficial to be able to measure the implicit effects of individual
stimuli to ensure that the stimuli within the group actually do belong to the same
functional class.
Levin et al. (2010) addressed these limitations by modifying the IRAP. The
modified version of the IRAP is called the Mixed Trial-Implicit Relational
Assessment Procedure (MT-IRAP). During the MT-IRAP, consistent and
inconsistent trials occur within a given trial block, allowing the investigator to
continuously compare responding between trial types. The contextual cues
“Truth” and “Lie” were added to inform participants whether they should produce
a consistent or inconsistent relational response during specific trials. The MT-IRAP
consists of trials in which participants are instructed to select the relation of the
target stimulus to the label stimulus. Participants should quickly and as accurately
as possible select the appropriate relational response. Similarly to the IRAP,
response latency is the dependent variable throughout the MT-IRAP. During each
trial, the participant is presented with one of two opposing label stimuli (e.g.
“Pleasant” or “Unpleasant”), a target stimulus that is related to the concepts of
interest, two relational responses (e.g. “Similar” and “Different”), and the trialtype cue (i.e. “Truth” or “Lie”). During half of the trials, participants are instructed
to emit a consistent relational response via the trial-type cue “Truth”. The trial-
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type cue “Lie” directs the participant to emit an inconsistent relational response
during the other half of the trials. There are four combinations of label stimuli and
trial types for each target stimulus. Throughout an MT-IRAP trial block,
participants are presented with consistent and inconsistent trial types in a quasirandom fashion. Additionally, the presentation of various label stimuli, target
stimuli, and trial type combinations are random within a block.
Given a target stimulus (e.g., any word related to emotions, such as
“Happy”, “Sad”, “Love”, “Hate”), the label stimuli “Pleasant” and “Unpleasant”,
and the trial type cues “Truth” and “Lie”, the four trial combinations for a target
stimulus consist of: 1) the target stimulus, the label stimulus “Pleasant”, and the
trial type cue “Truth”, 2) the target stimulus, the label stimulus “Pleasant”, and
the trial type cue “Lie”, 3) the target stimulus, the label stimulus “Unpleasant”,
and the trial type cue “Truth”, and 4) the target stimulus, the label stimulus
“Unpleasant”, and the trial type cue “Lie”. Trials begin with the presentation of
the trial type cue “Truth” or “Lie” for 1 sec. Immediately following the trial type
cue, a screen appears presenting one of two label stimuli at the top of the screen,
a target stimulus in the middle of the screen, the trial type cue under the target
stimulus, and the two opposing relational terms occur at the bottom left and right
corners of the screen. The stimuli remain on the screen until the participant
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selects one of the two relational responses (i.e., presses either the “d” or “k” key,
which correspond to the relational terms). A 400 ms inter-trial interval begins
immediately following the participant’s key press. The next trial begins following
the inter-trial interval. Correct and incorrect responses are determined by the
participant’s consistency. For example, either “Love”/ “Pleasant”/ “Similar” or
“Love”/ “Unpleasant”/ “Similar” during truth trials may be correct depending on
the participant’s response patterns.
Participants complete two series of practice blocks prior to beginning the
testing procedure. The first practice series consists of only truth trials. That is, the
truth trial type cue appears before every trial to familiarize participants with the
standard procedure. The experimenters predetermine the correct and incorrect
responses during practice blocks to assist the participant in learning how to
quickly respond during the task. Incorrect responses result in a red X appearing
on the screen. The X remains on the screen until the participant selects the
correct response key. Participants are required to respond with 80% accuracy and
with a mean response latency of less than 2,000 ms prior to moving on to the next
practice block. Participants receive feedback regarding their average response
latency and accuracy following each practice block. Participants are permitted up
to six attempts to reach the response criteria before proceeding to the next
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practice series. The second practice series is similar to the first, with the
exception that truth trial type cues are present during half of the trials and lie cues
are present during the other half. Participants proceed to the test phase following
completion of both practice series. During the test phase, feedback is no longer
provided to the participants. The speed and accuracy criterion is also removed.
However, if a participant’s consistency falls below 75% for a given target stimulus,
the test block resets and the participants restart the block of trials from the
beginning.
Levin et al. (2010) administered the MT-IRAP to 58 undergraduate
psychology students, 43 of which completed the procedure. Participants also
completed two questionnaires. A 40 item questionnaire assessing attitudes
toward substance abusers via a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very strongly
disagree) to 7 (very strongly agree). The second questionnaire included ten items
and assessed experiential avoidance (an individual’s engagement in avoidance or
escape behavior related to the occurrence of aversive private events; see Hayes,
Wilson, Gifford, Follette, & Strosahl, 1996). The MT-IRAP was administered with
three sets of target stimuli and the label stimuli “Good” and “Bad”. The
experimenters tested these stimuli sets via three separate test blocks. The three
target stimuli sets were valenced words (“Beautiful’, Foul”, “Freedom”, Awful”,
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Nice”, Ugly”), emotion words (“Happy, “Cheerful” “Love”, “Sad”, “Anxious”,
“Hate”), and substance abuser words (“Drug Addiction”, “Drug Problem”,
“Substance Abuse”, “Alcoholic”, “Addict” “Drug User”). The results of the MTIRAP indicated that response latencies were longer during lie trials compared to
truth trials across all words for each participant. MT-IRAP scores differed
significantly from zero for each word list. That is, the participants demonstrated a
bias for or against each word list (group of words). Additionally, the MT-IRAP
scores were significantly different for 16 of the 18 target stimuli. Levin et al. also
compared group IRAP results for the emotion words between those students who
exhibited high experiential avoidance scores and those who had lower scores.
They found no significant difference overall, but did note a statistical significance
when comparing the words “love” and “hate”. The original IRAP would have
indicated no difference. Due to the MT-IRAP’s ability to examine between stimuli
relations, the MT-IRAP was able to detect a difference between those words. This
suggests that the MT-IRAP also had predictive powers that were correlated with
experiential avoidance.
Both the IRAP and MT-IRAP have come from a behavioral tradition, and as
such, represent a behavior-analytic approach to a subject of study that has
historically been relegated to cognitive and social sciences. Relational Frame
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Theory (RFT), a behavioral approach to language and cognition, has facilitated the
development of tools such as the IRAP and MT-IRAP to allow behavior sciences to
examine these phenomena (Barnes-Holmes, et al., 2006; Barnes-Holmes, BarnesHolmes, Stewart, 2010).
Relational Frame Theory
Relational Frame Theory is an account of language that states that in
addition to learning to relate stimuli (i.e., responding to a stimulus in terms of a
different stimulus) via direct teaching, humans can derive novel relations in the
absence of direct teaching. Directly trained contingencies include respondent
conditioning, operant conditioning, discrimination, and stimulus generalization.
Respondents consist of a stimulus – response relation in which a stimulus elicits a
reflex response. Prior to conditioning, an unconditioned stimulus (US) elicits an
unconditioned reflex response (UR). During respondent conditioning, a neutral
stimulus (NS) is paired with a US. Following pairing, the once NS becomes a
conditioned stimulus (CS) and elicits the same reflex response (now termed the
conditioned response; CR). Operants consist of a stimulus – response – stimulus
relation where an antecedent event evokes a response and a consequent event
immediately follows. Discrimination involves responding or not responding based
on the presence of specific stimuli and is taught directly via operant conditioning.
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Stimulus generalization involves responding to novel stimuli that share physical
features with stimuli taught in the past. Even though stimulus generalization
involves responses that are evoked by untrained stimuli, direct training with
stimuli sharing similar features is necessary during the process.
Studies by Harmon, Strong, and Pasnak (1982) and Vaughan (1988)
demonstrate how relational responding can be acquired via operant conditioning.
In the study by Harmon et al., monkeys were trained to form relations between
stimuli based on their physical properties. Harmon et al. initially trained three
rhesus monkeys to discriminate between 5 inch and 7 inch tall blocks by
reinforcing selections of the 7 inch block with food. Following training, the
experimenters conducted test trials to assess whether the monkeys had learned
to respond to the relation taller than by selecting the taller block when presented
with block pairs consisting of at least one novel block. The height of the blocks
during test trials ranged from 1 inch to 13 inches. During training, the
experimenters alternated test trials with trained trials. Trained trials were
reinforced on a VR4 schedule and selections during test trials were always
followed with food presentations regardless of the selection. The results of the
study indicated that all monkeys responded relationally. That is, the monkeys
selected the taller block during the test trials at higher than chance levels.
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Vaughan (1988) taught pigeons to relate stimuli according to shared
functions. During the study, the experimenters selected 40 images of trees and
arbitrarily assigned half of the images to a positive condition and the other half to
a negative condition. Throughout the study, the experimenters presented 6
pigeons with 2 (one positive and one negative) of the 40 images during each
session. Over the course of sessions, an array of each of the 40 images was
presented once before any image presentation was repeated. In the presence of
the positive images, pecking was reinforced and pecking was not reinforced in the
presence of the negative images. During session 15, the experimenters reversed
the contingency so that the images originally assigned to the positive condition
were negative and images originally assigned to the negative condition were
positive. The experimenters switched the contingencies every 7 sessions
thereafter for a total of 21 reversals.
During the first session, the pigeons responded at chance levels. However,
by the second session, the pigeons’ responding had discriminated between the
groups of slides. Following each contingency reversal, the pigeons’ responding
returned to chance levels during the first reversal session and gradually shifted
across sessions to reflect the current contingency. Throughout the study, as the
pigeons were exposed to increasingly more contingency reversals, the pigeons
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began detecting the change in contingencies more quickly. That is, toward the
end of the study, the pigeons responded at chance levels during the first session
following the contingency reversal, but shifted their responses to reflect near
perfect discrimination during the second or third session. The results of the study
suggest that the pigeons had learned to relate the images within each condition.
More specifically, the images presented during the first session following a
contingency reversal became discriminative stimuli for pecking or not pecking.
After those initial images became discriminative stimuli, responses to the other
images within the same condition changed accordingly.
Discriminative and generalized relational responding involves the presence
of non-arbitrary shared stimulus properties. For example, responding came under
the control of relative stimulus size in the study by Harmon et al. (1982) and
responses were made based on the function of stimuli in the study by Vaughan
(1988). In contrast, RFT focuses on the importance of arbitrary relational
responding in human language.
Relational Frame Theory specifies that derived relations can be both
arbitrary (i.e. not under the control of physical features) and untaught. Further,
derived relations can come under the control of any number of contextual stimuli
present in the environment (Hayes et al., 2001). Hayes et al. (2001) use the term
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arbitrarily applicable relational responding (AARR) to describe this type of relating.
The RFT account identifies AARRs as a class of operants that are learned
throughout one’s development via verbal interactions with a verbal community.
Arbitrarily applicable relational responding consists of three properties: mutual
entailment, combinatorial entailment, and stimulus transformation.
Mutual entailment describes a bidirectional relation between two stimuli
whereas a relation between A and B is taught and the relation between B and A is
entailed. For example, when taught that a nickel (A) is less than a dime (B), the
relation a dime (B) is greater than a nickel (A) is entailed. Combinatorial
entailment describes the derived stimulus relation following the combination of
two or more mutually entailed relations. That is, when A is related to B and B is
related to C, the relation between A and C is entailed. For example, when taught
that a nickel (A) is less than a dime (B) and a dime (B) is less than a quarter (C), the
mutual relations that a nickel (A) is less than a quarter (C) and that a quarter (C) is
more than a nickel (A) are derived. The third property of AARRs, stimulus
transformation, refers to derived changes in the function of a stimulus as a result
of the stimulus’ relation to another stimulus. For example, if stimulus A and
stimulus B have a relation of opposition and stimulus A becomes a conditioned
punisher via pairing with an aversive stimulus, stimulus transformation is evident
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if stimulus B takes on reinforcing properties in the absence of direct training. That
is, the reinforcing function of stimulus B is derived due to stimulus B’s relation of
opposition with stimulus A.
The term relational frame describes a collection of AARRs in which the
shared properties of mutual entailment, combinatorial entailment, and stimulus
transformation are contextually controlled. Contextual cues determine the
pattern of responding and which functions are transformed within a relational
frame. Common categories of relational frames include coordination, opposition,
difference, and comparison.
Dougher, Augustson, Markham, Greenway, and Wulfert (1994)
demonstrated the establishment of AARRs and the property of stimulus
transformation via a series of two experiments. During Experiment 1, the
formation of two equivalence classes and transformation of respondent-eliciting
properties were evaluated with eight college students. The experimenters trained
participants on six conditional stimulus relations (A1-B1, A1-C1, A1-D1, A2-B2, A2C2, and A2-D2) with abstract symbols via a match-to-sample task and then tested
the participants on the emergence of two stimulus equivalence classes (Class 1 =
A1, B1, C1, D1; Class 2 = A2, B2, C2, D2). Following training, participants were
tested for mutual entailment and combinatorial entailment. Once participants
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met the training and testing performance criteria, the B1 and B2 stimuli were
respectively paired with and without shock via a delayed classical conditioning
procedure. The experimenters test for the transfer of respondent-elicitation to
the C1 and D1 stimuli following the conditioning phase. The results of Experiment
1 indicated that all eight participants demonstrated the formation of two
equivalence classes. That is, all participants met the testing criterion for both
mutual and combinatorial entailment. Seven participants demonstrated
conditioning, as B1 presentations elicited elevated skin conductance levels. Six
participants demonstrated elevated skin conductance levels to the Class 1 stimuli
in comparison to the Class 2 stimuli.
Experiment 2 was conducted with eight college students and evaluated the
transformation of extinction properties. Throughout Experiment 2, four
participants completed all seven experimental phases and four control
participants completed Phases 2, 3, and 4. Phase 1 consisted of equivalence
training and testing. During Phase 2, B1, C1, and D1 were paired with shock and
B2, C2, and D2 were paired with the absence of shock via respondent
conditioning. During Phase 3, the experimenters placed respondent elicitations
on extinction by presenting B1 and B2 in the absence of shock. Participants were
tested for the transfer of extinction to C1 and D1 during Phase 4. The
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experimenters reconditioned B1 during Phase 5 by following B1 presentations
with shock and B2 with the absence of shock. Phase 6 tested for the transfer of
conditioning to C1 and D1. The experimenters retested the maintenance of
stimulus equivalence during Phase 7. The results of Experiment 2 were similar to
Experiment 1, as all experimental participants demonstrated the formation of the
two equivalence classes, demonstrated respondent conditioning with the Class 1
stimuli, and demonstrated the transfer of respondent elicitation. The
experimental participants also demonstrated the transfer of extinction, as skinconductance levels with the Class 1 stimuli decreased from the levels during
conditioning and were similar to the levels for the Class 2 stimuli. Experimental
participants maintained the equivalence classes from training to retesting.
Control participants demonstrated conditioning to the B1, C1, and D1 stimuli.
Extinction was achieved with the B1 stimulus, but did not transfer to C1 and D1
with the control participants. That is, skin-conductance levels remained high
toward the C1 and D1 stimuli following extinction with B1.
A study by Dymond and Barnes (1994) also demonstrated stimulus
transformation via the formation of equivalence relations with four adults.
Participants completed equivalence training and testing (A1-B1, A2-B2, A3-B3, A1C1, A2-C2, and A3-C3) via match-to-sample tasks. Following training and testing,
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participants completed self-discrimination training via schedule performance trials
involving a space-bar pressing task. Each trial of self-discrimination training
consisted of two tasks. The first task included a 5 s interval that quasi-randomly
rotated between a recycling conjunctive fixed-time (FT) 5 s, fixed-ratio (FR) 1
schedule and a recycling conjunctive differential reinforcement of other behavior
(DRO) FT 5 s schedule. During FT 5 s FR 1 trials, participants were required to
press the bar at least once during the 5 s interval. During DRO FT 5 s trials,
participants were required to not press the space bar during the 5 s interval. The
second task involved a match-to-sample procedure. When participants responded
correctly on the second task, the FT 5 s FR 1 or DRO FT 5 s schedule occurred with
equal probability during the first task of the following trial. When participants
responded incorrectly on the second task, the schedule from the first task of that
trial repeated during the following trial.
Self-discrimination training consisted of three stages. The B1 stimulus
appeared during the first task of Stage 1 and remained on the screen for the
duration of the schedule (5 s) in the absence of a bar press. If a participant
pressed the space-bar, the B1 stimulus immediately disappeared and the B2
stimulus appeared. The B2 stimulus flashed following additional bar presses
throughout the duration of the schedule. The stimulus on the screen at the end of
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the first task appeared as the sample stimulus for the second task. The
comparison stimuli were B1 and B2. Stage 2 was similar to Stage 1, with the
exception that the second task consisted of B1 and B2 comparison presentations
in the absence of the sample stimulus. Correct responses with the second task
meant that participants had “remembered” which stimulus was on the screen at
the end of the first task. Stage 3 was similar to Stage 2, with the exception that
the stimuli were removed from the first task. Thus, correct responses on the
second task required participants to discriminate their response/non-response
from the first task.
Two tests for transformation and self-discrimination followed the selfdiscrimination training. Test 1 was similar to Stage 3 of self-discrimination
training, with the exception that the comparison stimuli during the second task
were C1 and C2. During Test 2, the experimenters reversed the order of the first
and second tasks. That is, following the presentation of C1 and C2, participants
were required to select the stimulus that corresponded with their “intended”
action during the next task. A selection of C1 during the first task was correct
when participants did not bar press during the second task. The selection of C2
during the first task was correct when participants pressed the space-bar during
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the second task. All four experimental participants demonstrated transformation
of self-discrimination response functions from the B to C stimuli.
Hayes, Kohlenberg, and Hayes (1991) demonstrated the transfer of
consequential functions (i.e., reinforcement and punishment) via the formation of
equivalence relations during a study that consisted of three experiments.
Throughout Experiment 1, nine college students received training for
consequential functions, conditional discrimination training, testing for mutual
and combinatorial entailment, and testing for the transfer of function. During the
training for consequential functions, the experimenters established arbitrary
symbol B1 as a conditioned reinforcer and symbol B3 as a conditioned punisher by
pairing the stimuli with “correct” and “incorrect” feedback during a computer
generated sorting task. Conditional discrimination training consisted of a matchto-sample procedure with nine arbitrary symbols (A1, B1, C1, A2, B2, C2, A3, B3,
and C3). Following conditional discrimination training, participants completed
testing for mutual and combinatorial entailment. Testing for the transfer of
consequence functions included the same sorting task used during the training for
consequential functions. However, it included a new set of nonsense syllables and
symbols C1 and C3 were used as feedback. All participants demonstrated mutual
and combinatorial entailment, as well as the formation of three separate
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equivalence classes. Eight of the participants demonstrated the transfer of
consequential functions with the C1 and C3 stimuli.
During Experiment 2, the order of consequential training and conditional
discrimination training was reversed to rule out the possibility that the trained
consequential functions of the B1 and B3 stimuli may have facilitated the transfer
of functions to the C1 and C3 stimuli due to their participation in conditional
discrimination training during Experiment 1. Testing for the transfer of functions
was also completed prior to equivalence testing to rule out the possibility that
temporal pairings of the B and C stimuli during equivalence testing may have also
contributed to the effects indicated in Experiment 1.
Throughout Experiment 2, four college students completed conditional
discrimination training via a match-to-sample procedure with 12 arbitrary symbols
(A1, B1, C1, D1, A2, B2, C2, D2, A3, B3, C3, and D3). Following conditional
discrimination training, participants received conditioned reinforcement and
punishment training. Afterwards, participants completed two tests for the
transfer of consequence functions. One test was identical to the test used in
Experiment 1, as it involved only the C1 and C3 stimuli. The second test included a
mixture of the C1 and D1 stimuli for correct responses and C2 and D2 for incorrect
responses. All participants demonstrated the transfer of consequential function
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to the C and D stimuli. However, one participant required additional conditional
discrimination and consequence trainings prior to the transfer of consequential
functions.
The purpose of Experiment 3 was to evaluate the formation of conditional
equivalence relations, where a stimulus was sometimes a member of the correct
class and at other times a member of the incorrect class. Experiment 3 was
conducted with three participants from Experiment 1 who demonstrated the
transfer of consequential function. The sequence and general procedures of
trainings and testing were similar to those of Experiment 1. The training of
consequential functions was identical to Experiment 1. Conditional discrimination
training included novel stimuli and a second-order conditional discrimination
training component. Red and green borders around the periphery of the
computer screen acted as contextual stimuli during the relevant conditional
discrimination trainings. Training relevant to the formation of A1, B1, C1; A2, B2,
C2; and A3, B3, C3 as separate classes occurred inside the red border. Training
relevant to the formation of classes A1, B1, C3; A2, B2, C2; and A3, B3, C1
occurred inside the green border. Following completion of conditional
discrimination training, participants were tested for mutual and combinatorial
entailment with both the green and red contextual stimuli. Finally, participants
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completed testing for the conditional transfer of function that included trials with
both green and red conditional stimuli. All three participants passed the
conditional discrimination tests. Two of the three participants demonstrated the
transfer of function. The third participant did not demonstrate the transfer during
the first testing attempt and dropped out the study before additional training
could take place.
The studies by Dougher et al. (1994), Dymond and Barnes (1994), and
Hayes et al. (1991) demonstrated the transformation of stimulus properties via
the formation of equivalence classes. Barnes (1994) accounts for equivalence
relations via the RFT perspective and explained that equivalence is one example of
many types of relational frames. More specifically, derived equivalence relations
represent AARRs based on the match-to-sample procedure and demonstrations of
equivalence represent the relational frame of sameness or coordination.
A study by Steele and Hayes (1991) showed derived relational responding
that provides clearer demonstrations of the RFT account. Experiment 1 of Steele
and Hayes’ (1991) two-part study was conducted with nine high-school students.
Four of the participants completed training to establish same and opposite
relational responding in the presence of arbitrary contextual cues and three
participants completed same and different training. Two control participants
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received no contextual cue training. Contextual cue trainings were conducted via
a match-to-sample procedure. SAME/OPPOSITE trainings included three
comparison stimuli, whereas SAME/DIFFERENT trainings included two comparison
stimuli. SAME/DIFFERENT trainings consisted of comparison stimuli that did not
vary on a specific physical dimension (e.g., a circle and square). In the presence of
the SAME cue, selection of the identical comparison stimulus was correct. In the
presence of the OPPOSITE cue, selection of the most different comparison was
correct (e.g., given a short line as the sample and short, medium and long lines as
comparisons, the opposite comparison was the longest line). In the presence of
the DIFFERENT cue, selection of the non-identical comparison stimulus was
correct.
Following training and testing with the contextual cues, A-B, A-C, C-D, and
Y-X relations were trained with the relevant contextual cues. Y-X relations were
trained so that X stimuli could be used as distractor comparisons during testing.
C-D training was not conducted with the participants who received
SAME/DIFFERENT contextual cue training. Control participants completed
relational training with the untrained SAME/OPPOSITE cues. Participants were
tested for mutual and combinatorial entailment following relational training. All
participants demonstrated bidirectional mutual entailment in the presence of the
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contextual cues. Combinatorial entailment was demonstrated with the
participants who received contextual training. For example, all of the
SAME/OPPOSITE participants and two of the SAME/DIFFERENT participants
responded to the relevant trials as follows; SAME-B1:C1-C2-C3, OPPOSITE-B1:C1C2-C3, SAME-C1:B1-B2, DIFFERENT-C1:B1-B2(trial descriptions indicate contextual
cue-sample:comparions1-2-3; correct comparisons are italicized). The control
participants did not demonstrate combinatorial entailment, as their response
patterns were consistent with the formation of conditional equivalence classes. In
the presence of the SAME cue, A1, B1, and C1 were in an equivalence class and in
the presence of the OPPOSITE cue, A1, B2 and C2 were in an equivalence class.
From the results of Experiment 1, it was unclear if the participants
responded distinctively to the OPPOSITE and DIFFERENT cues. The purpose of
Experiment 2 was to examine the distinct stimulus control among the three
relations – same, opposite, and different. Two participants from Experiment 1
who completed SAME/DIFFERENT pre-training and demonstrated derived
relations participated in this portion of the study. During Experiment 2, the
participants completed additional training for the SAME/OPPOSITE cues and
reviewed the SAME/DIFFERENT trainings from Experiment 1. Following the
training and review, participants completed testing for mutual and combinatorial
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entailment among the trained relations. Testing for one participant, included a set
of probes to determine if a novel stimulus had joined the relational networks of
opposition with C1 and coordination with C3 due to its inclusion in the test. The
results of Experiment 2 indicated that both participants demonstrated mutual and
combinatorial entailment. One participant responded similarly to the OPPOSITE
and DIFFERENT contextual stimuli. The other participant responded differentially
toward the OPPOSITE and DIFFERENT contextual stimuli. Results from the
additional probes suggested that the novel stimulus had joined relational
networks due to the testing procedures with the participant.
The collection of studies by Steele and Hayes (1991) demonstrated AARRs
in frames of coordination, opposition, and difference. The results lend support to
the RFT account and the existence of relational frames, as participants responded
differently to sets of stimuli according to the presence of specific contextual cues.
Participants not only formed relational networks with familiar stimuli. Novel
stimuli were also demonstrated to have entered distinct relational networks.
A series of studies by Dougher, Hamilton, Fink, and Harrington (2007)
provide additional support to the RFT position, as they demonstrated stimulus
transformation with more than-less than relations. During Experiment 1, eight
college students were assigned to an experimental group and 7 students were
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assigned to a control group. The experimental participants were exposed to a
relational training task, bar press training, and respondent conditioning. The
control participants participated in all tasks with the exception of the relational
training task. During relational training, the experimenters taught the participants
more than/ less than relations among three arbitrary symbols (e.g., A < B < C) via a
match-to-sample procedure. During the match-to-sample task, participants were
taught to select the smallest, mid-sized, or largest stimulus from an array of three
comparison stimuli in the presence of the symbols A, B, and C, respectively. The
bar press training procedure trained the participants to press the space bar on a
keyboard at a steady rate in the presence of symbol B. Once the participants were
able to respond with a steady rate in the presence of symbol B, the participants
were presented with symbols A, B, and C across test trials and were instructed to
bar press at the appropriate rate in the presence of each symbol. During the
respondent conditioning phase, symbol B was the CS and shock was the US. The
change in skin conductance following each symbol presentation (respectively, the
CR and UR) was the dependent variable. During conditioning, the experimenters
presented a target stimulus on a screen, followed by a brief shock presentation.
There were six pairings of symbol B with an uncomfortable, but not painful level of
shock (indicated by each participant prior to beginning the match-to-sample task)
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and one pairing of symbol A with a reduced level of shock. Following the shock
pairings with symbols A and B, the experimenters presented stimulus C on the
screen.
During the bar press testing, all of the experimental participants bar
pressed slower in the presence of symbol A than in the presence of symbol B and
bar pressed slower in the presence of symbol B than in the presence of symbol C.
Thus the experimental participants responded during the bar press test in an A < B
< C pattern. Only two of the seven control participants responded in this pattern.
The remaining five of seven control participants responded in idiosyncratic
patterns. Six of the eight experimental participants’ change in skin conductance
during the respondent conditioning test indicated that symbol A elicited smaller
changes in skin conductance compared to symbol B. Further, symbol C, which was
never paired with shock, elicited larger changes in skin conductance than both
symbols A and B. In contrast, only one of the control participants demonstrated
this pattern of change in skin conductance. Five of the control participants
demonstrated higher changes in skin conductance in the presence of symbol B.
One control participant’s change in skin conductance was higher in the presence
of symbol A compared to symbol B, which was higher when compared to symbol
C. Overall, the elicitation of larger changes in skin conductance by symbol C with
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the experimental participants demonstrates the property of stimulus
transformation, as stimulus C was never paired with shock. The occurrence of
stimulus transformation as a function of the relational training procedure is
supported by the general absence of stimulus transformation among participants
of the control group.
Six students participated in Experiment 2, which consisted of a relational
training procedure similar to Experiment 1, an arbitrary rank order training and
testing task, and bar press training. The purpose of the arbitrary rank order
training procedure was to teach the participants arbitrary rank order relations
among four circles of different colors (i.e., green < purple < black < red) via a twochoice arbitrary match-to-sample procedure. The arbitrary symbol A (smallest)
from the Experiment 1 was used as the sample stimulus and two of the four
different colored circles were presented during each trial as comparison stimuli.
During the training portion of the task, participants were taught to always select
the green circle regardless of the other comparison, in the presence of symbol A.
Selection of the purple circle was correct when the comparison stimuli were black
or red. Selection of the black circle was correct when the comparison stimulus
was red and a selection of the red circle was never correct. Following training, the
match-to-sample task consisted of trials with three comparison stimuli (three of
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the four colored circles) instead of two. Also symbols A, B, and C were randomly
presented as sample stimuli across trials. The bar press training was similar to the
procedure of Experiment 1 with the exception that participants were initially
trained to bar press at a steady rate in the presence of the purple circle and the
green and black circles were used during the test trials.
The results of Experiments 2 indicated that four of the six participants
responded with 100% accuracy during arbitrary rank order testing. One
participant responded with 94% accuracy and another participant responded with
74% accuracy. Five of the six participants’ bar press responses followed the
pattern green < purple < red. The results of Experiment 2 are also a
demonstration of the transformation of stimulus function, as the relational
training procedure transformed the function of symbol A enabling the
establishment of rank orders among the colored circles. The relations among the
circles transformed the function of the circles so that they evoked respective rates
of bar pressing. Further, the relational training procedure transferred the function
of symbols A, B, and C so that the stimuli evoked the selection of the colored
circles according to ranks orders.
Seven students participated in Experiment 3 which consisted of two
relational training procedures. The first relational training procedure was similar
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to the procedure conducted during Experiments 1 and 2. During the second
relational training procedure, participants were presented with a sample number
along with a greater than, less than, or equal to sign. Participants were instructed
to select a number from three comparisons that correctly completed the
statement indicated by the sample number and equivalence sign. For example,
when presented with the sample number 3, the less than sign (<), and the
comparison numbers 3, 1, and 5, selection of 5 correctly completed the
statement. Following the training trials, participants completed test trials. During
the test trials, participants were presented with symbols A, B, or C or a
combination of symbols A, B, and C and novel symbols. The symbols were
presented as samples and as comparison stimuli and participants were asked to
select the comparison stimulus that completed the statement. The results of
Experiment 3 indicated that overall, participants responded to the symbols A, B, C,
and four novel symbols (A-, A--, C+, C++) with the following pattern: A < B < C; A- <
A < B; A-- < A- < A; B < C < C+; and C < C+ < C++. The participants’ pattern of
responding suggests the transformation of stimulus function of the sample stimuli
due to the relational training tasks. Additionally the training procedures
established a set of derived relations among novel stimuli.
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The Relational Elaboration and Coherence Model
According to RFT, the core elements of human higher cognition and
language are relational responses. The latency-based response measures used
during the IRAP assess previously established stimulus or verbal relations between
the sample stimuli presented during the procedure (Hughes, Barnes-Holmes, &
Vahey, 2012). The RFT explanation for IRAP results is referred to as the Relational
Elaboration and Coherence (REC) model. Barnes-Holmes et al. (2006) and BarnesHolmes, Barnes-Holmes, et al. (2010) state that the relational response that is
most at strength aligns with relatively quick key press responses. The authors
further elaborate that IRAP trials produce an immediate and brief relational
response prior to the participant’s key press response. This brief relational
response is largely determined by the participant’s verbal and nonverbal history,
as well as the contextual stimuli that are currently present. Tasks that align with
consistent relational responding involve one relational response. Since the
relational response is produced immediately (suggesting that it should occur
before other responses), it follows that when the participant’s key press responses
are consistent with the relational response, the key press responses will be
emitted relatively quickly.
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However, tasks that are in opposition to the consistent relational response
involve two relational responses. The participant first emits the relational
response that aligns with the stimuli present. Following the first relational
response, the participant emits a second relational response that contradicts the
initial response. When the participant’s key press responses are in opposition to
the initial relational response, key press responses will be emitted less quickly.
Overall, key press response latencies during consistent IRAP trials (trials that
represent the participant’s beliefs) will be shorter than response latencies during
inconsistent trials (trials that are not consistent with the participant’s beliefs).
Hence, the addition of a quick response criterion more accurately captures the
initial relational response. When participants have more time to respond, their
key press responses might reflect relational responses that correspond with
cultural norms rather than reflecting the relational responses that correspond
with the individual’s actual beliefs. Or said another way, the IRAP captures
immediate reactions that might be suppressed following the participant’s
engagement in more thoughtful reflection. The difference between the results
obtained by implicit and explicit measures is that the initial relational response
that is captured by the implicit measure may be suppressed with the explicit
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measure when the immediate relational response does correspond with cultural
norms.
Research on the IRAP suggests that the procedure is a valuable tool for
assessing implicit behavior. Further, the IRAP has been demonstrated to be
superior to the IAT, due to its ability to better detect the presence of participants’
implicit behavior and its ability to provide investigators with more information
about the relations between the stimuli of interest. However, the utility of the
IRAP is limited by its detection of relations between groups of stimuli among
participant groups. The procedural modifications to the IRAP, as presented by the
MT-IRAP, expands the utility of IRAP methodology to applied settings for use with
individual clients. The MT-IRAP also offers the promise of a more adequate
assessment of implicit behavior due to its ability to examine specific information
about relations between the stimuli of interest.
The primary purpose of the current series of studies was to add to the
existing literature on the MT-IRAP via an examination of its utility in detecting
participants’ implicit behavior toward preferred and non-preferred foods. A
secondary purpose of this series of studies was to evaluate the effects of
relational training on MT-IRAP results. Study 1 evaluated the MT-IRAP’s ability to
detect implicit behavior toward preferred and non-preferred foods. Additionally,
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the experimenter evaluated whether the implementation of a relational training
procedure would produce shifts in MT-IRAP results targeting arbitrary stimuli.
Study 2A sought to refine the methodology of Study 1 to strengthen the effect of
the relational training procedure on MT-IRAP results targeting arbitrary stimuli.
Study 2B consisted of further modifications to the methodology employed during
Study 1 for the purposes of strengthening the effect of the relational training
procedure. Studies 3A and 3B evaluated whether the form of the specific stimuli
used in the relational training procedure (i.e. textual vs. pictorial) produce
differential effects.
General Method
Participants and Setting
Adults between the ages of 18 and 45 years were invited to participate in
the current series of studies. The experimenter conducted each study with a
different group of participants. The participants consisted of convenience samples
that were recruited via a list server advertisement, the Florida Institute of
Technology undergraduate psychology student research participation system, and
email solicitation. Participants recruited from the list server and email solicitation
were entered into drawings to win one of two $50 gift cards. Participants
recruited via the university research participation system received course credit.
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Sessions were conducted in a small room located at Florida Institute of
Technology’s School of Psychology or in a small privately owned office. Two to
three workstations were set up in each room. Each workstation consisted of a
chair, table, and laptop or desktop computer equipped with Windows 7 or
Windows 8. The desktop computer was also equipped with an LCD monitor,
keyboard, and mouse. Throughout the study, all participants sat and worked at a
workstation. The experimenter remained in the room and sat at a separate
workstation. Participants completed the study in one session that lasted up to 2
hours. Three participants from Study 3A completed the study across two sessions
due to technical difficulties.
Response Measurement
During the preference assessment, participants listed their liked and
disliked foods via electronic correspondence. That is, participants listed their liked
and disliked foods via text message or email correspondence prior to their
scheduled session time. Participants who did not indicate their preferences
before the scheduled session time listed their liked and disliked foods immediately
upon their arrival to the session via paper and pencil. Participants listed their food
preferences in rank order as an indication of their top three liked and top three
disliked foods. This information was used throughout the study.
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During the MT-IRAP, latency to key press following the presentation of
stimuli was measured in milliseconds. Participant responses during symbol MTIRAPs were categorized as accurate or inaccurate according to the consistency of
the participant’s previous responses (i.e., the participant responded similarly to
specific combinations of stimuli across trials). Responses during food MT-IRAPs
were categorized as accurate or inaccurate according to the results of the
preference assessment. The experimenter compared response latencies across
trial types (i.e., truth vs. lie) for each participant.
During the relational training procedures, the accuracy of each
participant’s response was recorded during each trial.
Study 1: Method
The purpose of Study 1 was to evaluate whether the MT-IRAP could detect
implicit behavior toward preferred and non-preferred foods. An additional
purpose of Study 1 was to determine if a relational training procedure could shift
the MT-IRAP results for arbitrary stimuli from pre- to post-test. The experimenter
initially conducted a preference assessment with each participant to identify
his/her most liked and most disliked foods. Following the completion of the
preference assessment, participants completed an MT-IRAP targeting images of
their preferred and non-preferred foods followed by an MT-IRAP targeting
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arbitrary symbols. Completion of the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs was followed by
a relational training task. After the relational training task, participants repeated
the series of MT-IRAPs.
Participants
Seven females between the ages of 22 and 34 years and 6 males between
the ages of 18 and 29 years completed Study 1. Two additional participants, both
male, did not pass the MT-IRAP practice phase and were dropped from the study.
The participants consisted of a convenience sample recruited via list server and
email solicitation.
Experimental Design
Throughout this study, the MT-IRAP was used to evaluate the affirmation
of consistent relations and the negation of inconsistent ones. The experimenter
also compared pre-intervention and post-intervention MT-IRAP results to assess
the effect of relational training on MT-IRAP scores. Visual inspection of graphical
data along with statistical analyses were employed when conducting the
comparisons. The experimenter visually inspected graphical depictions of MTIRAP scores to evaluate changes from the pre-relational training MT-IRAPs to the
post-relational training MT-IRAPs with each participant. The experimenter
conducted between-groups and within-group statistical analyses to evaluate the
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presence of MT-IRAP effects along with changes from pre- to post-relational
training MT-IRAPs.
Procedure
Preference Assessment. Prior to each participants’ arrival to the session,
the experimenter asked him/her to send the experimenter a list of the
participant’s three most favorite foods and three most disliked foods. Participants
were instructed to list specific foods or meals and not to list beverages.
Participants were further instructed to list the food items in rank order with 1
being the most favorite/disliked, followed by 2 and 3. If a participant listed a
vague food item (e.g., cookies, meat, vegetables), the experimenter asked the
participant to list a more specific item. If a participant did not send the
experimenter the food list prior to their arrival to the session or if the food list was
incomplete, the experimenter asked the participant to list his/her most favorite
and most disliked foods on a sheet of paper immediately upon the participant’s
arrival. Following the experimenter’s receipt of the ranked food items, the
experimenter searched and pulled photos of each participant’s liked and disliked
foods from http://images.google.com. The pictures of the foods indicated as liked
and disliked were selected for use throughout the remainder of the study.
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Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. Immediately before beginning the first preintervention MT-IRAP, participants were instructed to carefully read instructions
describing the procedure (see Appendices A and B). Participants were invited to
ask questions after they finished reading the instructions. The experimenter
answered participant questions by replying “Yes”, “No”, repeating components of
the instructions, or by directing the participant to read the instructions again. The
instructions were available to the participants for reference throughout the
procedure. Once participants began the MT-IRAP, the experimenter responded to
questions by referring them to the instructions or by replying “Do your best”.
Each participant completed two pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. The
experimenter administered one pre-intervention MT-IRAP to establish baseline
measures of participant responding toward preferred and non-preferred food
images. The experimenter administered the second pre-intervention MT-IRAP to
establish baseline measures of participant responding toward arbitrary symbols.
Henceforth, these will be referred to as MT-IRAPs. During the MT-IRAPs,
participants pressed a key (‘D’ or ‘K’) designating their response to a relation
between the label stimulus and the target stimulus. The label stimuli were the
values “Like” and “Dislike”. Target stimuli during the food MT-IRAPs consisted of a
combination of six food images (i.e., images of most liked and disliked foods). The
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second set of target stimuli included six unfamiliar, arbitrary symbols (see
Appendix C). In addition to the label and target stimuli, participants were also
presented with trial-type cues (a green or red colored screen indicating that the
participant should respond truthfully or lie). Participants were instructed to press
‘D’ or ‘K’ on the keyboard to specify a relation (“agree” or “disagree”) between the
target stimulus and label stimulus presented on the screen. Each target stimulus
was presented with four potential combinations of label stimuli and trial-type
cues. Trial-type cues and stimulus presentations were randomized throughout the
session blocks.
The initial MT-IRAP targeting foods consisted of an explicit session,
followed by two phases of practice sessions, and three test sessions. The MT-IRAP
targeting symbols did not include the practice sessions. The explicit session
consisted of 12 truth trials with no time criterion for responding. Each trial began
following the simultaneous presentation of the trial-type cue (green or red screen)
and the relational response options. One second after the presentation of the
trial-type cue and relational response options, the target stimulus and label
stimulus also appeared. The trial-type cue and response options remained on the
screen until the end of the trial (see Appendix D). The target stimuli during the
explicit sessions were the three preferred and three non-preferred foods.
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Participants were instructed prior to beginning the procedure to take their time
and respond correctly during the explicit session. Participants received no
feedback on their responses. However, if a participant indicated that s/he made
an error during the explicit session, the experimenter reset the program and the
participant started the explicit session over from the beginning. (The
experimenter reset the program with approximately five to 10 participants
throughout the entire series of studies due to reported errors during explicit
sessions.)
Phase 1 of the practice sessions consisted of eight truth trials. Stimuli were
presented in a similar manner to the explicit sessions with the following
exceptions. If a participant did not respond by pressing the key for one of the
relational response options within 3 s, the phrase “You need to respond more
rapidly.” appeared on the screen until the participant responded. There was a 400
ms inter-trial interval after each correct response. Only the truth cue was
presented during the first practice phase. After completing the first practice
phase, participants were exposed to both truth and lie trial-type cues during the
second practice phase to orient them to the preparation.
Target stimuli during the practice sessions consisted of two sets of images
depicting insects and flowers. In this case, participants should have selected
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“agree” when they saw the image of an insect and “dislike”; or conversely a flower
and “like” during truth trials. They should have reversed their responses in the
presence of the lie trial-type cue. Corrective feedback in the form of a small X
appeared on the screen following incorrect responses and remained there until
the participant emitted the correct response. Participants related four stimuli
(two times each during Phase 1 and four times each during Phase 2 of the practice
sessions) with at least 80% accuracy, with a mean response latency of no greater
than 3 s before moving out of the practice phases. Participants who did not meet
the response requirement within six attempts of each phase did not participate in
the remainder of the study. Following completion of the first practice phase,
participants completed the second practice phase. Sessions during the second
practice phase consisted of 16 trials. Truth and lie-trial cues were presented
randomly during each session. Participants were expected to meet the same
response criteria as the first practice phase to proceed to the test phase.
After completion of the practice sessions, participants began the test
sessions and were instructed to maintain the response speed and accuracy
obtained during the practice trials for the subsequent sessions. During the test
trials, the participants received no corrective feedback. Because the MT-IRAP
examines within-subject relational responding, there are no a-priori
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correct/incorrect responses. Rather, the response criterion (speed/accuracy) is
based on consistency of responding. For example, if a participant responded that
s/he “agree” that “broccoli” is “liked” during a trial, then the next time that
relation appeared, s/he should have agreed again. There was a total of three
blocks of test trials consisting of the favorite and disliked food images. Each test
session consisted of 48 trials.
The two MT-IRAPs followed this same procedure and varied only in the
content of the target stimuli used. The first MT-IRAP used pictures of the most
preferred and non-preferred foods. The second MT-IRAP was completed with
pictures of arbitrary symbols to provide a baseline to compare after the relational
training procedure.
Relational Coordination Training. Following the completion of the preintervention MT-IRAPs, participants completed relational training in frames of
coordination. During the training, images of the most favorite and most disliked
foods, were matched with the arbitrary symbols (see Table 1). For example, if a
participant indicated chocolate cake, mangos, and strawberries as their most
favorite foods, symbols A, B, and C were respectively matched with pictures of
chocolate cake, mangos, and strawberries. Symbols D, E, and F were matched
with the foods indicated as most dislike. Throughout the procedure, participants
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were trained to select an arbitrary symbol based on the picture of the food.
During the training procedure, one picture of the liked or disliked food appeared
on the screen. An array of three arbitrary symbols also appeared at the bottom of
the screen. Participants were instructed to select the “correct” symbol. They
were provided feedback based on the relation being trained (arbitrary symbol A =
food image A). If incorrect, (if the participant selected arbitrary symbols B or C in
the presence of food image A) a box with the phrase “Wrong! Try again.”
appeared. A box with the phrase “Correct!” appeared following correct responses
(arbitrary symbol A selected in the presence of food image A). Relational training
blocks consisted of 30 trials. Participants were required to respond with 90%
accuracy before moving on to the next phase of the study. Participants were
given up to six opportunities to meet the criterion. Participants who did not meet
the criterion did not participate in the next phase of study. All participants met
the relational training criterion.
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs. Post-intervention MT-IRAPs were
administered following the completion of relational coordination training. The
purpose of the post-intervention MT-IRAPs was to measure any changes in
participant responding toward food images and arbitrary symbols following the
relational training procedure. The procedures were identical to the pre-
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intervention MT-IRAPs with the exception that practice sessions were not
administered.
Study 1: Results
Data Preparation
Prior to the analysis, the experimenter identified extreme outliers and
response inconsistencies among participant data sets. Participant data sets with
error rates greater than 25% during any food MT-IRAP or with an average
response latency greater than 4 s during any food or symbol MT-IRAP were
removed from the analysis. None of the participants met these conditions. The
experimenter removed individual trials with response latencies greater than 10 s.
Trials consisting of errors (e.g., a given participant’s infrequent response pattern
to specific stimuli) were removed. Also, if a participant responded inconsistently
toward a given stimulus on more than 25% of trials, that stimulus was removed
from the analysis. The removal of participant data sets, individual trials, and
stimulus sets were based on procedures used in previous IRAP (Barnes-Holmes,
Barnes-Holmes et al., 2010; Barnes-Holmes, Murphy et al., 2010; Barnes-Holmes
et al., 2009) and MT-IRAP studies (Levin et al., 2010).
Trials targeting symbol F were removed from the analysis of the prerelational training MT-IRAP for two of the 13 participants due to inconsistent
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responding. Trials targeting symbols A, B, C, D, and E were removed from the
analysis of the pre-relational training MT-IRAP one time (the removals were
distributed among two participants) due to inconsistent responding. Trials
targeting symbol E were also removed from the analysis of the post-relational
training MT-IRAP for one participant due to inconsistent responding (see Table 2).
The MT-IRAP score was calculated for individual foods and symbols, and
grouped foods and symbols using the Cohen’s d formula, where d = (mean latency
of lie trials – mean latency of truth trials)/ pooled standard deviation for the
latency of lie and truth trials. Use of the Cohen’s d formula is standard with the
IRAP (Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes et al., 2010) and IAT (Greenwald, Nosek, &
Banaji, 2003). Levin et al. (2010) also calculated MT-IRAP scores via the Cohen’s d
formula. A positive Cohen’s d value indicated an MT-IRAP effect (scores reflecting
the Cohen’s d value will be referred to as raw MT-IRAP scores). MT-IRAP scores
were arranged in order of the effect size (weak = .05 to .24, moderate = .25 to .49,
large = .5 and greater).
MT-IRAP scores for stimuli that were affirmed as disliked were multiplied
by -1. MT-IRAP scores for stimuli that were affirmed as liked were left as is. The
experimenter manipulated the scores in this fashion to facilitate visual analyses
and to more adequately compare pre- and post-intervention measures. In this
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manner, positive MT-IRAP scores for liked stimuli and negative MT-IRAP scores for
disliked stimuli represented an MT-IRAP effect. Alternatively, negative MT-IRAP
scores for liked stimuli and positive MT-IRAP scores for disliked stimuli indicated
the absence of an MT-IRAP effect for relevant stimuli. These manipulated MTIRAP scores will be referred to as unaltered MT-IRAP scores throughout the
remainder of the study.
The experimenter made the following modifications to the unaltered
symbol MT-IRAP scores prior to conducting within-groups statistical analyses of
the pre- and post-relational training comparisons. Each symbol that did not
reflect an MT-IRAP effect for a given participant was changed to 0. The score for
symbols that reflected MT-IRAP effects remained in the unaltered state. These
scores will be referred to as adjusted MT-IRAP scores throughout the remainder of
the study. Recall that positive unaltered MT-IRAP scores indicated effects with
liked stimuli. Whereas, positive unaltered MT-IRAP scores indicated the absence
of effects with disliked stimuli and vice versa. Due to the dichotomous
interpretation of unaltered MT-IRAP scores, it was necessary to adjust unaltered
MT-IRAP scores before conducting pre- and post-intervention evaluations.
The experimenter coded differences between pre- and post- relational
training symbol MT-IRAP scores as follows. Post-relational training adjusted MT-
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IRAP scores were subtracted from pre-relational training adjusted MT-IRAP scores
for symbols that were paired with liked foods during the relational training task.
Pre-relational training adjusted MT-IRAP scores were subtracted from postrelational training adjusted MT-IRAP scores for symbols that were paired with
disliked foods during the relational training task. The experimenter calculated the
score differences so that positive differences indicated response shifts in the
predicted direction (based on the stimulus pairings during the relational training
task). The experimenter added 1 to each pre- to post-relational training
difference when an explicit response shift (i.e., indications of preference changed
from liked to disliked or vice versa) occurred in the predicted direction. For
example, if a given symbol was indicated as disliked during the pre-relational
training MT-IRAP, paired with a liked food during relational training, and indicated
as liked during the post-relational training MT-IRAP, the pre- to post-relational
training score difference would be coded as the calculated score difference plus 1.
Explicit response shifts in an unpredicted direction resulted in the subtraction of 1
from the calculated score difference. Adjusted MT-IRAP score differences
remained unmodified in the absence of an explicit response shift and when
response shifts included neutral preferences (i.e., inconsistent responding toward
a stimulus). The experimenter added or subtracted 1 from the relevant pre- to
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post-training score differences to account for the difference in magnitude
between comparisons indicating a change in the strength of an effect with no
change in explicit preference and comparisons indicating a change in the strength
of an effect with explicit preference changes. That is, results demonstrating shifts
in explicit preference were interpreted as more meaningful and larger than results
indicating changes in the strength of MT-IRAP effects. Table 3 provides a
summary of the various MT-IRAP scores reported throughout the study.
Explicit Sessions
Although participants were instructed to take their time, respond
accurately, and to inform the experimenter of mistakes, some participants made
errors during the explicit sessions. Overall, participants responded with an
average of 99% accuracy during the pre- (range, 92% to 100%) and postintervention (range, 92% to 100%) food MT-IRAPs. Correct and incorrect
responses were determined by the foods identified during the preference
assessment.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. Table 4 shows the means and standard
deviations for response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each
stimulus group and individual stimulus during pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. Lie
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trials were consistently longer than truth trials during all comparisons with the
exception of symbol E.
The experimenter conducted planned one-sample t-test analyses to test
whether raw MT-IRAP scores were significantly different from 0 for each stimulus
group (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with
favorite foods, and symbols paired with disliked foods) and each arbitrary symbol
during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. Significant MT-IRAP effects were observed
with each group of foods (all foods, favorite foods, and disliked foods p < .001)
and the group of all symbols (p < .05), as well as the group of symbols arranged to
be paired with favorite foods during the relational training task (p < .05). The
effects for symbols A (p < .05), C (p < .05), and D (p < .01) were significant. The
group of symbols arranged to be paired with disliked foods during the relational
training task did not yield significant MT-IRAP effects. MT-IRAP effect for symbols
B, E, and F were also insignificant.
The results of the pre-intervention MT- IRAPs indicated that the
participants differentially responded to the liked and disliked food images. That is,
foods that were reported to be most favorite were evaluated positively (affirmed)
and the foods that were reported to be most disliked were negated. Figure 1
depicts a box plot of the pre-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores. Eighty-five
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percent of participants demonstrated an MT-IRAP effect with the group of favorite
foods and 92% with the group of disliked foods. Symbol preferences, as indicated
by the MT-IRAP, varied among the participants (see Table 6). An MT-IRAP effect
was indicated with 69% of participants for symbols A and C. Sixty-two percent of
participant responses yielded an effect with symbol B. Results indicated an effect
with 77% of participants for symbol D, 38% for symbol E, and 54% for symbol F.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. Participants were categorized into
the following three groups based on their response patterns during the symbol
MT-IRAPs administered pre- and post- training: responders (n = 4), potential
responders (n = 2), and non-responders (n = 7; categorization criteria are
described in detail below).
Participants 1, 9, 10, and 11 were categorized as responders and graphs of
their unaltered MT-IRAP scores are presented in Figure 2. Additionally, summaries
of the MT-IRAPs conducted with food and symbols for all participants are depicted
in Tables 7 and 8. The pre-intervention MT-IRAPs indicated preferences in the
predicted direction with both the favorite and disliked groups of food with all of
the responders. Moderate to strong preferences (.43 to .83) were indicated for
the group of favorite foods and weak to strong biases were indicated (-.12 to -.69)
against the group of disliked foods. MT-IRAP results for individual symbols were
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varied among the responders. An MT-IRAP effect was indicated for symbol A with
three of the responders, symbols B and D with two of the responders, and
symbols C and E with one responder. None of the responders’ pre-intervention
MT-IRAPs indicated an effect with symbol F. Positive preferences were indicated
for symbols A, B, C and E with one of the four responders. Negative biases were
indicated against symbols A, B, C, E, and F with two of the responders. The MTIRAP results indicated negative responding toward symbol D with three of the
responders. One participant responded inconsistently toward symbols A, B, C, D,
and E and two participants responded inconsistently to symbol F.
Figure 3 depicts the unaltered, pre-training MT-IRAP scores for the group
of potential responders (participants 4 and 5). Strong preferences (participant 5 =
.60 and participant 4 = .62) were indicated in the predicted direction with the
group of favorite foods for both potential responders. MT-IRAP results indicated
weak to strong negative biases (participant 4 = -.10 and participant 5 = -1.00) for
the disliked group of foods. Symbols B and C were indicated as liked and symbol F
as disliked by both potential responders. However, participant 5’s responses
toward symbol F did not yield an MT-IRAP effect. Results for symbols A, D, and E
indicated positive preferences toward the symbols with participant 4 and negative
biases toward the symbols with participant 5.
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Participants 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 12, and 13 were identified as non-responders.
MT-IRAP results for this group of participants are shown in Figure 4. Moderate to
strong positive (.30 to .81) preferences were indicated for the group of favorite
foods with five of the non-responders. Results for participants 8 and 12 also
indicated positive preferences, but did not yield MT-IRAP effects. MT-IRAP results
for the group of disliked foods indicated weak to strong negative biases with six of
the seven non-responders (-.10 to -.56). Participant 3’s responses toward the
group of disliked foods were also negative, but did yield an MT-IRAP effect. The
pre-training symbol MT-IRAP results varied for each non-responder. Results
indicated positive preferences for symbols A and B with four of the nonresponders and negative biases with three non-responders. Three nonresponders responded positively and three negatively toward symbols C and E.
Symbols D and F yielded positive results with two non-responders and negative
biases were indicated with four non-responders. MT-IRAP effects were indicated
for symbol A with five of the non-responders. Symbol B yielded an effect with
four non-responders. Symbols C, D, and F yielded MT-IRAP effects with six of the
non-responders. An effect was indicated for symbol E with two of the seven nonresponders.
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Relational Coordination Training
Participants met the training criteria following an average of 2.15 attempts
(range, 1 to 3) with an average accuracy of 98% (range, 90% to 100%).
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. The means and standard deviations for
response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each stimulus group and
individual stimulus during the post-intervention MT-IRAPs are depicted in Table 5.
Lie trials were consistently longer than truth trials during all comparisons. Results
indicated that the participants responded toward the liked and disliked food
images as predicted.
Planned one-sample t-test analyses indicated that MT-IRAP scores were
significantly different from 0 with each group of foods (all foods p < .001, favorite
foods p < .001, and disliked foods p < .01), the group of all symbols (p < .05), and
the group of symbols that were paired with favorite foods during the relational
training task (p < .05). MT-IRAP effects were also significant for symbols B (p <
.05) and E (p < .05). The group of symbols that were paired with disliked foods
during the relational training task did not yield significant MT-IRAP effects.
Significant MT-IRAP effects were not indicated for symbols A, C, D, and F.
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The box plot presented in Figure 5 summarizes the participants’ postrelational training raw MT-IRAP scores. Eighty-five percent of participants
demonstrated an MT-IRAP effect with the group of favorite foods and 100% with
the group of disliked foods. MT-IRAP effects with the symbols varied among the
participants (see Table 6). An effect was indicated with 54% of participants with
symbols A and D. Seventy-seven percent of participant responses yielded an
effect with symbol B. Results indicated an effect with symbol D with 54% of
participants. Symbols E and F yielded effects with 69% of participants during the
post-relational training MT-IRAPs.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. Post-intervention MT-IRAPs
indicated positive preferences for the group of favorite foods and negative biases
against the group of disliked foods with the participants categorized as
responders. Moderate to strong preferences (.25 to .98) were indicated for the
favorite foods and weak to strong biases (-.19 to -.57) against the disliked foods
(see Figure 2 and Tables 7 and 8). Results for symbols A, B, and C indicated
positive preferences with all responder participants. However, participant 9’s
responses toward symbol A, participant 10’s responses toward symbol B, and
participant 11’s responses toward symbol C did not result in MT-IRAP effects.
Symbols D and F were indicated as disliked by participants 1, 9, 10, and 11. MT-
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IRAP effects for symbol D were indicated with participants 1 and 9 and were not
indicated with participants 10 and 11. MT-IRAP effects for symbol F were only
indicated with participants 1 and 11. Post-intervention MT-IRAPs indicated
negative biases against symbol E with participants 1, 10, and 11 and no preference
(inconsistent responding) with participant 9. Although participant 11’s responses
toward symbol E indicated a bias against symbol E, an MT-IRAP effect was not
indicated.
Post-intervention MT-IRAP results for participants 4 and 5 (potential
responders, see Figure 3) indicated responding in the predicted direction for the
group of favorite and disliked foods. The group of favorite foods yielded
moderate MT-IRAP effects (participant 4 = .35 and participant 5 = .40) and the
group of disliked foods yielded weak to strong effects (participant 4 = -.15 and
participant 5 = -.76). Positive preferences were indicated for symbols B and C and
negative biases against symbol F. Participant 4 responded positively toward
symbols A, D, and E. Whereas, participant 5 responded negatively toward the
symbols. MT-IRAP effects were indicated with both potential responders for all
symbols with the exception of symbol C, as the MT-IRAP results for participant 4
did not indicate an effect for symbol C.
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The group of non-responders responded as predicted toward the group of
favorite and disliked foods (see Figure 4). Moderate to strong effects (.27 to .99)
were indicated for the favorite foods with participants 2, 3, 8, 12, and 13.
Whereas, no MT-IRAP effects were indicated with participants 6 and 7. MT-IRAP
effects were indicated for the group of disliked foods with all non-responders and
ranged from very weak to moderate (-.01 to -.40) in strength. Post-intervention
MT-IRAP results for the individual symbols remained mixed among the nonresponders. Further, positive and negative biases toward the individual symbols
remained similar to the biases indicated during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. An
MT-IRAP effect was indicated with two of the seven non-responders for symbol A.
Responses toward symbols B, E, and F resulted in effects with five nonresponders. Effects were respectively indicated with four and three nonresponders for symbols C and D.
Pre- and Post-intervention MT-IRAP Comparisons
As mentioned above, the experimenter categorized the participants into
three groups (responders, potential responders, and non-responders) based on
their response patterns during the pre- and post-training symbol MT-IRAPs.
Participants were categorized as responders when comparisons of the pre- and
post-training MT-IRAPs indicated at least one predicted explicit preference shift
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(the indicated pre-training preference for a given symbol changed to the opposing
direction during post-training in a manner that coincided with the food pairings
during the relational training procedure) and the absence of unpredicted explicit
preference shifts (the indicated pre-training preference for a given symbol
changed to the opposing direction during post-training in a manner that did not
coincide with the food pairings during the relational training procedure). In the
absence of predicted explicit preference shifts, the experimenter looked for
consistent predicted changes in the strengths of MT-IRAP effects for given stimuli.
Based on these criteria, the experimenter identified participants 1, 9, 10, and 11
as responders.
The experimenter categorized participants as non-responders when pre- to
post-training comparisons indicated at least one of the following conditions: an
absence of both predicted explicit preference shifts and predicted changes in the
strength of an effect; the presence of unsystematic explicit preference shifts
and/or unsystematic changes in the strength of an effect (e.g., unpredicted and
predicted preference shifts occurred equally). Participants 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 12 and 13
were categorized as non-responders. Participants 4 and 5 were identified as
potential responders, as comparisons of their pre- and post-intervention symbol
MT-IRAPs did not meet the categorization criteria of responder participants.
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However, predicted explicit preference shifts and/or changes in the strength of
MT-IRAP effects were indicated and comparisons of those shifts/changes to the
response trends toward the given participant’s other target stimuli suggested that
the relational training procedure may have resulted in weak effects.
MT-IRAP results for the group of responders indicated no changes from
pre-to post-training with the group of favorite foods. Pre- and post-training
comparisons for the group of disliked foods were idiosyncratic. No change was
indicated with participant 11. MT-IRAP effects weakened during the postintervention MT-IRAP with participants 9 and 10 and strengthened with
participant 1. MT-IRAP results for the individual symbols indicated explicit
response shifts from pre-intervention to post-intervention toward all symbols
whose pairing arrangement permitted a preference shift in the opposing direction.
Six of the six potential preference shifts were indicated with participant 1.
Participant 9’s results indicated one explicit shift in preference out of the single
potential shift arrangement. The results for participant 10 indicated three explicit
preference shifts out of the three potential shifts permitted by the pairing
arrangement. Four of the four potential preference shifts were indicated for
participant 11.
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Pre- and post-training comparisons of biases toward the favorite and
disliked groups of food were consistent among the group of potential responders.
MT-IRAP effects weakened for the group of favorite foods and there was no
change in effect for the group of disliked foods. Symbol – food pairings permitted
two explicit preference shifts for participant 4 and one for participant 5. However,
no explicit preference shifts were indicated. Predicted changes the MT-IRAP
effect strengths were indicated for three symbols with participant 4 and two
symbols with participant 5. Unpredicted changes in the strength of the effect
were respectively indicated for participants 4 and 5 with two and three symbols.
Effect strengths maintained with one symbol across the pre- and post-intervention
MT-IRAPs with both participants.
Pre- and post-training comparisons of the favorite and disliked food groups
varied among the non-responders. MT-IRAP effects for the group of favorite
foods weakened from pre- to post-training with four, strengthened with two, and
maintained with one of the non-responders. Effects for the group of disliked
foods weakened with three, strengthened with two, and maintained with two of
the non-responders. Symbol – food pairing were arranged in a manner that
permitted one to three explicit preference shifts per participant. However, the
results did not indicate any explicit shifts in preference among the group of non-
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responders. Predicted changes in MT-IRAP effect strengths for individual symbols
ranged from zero to three per participant. Unpredicted changes in symbol effect
strengths ranged from one to four per non-responder. Maintenance of the effect
strengths ranged from zero to four symbols per non-responder.
The experimenter conducted paired-samples t-tests analyses to test
whether the pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAPs for each stimulus group
and arbitrary symbol yielded significantly different MT-IRAP effects. These
analyses were conducted with the raw MT-IRAP scores. The pre- and postrelational training MT-IRAP effects for symbols D and E were significantly different
from each other (p < .05; see Table 9). All other pre-training to post-training
comparisons did not yield significantly different effects.
One-sample t-tests analyses were also conducted to test whether coded
differences between the pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP scores were
significantly different from zero (see Table 10). The experimenter conducted onesample t-tests analyses that included all of the participants (n =13). A second
analyses was conducted that included the combined groups of potential
responders and responders (n = 6) and a third set of analyses included only the
participants that were categorized as responders (n = 4). Significant coded MTIRAP score differences were found with the group of symbols paired with the
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favorite food images during the analyses conducted with the group of responders.
Significant coded score differences with the group symbols paired with the
favorite food images were also found with the combined group of potential
responders and responders. Significant differences were not indicated with the
other stimulus comparisons. Further, the paired samples t-tests analyses
conducted with all participants resulted in no significant differences among all
comparisons.
Study 1: Discussion
Throughout Study 1, MT-IRAP results indicated significant effects during
both pre- and post-training MT-IRAPs for the groups of favorite and disliked foods
among the participants. Individual effects were indicated for the groups of
favorite and disliked foods with 85% to 100% of participants across pre- and posttraining MT-IRAPs. Results indicated moderate to strong effects for the group of
favorite foods with 11 participants during both the pre- and post-training MTIRAPs. Moderate to strong effects were indicated for the group of disliked foods
with eight and five participants respectively during the pre- and post-training MTIRAPs. These results suggest that the participants as a group had relatively
stronger preferences for their indicated favorite foods, while biases against the
disliked foods were relatively weaker.
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Comparisons of the participants’ mean response latencies on truth and lie
trials during pre- and post-training MT-IRAPs indicated consistently longer
response latencies on lie trials compared to truth trials with both the food images
and arbitrary symbols. These response trends support the IRAP explanation
offered by the REC model. Further, the combined demonstrations of significant
group effects and a high incidence of effects among individual participants
validates the procedural modifications to the IRAP as demonstrated by the MTIRAP and supports the utility of the MT-IRAP as a measure of implicit food related
behavior.
The experimenter categorized participants as responders, potential
responders, and non-responders based on their pre- and post-training symbol MTIRAP response patterns. The categorical criteria were set to distinguish between
the participants whose pre- to post-intervention comparisons suggested that the
relational coordination training procedure did result in predicted preference
changes (i.e., the responders) and participants whose comparisons indicated the
relational training procedure did not affect preferences toward the symbols in a
systematic manner (i.e., non-responders). That is, the responder participants’
post-intervention preferences toward the symbols changed in a manner that
aligned with the trained relations of coordination. Non-responders’ post-
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intervention symbol preferences did not change in a systematic manner. Potential
responders also demonstrated changes in preference that aligned with the trained
relations of coordination. However, the experimenter was unsure if the indicated
changes in preference reflected weak intervention effects or were due to chance.
The preferences of four participants (participants 1, 9, 10, and 11) from a
total of 13, changed in a manner that aligned with the trained relations of
coordination. The pairing arrangements permitted six (participant 1), one
(participant 9), three (participant 10), and four (participant 11) explicit shifts in
symbol preference. Response trends with the group of responders indicated that
explicit response shifts occurred toward all of the symbols whose pairing
arrangements during the relational training procedure permitted a preference
shift. That is, explicit shifts in preference occurred on 100% of given opportunities
with the group of responders.
Two participants (participants 4 and 5) demonstrated preference changes
that reflected potential weak effects of the relational training procedure.
Comparisons of participant 4 and 5’s pre- and post-intervention MT-IRAP results
did not indicate explicit shifts in preference toward any of the symbols.
Additionally, a weakening effect with participant 4’s group of favorite foods and
effect maintenance with the group of disliked foods were indicated. Participant
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5’s pre- and post-intervention MT-IRAP results indicated general effect weakening
with both groups of food. Participant 4 and 5’s symbol MT-IRAP response trends
reflected a similar pattern to their food MT-IRAPs, with the exception of symbols A
and B for participant 4 and symbols E and F for participant 5. MT-IRAP results
indicated positive preferences for participant 4’s symbols A and B and negative
biases toward participant 5’s symbols E and F with post-training indications of
effect strengthening. Consideration of the indicated response patterns for the
participants’ food stimuli, as well as their response patterns toward the other
symbols, supports the conclusion that the increased effect strengths indicated
with participant 4’s symbols A and B and participant 5’s symbols E and F may be
due to intervention effects.
Seven participants (participants 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 12, and 13) did not
demonstrate systematic shifts in preference toward the symbols. However, these
non-responders, as well as the responders and potential responders, consistently
responded as predicted toward the preferred and non-preferred food images.
Pre- and post-training food MT-IRAPs also yielded significant effects among the
group of participants. These results support the utility of the MT-IRAP, as the
measure consistently indicated the predicted explicit attitudes toward the food
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images along with consistent differences in response latencies during truth and lie
trials.
The predicted explicit preference shifts demonstrated by responder
participants show that relational training can affect MT-IRAP results. The results
also suggest that implicit behavior consists of relational responding instead of
representing mere associations between stimuli, as the results of Study 1
demonstrated pre- to post-training explicit preference shifts toward symbols that
aligned with the taught relations, while explicit preferences toward food stimuli
remained unchanged.
The demonstration of intervention effects with four to six participants
from a total of 13 might suggests that the results of Study 1 were due to chance.
However, one would expect chance results to indicate explicit preference changes
that occured equally in two directions. That is, the indicated explicit preference
changes among the group of responders would have occurred in both predicted
and unpredicted directions if due to chance. Further, results for potential
responders and non-responders would have likely demonstrated preference shifts
in unpredicted directions. Explicit changes in preference toward symbols always
occurred in the predicated direction among the group of responder participants.
Additionally, there were no indications of unpredicted explicit changes in
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preference among the group of participants. The absence of unpredicted explicit
changes in preference toward the symbols supports the conclusion that these
results were unlikely due to chance.
In summary, Study 1 demonstrated that the MT-IRAP can detect implicit
behavior toward preferred and non-preferred foods. Study 1 also demonstrated
that training individuals to relate arbitrary stimuli in frames of coordination can
alter MT-IRAP results. Further, pre- and post-training comparisons of the symbol
MT-IRAP results demonstrated preference shifts aligned with the trained relations
with some participants.
Study 2A
The results of Study 1 demonstrated the utility of the MT-IRAP as a
measure of implicit behavior. Study 1 also demonstrated that a relational training
task can alter MT-IRAP results. The relational training task employed during Study
1 involved pre-arranged symbol – food image pairings that did not account for
individual participant responding. Due to the nature of the pre-arranged pairing
assignment employed throughout Study 1, explicit response shifts were only
possible with 44% of the arrangements for all participants and with 58% of
arrangements for the participants that were categorized as responders. Keep in
mind that explicit preference shifts with the group of responders occurred with
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every potential opportunity. Review of the pre-arranged pairing assignments
employed during Study 1, suggests that the potential for the relational training
procedure to demonstrate meaningful effects may have been reduced by more
than half and the results of Study 1 might not be representative of the procedure’s
optimal effect. Therefore, the primary purpose of Study 2A was to improve the
potential for preference changes, as indicated by the symbol MT-IRAP scores, by
strategically pairing the symbols and food images during the relational training
procedure. A secondary purpose of Study 2A was to address the variability in the
MT-IRAP effects by establishing pre-training response trends.
During Study 2A, the experimenter initially conducted a preference
assessment with each participant to identify his/her most preferred and most
non-preferred foods. Following the completion of the preference assessment,
participants completed three series of pre-intervention food and symbol MTIRAPs. After the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs, the participants completed the
relational training task, followed by one series of post-intervention food and
symbol MT-IRAPs.
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Study 2A: Method
Participants
Six females between the ages of 21 and 45 years and 4 males between the
ages of 20 and 28 years participated in Study 2A. Two additional participants,
both male, did not pass the MT-IRAP practice phase and were dropped from the
study. The participants made up a convenience sample recruited from a list server
and email solicitation.
Experimental Design
The experimenter conducted within- and between-groups statistical
analyses to evaluate the presence of MT-IRAP effects along with changes between
pre-relational training and post-relational training MT-IRAP scores. The
experimenter also evaluated changes in pre-relational training and post-relational
training MT-IRAP scores via visual inspection of the scores to assess the effect of
relational training on MT-IRAP scores for each participant.
Procedure
Preference Assessment. The procedures for the preference assessment
were identical to those of Study 1. The experimenter also collected images of the
foods indicated as liked and disliked in an identical manner to the procedures
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employed during Study 1. These images were selected for use throughout the
remainder of the study.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. The procedures for the pre-intervention MTIRAPs were identical to the procedures of Study 1 with the following exceptions.
Participants completed three series of food and symbol MT-IRAPs to establish
baseline measures and participant response trends toward the target stimuli.
Participants completed an MT-IRAP targeting foods followed by a symbol MT-IRAP
during each series. Practice sessions were conducted during the initial food MTIRAP and were not conducted during subsequent MT-IRAPs.
Relational Coordination Training. Following the completion of the preintervention MT-IRAPs, participants took a break for approximately 10 min while
the experimenter analyzed the preferences indicated by the results of the preintervention MT-IRAPs targeting symbols. Following the break, participants
completed a relational training in frames of coordination task. During the training,
images of the most favorite and most disliked foods, were individually matched
with the arbitrary symbols. If the MT-IRAP results indicated neutral responding
toward all symbols for a given participant, the foods and symbols were paired in a
similar manner to the pairings of Study 1. If the MT-IRAP results indicated that a
given participant liked or disliked all of the symbols, the foods and symbols were
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also paired in a manner similar to the pairings of Study 1. If the MT-IRAP results
indicated mixed responding toward individual symbols (the participant responded
in a manner indicating a combination of like, dislike, and/or neutrality toward the
symbols), the experimenter arranged the symbol – food pairings in a manner of
opposition. For example, given MT-IRAP results indicating symbols A, C, and F as
liked and symbols B, D, and E as disliked; symbols A, C, and F would have been
paired with disliked foods and symbols B, D, and E would have been paired with
liked foods. If the MT-IRAP results indicated that a participant liked or disliked
four or five of the symbols, all symbol – food pairings were not arranged in
opposition due to the restricted set of available stimuli. All other aspects of the
procedure were identical to those of Study 1.
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs. Post-intervention MT-IRAPs were
administered following the completion of relational coordination training. The
purpose of the post-intervention MT-IRAPs was to measure any changes in
participant responding toward food images and arbitrary symbols following the
relational coordination training procedure. The procedures were identical to
those of Study 1.
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Study 2A: Results
Data Preparation
Prior to the analysis, the experimenter identified and removed extreme
outliers and response inconsistencies among the data sets as described in Study 1.
Of the 10 participants who completed the entire study, three were removed from
the analysis due to a high frequency of errors. The pre-relational training food
MT-IRAP 1 was removed for one participant along with trials targeting symbols B,
D, and F of the pre-training symbol MT-IRAP 1, trials targeting symbols A and F of
pre-training symbol MT-IRAP 2, and trials targeting symbols B, D, and F of pretraining symbol MT-IRAP 3 due to inconsistent responding. Trials targeting symbol
F were also removed from the analysis of the pre-relational training MT-IRAP 1 for
one other participant (see Table 2). Calculations of the MT-IRAP scores for
individual foods and symbols and grouped foods and symbols were identical to
those of Study 1. The experimenter also manipulated raw MT-IRAP scores to
reflect the unaltered MT-IRAP values as described in Study 1.
Explicit Sessions
Participants responded with an average of 96% accuracy during the preintervention food MT-IRAP 1 (range, 83% to 100%), 100% accuracy during preintervention food MT-IRAP 2, an average of 98% accuracy (range, 92% to 100%)
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during pre-intervention food MT-IRAP 3, and an average of 99% accuracy (range,
92% to 100%) during the post-intervention food MT-IRAP. Correct and incorrect
responses were determined by the foods identified during the preference
assessment.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. Table 11 lists the means and standard
deviations of response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each
stimulus group and individual stimulus during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs 1, 2,
and 3. Latencies during lie trials were consistently longer than during truth trials
for all comparisons during MT-IRAPs 1 and 2. During MT-IRAP 3, lie trials were
longer than truth trials for all comparisons with the exception of symbol D. Onesample t-test analyses indicated that the MT-IRAP scores were significantly
different from 0 for each group of foods (all foods and disliked foods p < .001;
favorite foods p < .01) each group of symbols (all symbols p < .001; symbols
arranged to be paired with favorite foods p < .01; and symbols arranged to be
paired with disliked foods p < .05) and symbol A (p <.05), B (p <.01), and E (p < .05)
during the pre-intervention MT-IRAP 1. Scores for symbols C, D, and F were not
significantly different from 0 during MT-IRAP 1. MT-IRAP scores were significantly
different from 0 for each group of foods (all foods, favorite foods, and disliked
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foods p < .001) each group of symbols (all symbols, symbols paired with favorite
foods, and symbols paired with disliked foods p < .05) and symbol A (p <.05)
during MT-IRAP 2. Scores for symbols B, C, D, E, and F were not significantly
different from 0 during MT-IRAP 2. Results for MT-IRAP 3 indicated significant
MT-IRAP scores for all food and symbol groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked
foods, and all symbols p < .01; symbols paired with favorite foods p < .001;
symbols paired with disliked foods p < .05) and symbol E (p < .01). Symbols A, B,
C, D, and F did not yield significant scores during MT-IRAP 3.
The box plot depicted in Figure 6 provides a summary of the participants
raw MT-IRAP scores indicated from the pre-relational training MT-IRAPs. Similarly
to Study 1, the participants during Study 2A positively evaluated the images of
liked foods and responded negatively toward the disliked food images during the
pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. Eighty-six percent of participants demonstrated MTIRAP effects with the groups of favorite and disliked foods during MT-IRAP 1. The
percentage of participants with MT-IRAP effects for the liked and disliked foods
increased to 100 during the second and third MT-IRAPs.
Indications of preference toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F varied among
the participants (see Table 12). Results for symbol A during pre-relational training
MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3 respectively indicated effects for 100%, 71%, and 86% of
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participants. Results for symbol B indicated effects for 43%, 86%, and 71% of
participants across respective MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3. Eighty-six percent of
participant responses yielded effects with symbol C during MT-IRAP 1, 57% during
MT-IRAP 2, and 100% during MT-IRAP 3. Eighty-six percent, 43%, and 57% of the
participant responses resulted in effects with symbol D during MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and
3 respectively. Eighty-six percent of participant responses yielded effects with
symbol E during MT-IRAP 1, 57% during MT-IRAP 2, and 71% during MT-IRAP 3.
Fifty-seven percent of participant responses yielded effects with symbol F during
MT-IRAP 1 and 71% during MT-IRAPs 2 and 3.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. The experimenter categorized
participants 14 and 15 as responders. The response patterns of participants 16,
17, 18, 19, and 20 indicated them as non-responders. Participant categorizations
were made according to the criteria described in Study 1. Figures 7 (responder
graphs) and 8 (non-responder graphs) depict the unaltered MT-IRAP scores for the
relevant comparisons conducted with each participant. Results for individual
symbols are discussed in reference to their arranged food pairings during the
relational training procedure in an effort to facilitate the visual inspection of
participant response trends. For example, if symbol A was paired with favorite
food A, the results for symbol A would be discussed in reference to favorite food
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A. However, if symbol A was paired with disliked food B, its results would be
discussed in reference to disliked food B. Table 13 lists the individual symbol –
food pairings for each participant, as pairing assignments were arranged according
to each participant’s response trends during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs.
All pre-intervention MT-IRAPs indicated preferences in the predicted
direction with both the favorite and disliked groups of food for participants 14 and
15 (see Figure 7). As depicted in Table 14, participant 14’s results indicated
varying preference strengths for the groups of favorite (.21 to .77) and disliked
foods (-.43 to -.70) across MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3. Results for participant 15
indicated strong preferences for both groups of food (favorites = 1.08 and 1.39,
dislikes = -.94 and -.79) throughout MT-IRAPs 2 and 3. The experimenter did not
analyze participant 15’s food MT-IRAP 1 due to a large number of errors.
Participant 14 responded positively toward all symbols during the pre-intervention
MT-IRAPs (see Table 15). Participant 15’s results indicated mixed preferences, as
MT-IRAPs 1 and 3 indicated the following preference allocations toward the
symbols; one liked, two disliked, and three neutrality (inconsistent responding and
no effect). Results for MT-IRAP 3 indicated two symbols as liked, two as disliked,
and two as neutral for participant 15. Participant 14’s results indicated effects
across all pre-intervention MT-IRAPs with the symbols that were later paired with
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favorite foods A and B and disliked food C. Participant 14’s responding toward the
symbols arranged to be paired with favorite food C, and disliked foods A and B
resulted in effects during some, but not all of the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs.
Effects across pre-intervention MT-IRAPs with the symbols were indicated with
participant 15 as follows. The symbols that were paired with favorite foods A and
C and disliked food B yielded effects during some, but not all MT-IRAPs. The
symbols that were paired with favorite food B and disliked food C did not yield
effects. The symbol that was later paired during relational training with disliked
food A consistently yielded effects across MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAP results indicated responses in the predicted
direction toward the groups of favorite and disliked food with all non-responders.
Moderate to strong effects for both groups of food (favorite = .32 to 1.03, disliked
= -.25 to -.73) were indicated across all MT-IRAPs with the non-responder
participants with the exception of participants 16 and 17. The results of
participant 16’s MT-IRAP 3 indicated weak effects for both groups of food (favorite
= .16, disliked = -.13). MT-IRAP 1 yielded weak effects for the group of favorite
foods (.20) with participant 17. Response patterns toward individual symbols
varied among the participants classified as non-responders. Participant 16
responded negatively toward all symbols throughout all pre-intervention MT-
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IRAPs. Participant 17 consistently responded positively toward half of the symbols
and negatively toward the other half throughout the MT-IRAPs. Participants 18
and 20 also maintained consistent responding throughout the MT-IRAPs. Results
indicated four symbols as liked and two symbols as disliked with participant 18.
Whereas, participant 20 liked five symbols and disliked one. Participant 19
responded in a manner indicating four symbols as liked, one symbol as disliked,
and neutrality toward another symbol during MT-IRAP 1. Participant 19’s
responded positively toward all symbols during MT-IRAPs 2 and 3.
Participant 16’s results indicated effects across all pre-intervention MTIRAPs with the symbols that were later paired with favorite food A and disliked
food B. Results for the symbols that were arranged to be paired during relational
training with favorite food B and disliked foods B and C indicated no effect across
the MT-IRAPs. An effect was indicated during MT-IRAP 2 for the symbol that was
later paired with favorite food C. Participant 17’s results indicated effects
consistently across the MT-IRAPs with the symbols that were later paired with
favorite foods A and C and disliked food C. The symbols that were later paired
with favorite food B and disliked foods A and B inconsistently yielded effects
across the MT-IRAPs. Effects were indicated with participants 18 and 20 for five of
the six symbols throughout the MT-IRAPs. Effects for the symbol that were later
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paired with favorite food A were only indicated during MT-IRAPs 1 and 2 with
participant 18. The symbol that was later paired with disliked food B did not yield
an effect with participant 20 during MT-IRAP 1. Responses toward the symbols
that were later paired with favorite foods B and C and disliked food A yielded
effects during MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3 with participant 19. Results for the symbols
that were later paired with favorite food A and disliked foods A and C indicated
effects during two of the three pre-intervention MT-IRAPs.
Relational Coordination Training
The experimenter arranged the symbol food pairings for each participant
as shown in Table 13. All participants met the training criteria after two attempts
with an average accuracy of 99% (range, 93% to 100%).
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. Table 16 displays the means and standard
deviations for response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each
stimulus group and individual stimulus during the post-intervention MT-IRAPs.
Participants consistently responded with longer latencies on lie trials than truth
trials during all comparisons. Participants responded toward the liked and disliked
food images as predicted. Planned one-sample t-test analyses indicated that MTIRAP scores were significantly different from 0 with each group of foods (all foods
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p < .01, favorite foods p < .01, and disliked foods p < .05), the group of all symbols
(p < .05), the group of symbols that were paired with favorite foods (p < .05), and
the group of symbols that were paired with disliked foods (p < .05). MT-IRAP
effects were also significant for symbols C (p < .05), D (p < .01) and E (p < .01).
Symbols A, B, and F did not yield significant MT-IRAP effects.
Figure 9 depicts a box plot summary of the post-relational training raw MTIRAP scores for all participants. All participants demonstrated MT-IRAP effects
with and responded in the predicted direction toward the groups of favorite and
disliked foods (see Table 14). Post-intervention preferences with the individual
symbols varied among the participants (see Table 12). Results indicated effects
for symbols A and D with 71% of participants. Effects were indicated with symbol
B for 86% of participants, symbols C and E for 100% of participants, and symbol F
for 43% of participants.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. Post-intervention MT-IRAP results
for participants 14 and 15 (responders; see Figure 7) indicated weak to strong
effects in the predicted direction, with the groups of favorite (.14 and .79) and
disliked foods (-.28 and -1.19; see Figure 7 and Table 14). Symbols paired with
favorite food A, B, and C were evaluated positively and symbols paired with
disliked foods A, B, and C were evaluated negatively by participant 14. MT-IRAP
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effects were only indicated for the symbols paired with favorite foods B and C and
disliked foods A and B. Participant 15 responded positively toward the symbols
paired with favorite foods A and C and disliked food A. The symbols paired with
favorite foods B and disliked foods B and C were evaluated negatively. Postintervention results indicated MT-IRAP effects with all symbols for participant 15.
Post-intervention MT-IRAP results for participants 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20
(non-responders; see Figure 8) indicated weak to moderate effects in the
predicted direction, with both groups of food (favorite = .24 to .48, disliked = -.13
to -.29; see Figure 7 and Table 14). Results for the individual symbols indicated
that the non-responder’s preferences remained similar to those indicated during
the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. Results for the symbols that were paired with
favorite foods A and B and disliked food C indicated no post-intervention MT-IRAP
effect with participant 16. However, the symbols paired with favorite food C and
disliked foods A and B did yield effects. Participant 17’s results indicated effects
with the symbols paired with favorite food A and disliked foods A, B, and C, but
did not indicate effects for the symbols paired with favorite foods B and C. Results
for participants 18 and 19 indicated effects with five out of the six symbols, as
effects were not indicated for the symbols paired with favorite food A and disliked
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food C respectively with the participants. Participant 20’s results indicated effects
with all symbols during the post-intervention MT-IRAPs.
Pre- and Post-intervention MT-IRAP Comparisons
MT-IRAP results for participants 14 and 15 indicated no preference
changes from pre- to post-training with the favorite and disliked groups of food.
The strength of the effects continued trending downward with participant 14 and
remained strong with participant 15. These participants were categorized as
responders, as comparisons of their pre- and post-training symbol MT-IRAPs
indicated predicted explicit preference shifts along with an absence of
unpredicted preference shifts. Results for participant 14 indicated explicit
response shifts toward all three symbols whose pairing arrangements permitted
shifts in the opposing direction. Pairing arrangements permitted preference shifts
with all six symbols for participant 15 and her results indicated explicit response
shifts toward four of the symbols.
Pre- and post-training comparisons of the favorite and disliked groups of
food indicated a general weakening of the MT-IRAP effect among the participants
classified as non-responders, with the exception of participant 17, whose results
indicated that the effect from the group of favorite foods strengthened over time.
The symbol – food pairing arrangements permitted three to six explicit preference
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shifts per participant. However, explicit shifts in preference were not indicated
among the group of non-responders. Trends in the strength of the MT-IRAP
effects for the individual symbols varied among the participants. Additionally,
there was no indication of systematic trends related to weakened or strengthened
effects that corresponded with relevant symbol – food pairings among the group
of non-responders.
The experimenter terminated the study when participant response trends
indicated that meaningful effects with additional participants were unlikely. Due
to the unlikelihood of meaningful effects, the experimenter did not conduct
within-group statistical analyses of the pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP
scores.
Study 2A: Discussion
During Study 2A’s relational training procedure, the experimenter
arranged symbol – food image pairings in a manner of opposition according to
each participant’s indicated stimulus preferences. This modification to the pairing
arrangement increased the percentage of potential explicit response shifts with all
participants from 44% during Study 1 to 71% during Study 2A. Potential explicit
response shifts with responders increased from 58% during Study 1 to 75% during
Study 2A.
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Study 2A’s pre- and post-training MT-IRAP results indicated significant
effects for the groups of favorite and disliked foods among the group of
participants. Results indicated effects for the groups of favorite and disliked foods
across pre- and post-training MT-IRAPs with 86% to 100% of participants.
Moderate to strong MT-IRAP effects were equally indicated among the
participants for the groups of favorite and disliked foods. These results suggest
that the participants had relatively equal biases for/against their favorite foods
and disliked foods.
The general findings of Study 2A were similar to those of Study 1. Two of
the seven participants (participants 14 and 15) demonstrated explicit changes in
preference toward the arbitrary symbols. Results for the responders indicated
preference changes aligned with the trained relations of coordination. Five
participants (participants 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20) did not demonstrate systematic
shifts in preference toward the symbols. Explicit preferences toward food stimuli
remained stable and in the predicted direction with all participants. Overall, the
results of Study 2A lend additional support to utility of the MT-IRAP as a measure
of explicit behavior and joins Study 1 in supporting the REC model.
During Study 2A, the experimenter successfully increased the level of
potential response shifts from those indicated during Study 1 by individualizing
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the pairing arrangements during the relational training task. However, the
procedural modification did not result in improved outcomes. The experimenter
also established pre-training response trends via the administration of three pretraining food and symbol MT-IRAPs. The potential improvement in relational
training efficacy due to the increased potential for response shifts may have been
diminished by the participants’ completion of multiple pre-training symbol MTIRAPs. That is, the participants’ completion of multiple MT-IRAPs may have
produced strengthened responses toward the symbols that were more resistant
to change. Overall, the procedural modifications during Study 2A did not yield
improved outcomes and the results of the study mirrored those of Study 1.
Study 2B
The general methodology of Study 2A, did not enhance the relational
training procedure’s ability to change participant preferences, as indicated by the
symbol MT-IRAP scores. However, the changes to the symbol – food pairing
arrangement during the relational training task did improve explicit preference
shift potentials from 44% during Study 1 to 71% during Study 2A. The purpose of
Study 2B was to modify the procedures of Study 2A in a manner that optimized
the effect of the relational training task. During Study 2B, the experimenter
initially conducted a preference assessment with each participant to identify
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his/her most preferred and most non-preferred foods. Following the completion
of the preference assessment, participants completed three consecutive preintervention food MT-IRAPs followed by one pre-intervention symbol MT-IRAP.
After the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs, the participants completed the relational
training task, followed by one series of post-intervention food and symbol MTIRAPs.
Study 2B: Method
Participants
Participants throughout Study 2B made up a convenience sample of
individuals recruited from a list server, a university research participation system,
and email solicitation. Four females between the ages of 18 and 21 years and 6
males between the ages of 18 and 26 years completed the study.
Experimental Design
The experimenter evaluated changes in pre-relational training MT-IRAP
scores and post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for each participant via visual
inspection of graphed MT-IRAP scores. The experimenter also conducted withinand between-groups statistical analyses to evaluate changes in pre- to postrelational training MT-IRAP scores.
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Procedure
Preference Assessment. The procedures for the preference assessment
were identical to those of Study 1 and 2A. The food images that were indicated as
liked and disliked by the participants were selected for use throughout the
remainder of the study.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. The procedures for the pre-intervention MTIRAPs were identical to the procedures of Study 2A with the following exceptions.
Participants completed three food MT-IRAPs followed by one symbol MT-IRAPs to
establish baseline measures of responding toward the food images and symbols
and to establish response trends toward the food images.
Relational Coordination Training. Following the completion of the preintervention MT-IRAPs, participants took a break for approximately 10 min while
the experimenter analyzed the preferences indicated by the results of the preintervention MT-IRAPs targeting symbols. Following the break, participants
completed the relational training task. The procedures were identical to those in
Study 2A.
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs. Following the completion of relational
coordination training, participants completed a series of post-intervention MTIRAPs. The purpose of the post-intervention MT-IRAPs was to measure any
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changes in participant responding toward food images and arbitrary symbols
following the relational coordination training procedure. The procedures were
identical to those of Studies 1 and 2A.
Study 2B: Results
Data Preparation
Prior to the analysis, the experimenter identified and removed extreme
outliers and response inconsistencies among the data sets as described in Study 1.
Inconsistent responding resulted in the removal of trials targeting disliked food A
from the pre-relational training food MT-IRAP 1 for one participant. Trials
targeting symbols A, B, C, D, and E of the pre-training symbol MT-IRAP were
removed for one participant, along with trials targeting symbols D and F for
another participant (see Table 2). The experimenter combined the results for preintervention food MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3 and performed calculations with the three
data sets as a whole to yield one pre-intervention MT-IRAP score per comparison.
Otherwise, calculations of the MT-IRAP scores for all individual and grouped
comparisons, as well as MT-IRAP score manipulations were identical to those of
Study 1.
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Explicit Sessions
During the pre-intervention food MT-IRAP 1, participants responded with
an average of 96% accuracy (range, 67% to 100%). Participants responded with an
average of 97% accuracy (range, 83% to 100%) during pre-intervention food MTIRAPs 2 and 3 and an average of 98% accuracy (range, 92% to 100%) during the
post-intervention food MT-IRAP. Correct and incorrect responses were
determined by the foods identified during the preference assessment.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. Table 17 lists the means and standard
deviations for response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each
stimulus group and individual stimulus during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs.
Participants consistently responded with longer latencies during lie trials for all
comparisons. One-sample t-test analyses indicated that the MT-IRAP scores for
the following comparison were significantly different from 0: the group of all
foods (p < .001), the group of favorite foods (p < .001), the group of disliked foods
(p < .01), the group of all symbols (p < .01), the group of symbols to be paired with
disliked foods (p < .01), and symbols A (p <.05) and F (p < .05). MT-IRAP scores for
the group of symbols to be paired with favorite foods and symbols B, C, D, and E
were not significantly different from 0.
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The box plot in Figure 10 summarizes the participants’ pre-relational
training raw MT-IRAP scores. The participants responded as expected toward the
images of liked and disliked foods. Ninety percent of participants demonstrated
an MT-IRAP effect with the group of favorite foods. Eighty percent demonstrated
an effect with the group of disliked foods. Results of the pre-relational training
MT-IRAPs indicated idiosyncratic responding toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F
(see Table 18). Seventy percent of participant responses yielded MT-IRAP effects
with symbols A, B, C, and D. Results indicated effects with symbols E and F with
60% of participants.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. The experimenter categorized
participants based on their pre- and post-training symbol MT-IRAP response
patterns as described in Study 1. Response patterns for seven (participants 21, 23,
25, 26, 28, 29, and 30) of the ten participants indicated them as responders. The
experimenter categorized participant 22 as a potential responder and participants
24 and 27 as non-responders. Individual symbol results for all participants are
discussed in reference to their arranged food pairings during the relational
training procedure. Table 19 lists the symbol – food pairings for each participant.
Graphs of the group of responders’ unaltered MT-IRAP scores are shown in
Figure 11. Tables 20 and 21 summarize the MT-IRAPs conducted with food and
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symbols for all participants. Results for the group of responders indicated
moderate to strong positive preferences for the group of favorite foods (.29 to
.74). Up to moderate negative biases were indicated for the group of disliked
foods (.02 to -.48), as responses toward the group of disliked foods did not yield
an MT-IRAP effect with participants 26 and 28.
Indications of preference and MT-IRAP effects with the individual symbols
varied among the responders. Participants responded as follows toward the
symbols that were arranged to be paired with favorite food A during the relational
training task. One participant responded positively, four responded negatively,
and two responded inconsistently toward the stimuli. MT-IRAP effects were
indicated with five of the seven responders. Results for the symbol that was later
paired with favorite food B indicated positive and negative responding with three
and no preference with one responder participant. The stimuli yielded MT-IRAP
effects with four of the responders. The symbol that was later paired with
favorite food C yielded effects with three responders. Further, like and neutrality
was indicated with two participants and dislike with three. Symbols to be paired
with disliked food A resulted in effects with four responders and preference
indications of like, dislike, and neutrality with four, two, and one participant
respectively. The symbols that were later paired with disliked food B yielded
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positive responses from five responders and negative and neutral responses from
one responder. An MT-IRAP effect was indicated with four of the responder
participants. Five participants responded positively and two negatively toward the
symbols that were later paired with disliked food C. Pre-intervention MT-IRAP
results indicated effects toward the symbols that were later paired with disliked
food C for five responders.
Participant 22’s unaltered MT-IRAP scores are depicted in Figure 12. Preintervention results for participant 22 indicated strong preferences in the
expected direction toward the groups of favorite (.54) and disliked foods (-.53).
Results also indicated negative responding toward the symbols that were later
paired with favorite foods A, B, and C; and positive responding toward the
symbols arranged to be paired with disliked foods A, B, and C. MT-IRAP effects
were indicated with the symbols that were later paired with favorite foods A and
B and disliked foods B and C.
Figure 13 depicts the unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders
(participants 24 and 27). Pre-intervention MT-IRAP results indicated responses in
the predicted direction toward the groups of favorite and disliked food with both
participants. However, no effect (-.16) was indicated with the group of favorite
foods for participant 24. Responses toward the group of favorite food resulted in
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a moderate effect with participant 27 (.43). Weak effects were indicated with the
group of disliked foods (participant 24 = -.15, participant 27 = -.12). Participant
27’s resulted indicated MT-IRAP effects and positive preferences for all of the
symbols. MT-IRAP effects and positive preferences were indicated for participant
24 with the symbols that were later paired with disliked foods A and B.
Participant 24 disliked the symbols that were arranged to be paired with favorite
foods A, B, and C, and disliked food C. However, MT-IRAP effects were only
indicated with the symbols that were later paired with favorite foods A and C and
disliked food C.
Relational Coordination Training
Table 19 lists the symbol – food pairing arrangements for each participant
during the relational training task. All participants met the training criteria after
two attempts with an average accuracy of 99.70% (range, 97% to 100%).
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. Table 22 displays the means and standard
deviations for response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each
stimulus group and individual stimulus during the post-intervention MT-IRAPs.
Participants continued responding with longer latencies on lie trials compared to
truth trials during all comparisons. Participants also continued responding toward
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the liked and disliked food images as predicted. Planned one-sample t-test
analyses indicated that post-intervention MT-IRAP scores were significantly
different from 0 with the groups of all foods (p < .001), favorite foods (p < .01),
and all symbols (p < .05), along with individual symbols D (p < .01) and E (p < .05).
MT-IRAP scores were not significantly different from 0 for the following
comparisons: the group of disliked foods, the group of symbols paired with
favorite foods, the group of symbols paired with disliked foods, and symbols B, C,
and F.
Figure 9 is a box plot summary of the post-relational training raw MT-IRAP
scores for all participants. Nine of the 10 participants demonstrated MT-IRAP
effects with the group of favorite foods and seven participants demonstrated
effects with the group of disliked food (see Table 20). Post-intervention
preferences with the individual symbols continued to vary among the participants.
Results indicated an MT-IRAP effect with 80% of participants for symbol A. Effects
were indicated with 50% of participants for symbols B, C, and D. Symbol E yielded
effect with 100% of participants and symbol F with 60% of participants (see Table
18).
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. Post-training MT-IRAP results
indicated effects with the group of favorite foods for six (participants 21, 23, 25,
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26, 29 and 30) of the seven responders and effects with the group of disliked
foods for five responders (participants 21, 23, 25, and 28). Of the responders
whose results indicated MT-IRAP effects, weak to strong positive preferences
were indicated with both groups of food (favorites = .13 to .83, dislikes = -.07 to .60 ; see Table 20 and Figure 11). Indications of preference and the presence of
MT-IRAP effects toward the individual symbols remained varied among the
responders. MT-IRAP effects were indicated with the symbols paired with favorite
foods A, B, and C during the relational training tasks for six, four, and six
responders respectively. Results indicated effects for symbols paired with disliked
foods A, B, and C with four, six, and three respective responders. Five responders
liked and two disliked the symbols paired with favorite foods A and B. Results
indicated positive responses toward favorite food C for 6 responders. One
responder disliked the symbol paired with favorite food C. All seven of the
responders disliked the symbols paired with disliked foods A and C. Postintervention results indicated that one participant liked the symbol paired with
disliked food B. Whereas, six responders disliked the symbols that were paired
with disliked food B.
Post-intervention results for participant 22 (potential responder) indicated
moderate preferences in the expected direction toward the groups of favorite
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(.31) and disliked foods (-.36). Indications of preference remained similar to those
from the pre-intervention MT-IRAP results. That is, participant 22 responded
negatively toward the symbols paired with favorite foods A, B, and C and
positively toward the symbols paired with disliked foods A, B, and C. Results
indicated MT-IRAP effects for the symbols paired with favorite food B, and disliked
foods A and B (see Figure 12).
Post-intervention MT-IRAP results indicated responses in the predicted
direction toward the groups of favorite and disliked food with participants 24 and
27 (non-responders). Moderate MT-IRAP effects (.32 and .31) were indicated with
the group of favorite foods for both participants. An effect was only indicated
with participant 24 for the group of disliked foods (-.14). Indications of preference
remained similar to those from the pre-intervention MT-IRAP results, as
participant 27 responded positively toward all symbols and participant 24
responded positively toward the symbols paired with disliked foods B and C and
negatively toward the symbols paired with favorite foods A, B, and C and disliked
food C (see Figure 13 and Table 20).
Pre- and Post-intervention MT-IRAP Comparisons
Pre- and post-intervention food MT-IRAP comparisons varied for the group
of responders (participants 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29 and 30; see Table 20 and Figure
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11). The strength of the effects from pre- to post-intervention maintained with
the group of favorite foods for two responders (participants 26 and 29),
strengthened for two (participants 23 and 25), weakened for two (participants 21
and 30), and disappeared for participant 28. Comparisons of pre- and postintervention results for the group of disliked foods indicated maintenance of the
MT-IRAP effect for participant 21. Participant 25’s MT-IRAP results for disliked
foods indicated strengthening from a weak effect (-.23) during pre-intervention to
a moderate effect at post-intervention (-.27), due to MT-IRAP score categories.
However, a score difference of .04 is negligible and suggests that the strength of
the effect actually maintained. Participants 26’s and 28’s results indicated a
strengthening from no effect to moderate and strong effects. Results for the
group of disliked foods with participants 23, 29, and 30 indicated effect weakening
from pre- to post-intervention. In fact, the pre-intervention effects indicated for
participants 29 and 30 disappeared during the post-tests.
Participants 21, 25, 26, 28, 29, and 30 were categorized as responders, as
comparisons of their pre- and post-training symbol MT-IRAPs indicated predicted
explicit preference shifts along with an absence of unpredicted preference shifts
(see Table 21). Results for participants 21, 26, 28, 29, and 30 indicated explicit
response shifts toward all symbols whose pairing arrangements permitted shifts in
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the opposing direction. Results for participant 25 indicated explicit response shifts
toward one of the four symbols whose pairing arrangements permitted response
shifts. Participant 23 was categorized as a responder due to the presence of
consistent, predicted changes in the strength of the symbol MT-IRAP effects.
Comparison of pre- and post-training results indicated that responses toward two
symbols remained negative and maintained no effect. Responding toward the
symbols paired with favorite foods A and B and disliked foods A and B also
remained negative. However, MT-IRAP effects for the symbols paired with
favorite foods A and B weakened from pre- to post-intervention (a pre- post- score
difference of .05 for the symbol paired with favorite food A represents a minor
change in the predicted direction). MT-IRAP effects for the symbols paired with
disliked foods A and B strengthened from no effect during pre-training to weak
effects during post-training.
Participant 22’s results indicated a general weakening of the MT-IRAP
effect with the groups of favorite and disliked foods. Participant 22 was
categorized as a potential responder. Comparisons of his pre- and post-training
results indicated no explicit preference shifts from the six possible pairing
arrangements during the relational training task. However, results indicated three
predicted changes in effect strength, two unpredicted changes in effect strength,
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and maintenance of the effect strength with one symbol. The predicted changes
consisted of MT-IRAP effect weakening with the symbols paired with favorite food
A and disliked foods B and C. The unpredicted changes included effect
strengthening for the symbols paired with favorite food B and disliked food A.
Pre- and post-training comparisons of the favorite and disliked groups of
food indicated a general weakening of the MT-IRAP effect for participant 27.
Participant 24’s results indicated that the effect strengthened (increased from no
effect to a moderate effect) with the group of favorite foods and remained weak
with the group of disliked foods. Participants 24 and 27 were classified as nonresponders, as comparisons of their pre- and post-training results indicated no
explicit preference shifts out of a possible five (participant 24) and three
(participant 27). Results for participant 24 indicated no predicted changes in the
strength of effects, four unpredicted changes, and maintenance of effect strength
with two symbols. Participant 27’s results indicated two predicted changes, three
unpredicted changes, and one demonstration of strength maintenance.
The experimenter conducted paired-samples t-tests analyses to evaluate
the presence of significant differences between pre- and post-relational training
MT-IRAP effects with the raw MT-IRAP scores. The pre- and post-relational
training MT-IRAP effects for symbols F were significantly different from each other
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(p < .05; see Table 23). All other pre-training to post-training comparisons did not
yield significantly different effects. One-sample t-tests analyses were also
conducted to test whether coded differences between the pre- and postrelational training MT-IRAP scores were significantly different from 0 for the
symbols paired with favorite foods A, B, and C; disliked foods A, B, and C; the
group of symbols paired with favorite foods; and the group of symbols paired with
disliked foods (see Table 24). Significant coded MT-IRAP score differences were
found for the symbols paired with favorite food A (p < .05), the symbols paired
with disliked foods B (p < .05) and C (p < .05), the symbols paired with the group of
favorite foods (p < .05), and the symbols paired with the group of disliked foods (p
< .001). Significant score differences were not indicated with the symbols paired
with favorite foods B and C and disliked food A.
Study 2B: Discussion
Individual effects were indicated for the groups of favorite and disliked
foods during Study 2B with 70% to 90% of participants across the pre- and posttraining MT-IRAPs. Moderate to strong effects were indicated for the group of
favorite foods with nine and eight participants during the pre- and post-training
MT-IRAPs respectively. Results for four and five participants indicated moderated
to strong effects for the group of disliked foods during the respective pre- and
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post-training MT-IRAPs. These results suggest that the group of participants
during Study 2B had stronger preferences for their indicated favorite foods and
relative weaker biases against their disliked foods.
Pairing arrangements during the relational training task remained
individualized throughout Study 2B and the level of potential explicit preference
shifts was 75%, similar to the level achieved during Study 2A. The experimenter
identified seven (participants 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, and 30) of the 10 participants
as responders. Six of the responder participants demonstrated preference shifts
toward the symbols that aligned with the trained relations of coordination.
Results for the seventh responder did not indicate explicit shifts in preference.
However, changes in the strength of MT-IRAP effects were indicated in directions
corresponding to the trained relations.
The experimenter identified one potential responder (participant 22).
Participant 22’s results indicated weakened MT-IRAP effects in the predicted
direction with three symbols. Effects strengthened in the unpredicted direction
with two symbols and maintained with another symbol. The weakened effects
indicated with three of the symbols may be due to weak intervention effects.
Alternatively, the presence of both predicted and unpredicted changes in MT-IRAP
effects might reflect changes that were due to chance.
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Comparisons of the pre- and post-training symbol MT-IRAPs for
participants 24 and 27 suggested that relational training did not produce effects
with these participants, as unpredicted changes in the strength of MT-IRAP effects
occurred more frequently than predicted changes. Comparison of participant 24’s
MT-IRAPs indicted unpredicted changes in effect strengths with four symbols and
an absence of change in the predicted direction. The results of participant 27’s
symbol MT-IRAPs indicated three unpredicted changes and two predicted changes
in the strength of effects.
The pre- and post-training food MT-IRAPs administered throughout Study
2B continued to yield significant effects among the group of participants, with the
exception of the post-training evaluation of the group of disliked foods. MT-IRAP
scores for the group of disliked foods were not significant during post-training.
Although a significant effect was not indicated with the group of favorite foods
during post-training, the presence of a significant effect during pre-training paired
with the significant effects indicated for the group of favorite foods during preand post-training lends additional support to the utility of the MT-IRAP as a
measure of implicit behavior. The modification to the pairing procedure
combined with the reduction in pre-intervention symbol MT-IRAP administrations
most likely contributed to the improved outcomes of Study 2B. These improved
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outcomes represent a third demonstration of a relational training task’s ability to
influence MT-IRAP results. The results of Study 2B also strengthens the position
that implicit behavior involves the act of relating between stimuli.
Study 3A
During Study 3A, the experimenter evaluated the effects of pairing symbols
with food images or food words. The purpose of this evaluation was to further
improve the outcomes of Study 2B. The experimenter also wanted to determine if
pairing the symbols with food words or images would produce similar or
differential shifts in participant preferences for the symbols, as indicated by the
MT-IRAP scores. Study 3A was conducted similarly to Study 2B with the exception
that during the relational training procedure, the experimenter paired the symbols
with either an image of a liked/disliked food or a liked/disliked food word. A
control pairing procedure was also added to the relational training task.
Study 3A: Method
Participants
The experimenter recruited all participants from the university research
participation system. Seven females between the ages of 17 and 21 years and 8
males between the ages of 18 and 20 years completed Study 3A. One participant
was younger than the original recruitment age, but received caregiver consent to
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participate in the study. Six additional participants (3 males and 2 females) were
dropped from the study because they did not pass the MT-IRAP practice phase.
Another participant did not complete the post-relational training MT-IRAPs
because he did not pass the relational training procedure.
Experimental Design
The experimenter visually inspected pre- and post-relational training MTIRAP scores for each participant. The experimenter also evaluated changes in preto post-relational training MT-IRAP scores via within- and between-groups
statistical analyses.
Procedure
Preference Assessment. The procedures for the preference assessment
were identical to those of Studies 1, 2A, and 2B. The experimenter collected
images of the foods indicated as liked and disliked in an identical manner to the
procedures employed during Studies 1, 2A, and 2B. These images were selected
for use throughout the remainder of the study.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. The procedures for the pre-intervention MTIRAPs were similar to those of Study 2B with the following exception. Participant
42 completed four pre-intervention food MT-IRAPs throughout two sessions due
to the occurrence of technical difficulties during the first session. Pre-intervention
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food MT-IRAP 4 and the pre-intervention symbol MT-IRAP were administered to
participant 42 during session 2.
Relational Coordination Training. The procedures for the relational
training task were similar to those of Study 2A and Study 2B with the following
exceptions. Participants were required to respond with 100% accuracy before
moving on to the next phase of the study. During the training, four of the six
symbols were paired with an image of the highest ranked, most liked food
(favorite food A image), the typed name of the highest ranked, most liked food
(favorite food A word), an image of the highest ranked, most disliked food (hated
food A image), or the typed name of the highest ranked, most disliked food (hated
food A word). The two symbols that were not paired with food images and words
were paired with each other to function as control stimuli.
The experimenter selected the two control symbols based on the following
criteria. Pre-intervention MT-IRAP results indicated no MT-IRAP effect (i.e.,
negative raw MT-IRAP scores or neutral preferences) and participant preferences,
as indicated by the MT-IRAP score, were similar for both symbols (both symbols
were indicated as liked, disliked, or neutral). When more than two symbols met
the criteria, the experimenter selected symbols with raw MT-IRAP scores closest
to zero. If at least two symbols did not meet the criteria stated above, the
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experimenter selected symbols according to a hierarchy of characteristics: 1)
results for both symbols indicated similar preferences and weak MT-IRAP effects,
2) results for the combination of symbols indicated negative and neutral raw MTIRAP scores, 3) results for both symbols indicated similar preferences and a
combination of negative and weak raw MT-IRAP scores, 4) results for both
symbols indicated negative raw MT-IRAP scores and different preferences, 5)
results for both symbols indicated similar preferences and similar moderate or
high MT-IRAP effects.
Minor variations in the administration of the relational training task also
occurred during Study 3A. Participants 42 and 43 did not complete the relational
training task immediately after the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. The experimenter
administered the task during a second session with these participants. Participant
44 completed two series of the relational training task, the first series during
session 1 and the second series at the beginning of session 2. These participants
completed Study 3A throughout two sessions due to the occurrence of technical
difficulties during session 1.
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs. Participants completed post-intervention
MT-IRAPs following the successful completion of the relational coordination
training task. The procedures were similar to those of Studies 1, 2A, and 2B with
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the following exceptions. Participants 42 and 43 completed the post-intervention
MT-IRAPs following their completion of the relational training task during session
2. Participant 44 completed two post-intervention food MT-IRAPs. He completed
post-intervention food MT-IRAP 1 during session 1 and post-intervention food MTIRAP 2 during session 2. Participant 44 completed one post-intervention symbol
MT-IRAP following post-intervention food MT-IRAP 2.
Study 3A: Results
Data Preparation
The experimenter identified and removed extreme outliers and response
inconsistencies among the data sets prior to the analysis, as described in Study 1.
Inconsistent responding resulted in the removal of one participant’s entire data
set from the analysis. Inconsistent responding during food MT-IRAP 1 resulted in
its removal for another participant. Inconsistent responding resulted in the
removal of individual food trials as follows. Trials targeting disliked food B were
removed from one participant’s pre-relational training food MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3.
Trials targeting another participant’s disliked food A during pre-training MT-IRAP 1
and favorite food C during the post-training MT-IRAP were removed. The
experimenter removed a third participant’s trials targeting favorite food C during
pre-training MT-IRAP 1. Inconsistent responding resulted in the removal of
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individual symbol trials as follows. All symbols from the pre-training MT-IRAP
were removed for one participant. Trials targeting symbol D of the pre-training
symbol MT-IRAP were removed for one participant, along with trials targeting
symbols A, B, C, D, and E for another participant. The experimenter removed trials
targeting symbols A, B, and E from the post-training MT-IRAP of one participant
(see Table 2). The experimenter combined the results for the pre-intervention
food MT-IRAPs (and participant 44’s post-intervention MT-IRAPs) and performed
calculations with the data sets to yield one pre-intervention MT-IRAP score per
comparison as described in Study 2B. The experimenter also calculated MT-IRAP
scores and performed MT-IRAP score manipulations as described in Study 1.
Explicit Sessions
During the pre-intervention food MT-IRAP 1, participants responded with
an average of 96% accuracy (range, 83% to 100%). During the pre-intervention
food MT-IRAP 2, participants responded with an average of 97% accuracy (range,
83% to 100%). Participants responded with an average of 98% accuracy during
pre-intervention food MT-IRAP 3 (range, 83% to 100%). Participant 42 responded
with 100% accuracy during pre-intervention food MT-IRAP 4. During the postintervention food MT-IRAP, participants responded with an average accuracy of
94% (range, 67% to 100%). Participant 44 responded with 92% accuracy during
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post-intervention food MT-IRAP 2. The experimenter determined the correct and
incorrect responses according to the foods indicated during each participant’s
preference assessment.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. Table 25 lists the means and standard
deviations for response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each
stimulus group and individual stimulus during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs.
Participants consistently responded with longer latencies during lie trials
compared to truth trials for the groups of all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods,
all symbols, the symbols that were later paired with disliked food stimuli, the
symbols later paired with disliked food images, and the symbols that were later
paired with disliked food words. Participants also responded with longer latencies
during lie trials for the individual comparisons of symbols B, C, and D. One-sample
t-test analyses indicated that pre-intervention MT-IRAP scores for the group of all
foods (p < .01), the group of favorite foods (p < .001), the group of disliked foods
(p < .001), and the group of symbols that were later paired with disliked stimuli
(disliked food images and words; p <.05) were significantly different from 0.
Scores for the group of all symbols, the group of symbols that were later paired
with another symbol, and the group of symbols that were later paired with
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favorite stimuli (favorite food images and words) were not indicated as
significantly different from 0. Additionally, none of the pre-intervention scores for
the individual symbol comparisons (symbols that were later paired with the
favorite food image, favorite food word, disliked food image, and disliked food
word; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F) were indicated as significantly different
from 0.
The box plot in Figure 15 summarizes the participants’ pre-relational
training raw MT-IRAP scores. Tables 28 and 26 respectively summarize MT-IRAP
effects with the groups of foods and individual symbols. Ninety-three percent of
participants demonstrated MT-IRAP effects with the groups of favorite and
disliked foods. Results of the pre-relational training MT-IRAPs indicated
idiosyncratic responding toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. MT-IRAP effects
were indicated for symbol A with forty-three percent of participants. Results for
symbol B indicated an effect with 50% of participants. Fifty-seven percent of
participant responses yielded effects with symbol C. Effects were indicated for
symbols D, E, and F with 29% of participants.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. The experimenter categorized
participants based on their pre- and post-training symbol MT-IRAP response
patterns as described in Study 1. Response patterns for participants 32, 33, 34,
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35, 38, and 40 indicated them as responders. The experimenter categorized
participant 39 as a potential responder. Participants 31, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, and 44
were categorized as non-responders. Individual symbols results for all participants
are discussed in reference to their arranged food image and food word pairings
during the relational training procedure with the exception of symbols that were
paired with another symbol. These symbols are discussed as controls. Table 27
depicts the symbol pairings for each participant.
Figure 16 shows graphs of the responders’ unaltered MT-IRAP scores.
Tables 28 and 26 summarize food and symbol MT-IRAPs for all participants.
Results for the group of responders indicated up to strong positive preferences for
the group of favorite foods (-.10 to .51), as results for participant 40 indicated no
MT-IRAP effect. Results indicated weak to moderate negative biases for the group
of disliked foods (-.04 to -.27).
Pre-intervention MT-IRAP results for individual symbols varied among the
responders. Results indicated that two of the six responders liked the symbol that
was arranged to be paired with the favorite food image. Three participants
disliked and one participant responded inconsistently toward the symbol arranged
to be paired with the favorite food image. MT-IRAP effects were indicated toward
the stimuli for three of the responders. One responder liked, four disliked, and
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one responded inconsistently toward the symbol that was arranged to be paired
with the favorite food word. Four of the responders’ results indicated MT-IRAP
effects with the symbol arranged to be paired with the food word. Four of the
responders liked the symbols that were later paired with the dislike food image
and word. Negative and inconsistent responses toward the symbols later paired
with the dislike food image and word were indicated for one responder. MT-IRAP
effects were indicated with the symbol later paired with the disliked food image
for three of the responders. Effects were indicated with the symbol that was later
paired with the disliked food word with four of the responders. One of the control
symbols yielded positive responses with three, negative responses with two, and
inconsistent responses with one of the responders. The second control symbol
was liked by one, disliked by three, and yielded inconsistent responses with two
responders. Responses toward both control symbols yielded effects with one
responder.
Participant 39’s MT-IRAP results are depicted in Figure 17. Preintervention results indicated moderate preferences in the expected direction
toward the groups of favorite (.49) and disliked foods (-.40). Participant 39
responded positively toward all symbols. Pre-intervention results indicated MT-
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IRAP effects with five of the six symbols, as the participant’s responses toward one
of the control symbols did not yield an effect.
Unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders are shown in Figure 18. Preintervention MT-IRAP results indicated responses in the predicted direction
toward the group of favorite food with the participants. The participants
responded as predicted toward the group of disliked foods, with the exception of
participant 41. Participant 41 responded as predicted toward disliked foods A and
C, but responded favorably toward disliked food B throughout the pre-training
MT-IRAPs. The experimenter removed participant 41’s disliked food B trials from
all analyses, due to unpredicted responding. Weak to strong effects were
indicated for the groups of favorite foods (.09 to 68). Up to strong effects were
indicated for the group of disliked foods (.14 to -.63), as no effect was indicated
with participant 44. Participants 37 and 41 responded favorably to all symbols
during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. However, indications of MT-IRAP effects
were mixed among the symbols for with two participants. All symbols, with the
exception of both controls, yielded effects with participant 37. The symbol that
was arranged to be paired with the disliked food image yielded an effect with
participant 41, whereas the other symbols did not. Participant 31 responded
negatively with no indication of MT-IRAP effects toward all symbols.
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Pre-intervention results for the remaining four non-responders
(participants 36, 42, 43, and 44) were as follows. Three participants disliked and
one responded inconsistently toward the symbol that was later paired with the
favorite food image. An MT-IRAP effect was indicated with the symbol paired with
the favorite food image with one of the four participants. The symbol paired with
the favorite food word yielded negative responses with the four participants. The
symbol paired with the disliked food image yielded positive responses with one,
negative responses with two, and inconsistent responses with one of the nonresponders. Three participants liked and one responded inconsistently toward the
symbol arranged to be paired with the disliked food word. The symbols paired
with the favorite and disliked words and disliked images yielded effects with two
participants. Both control symbols yielded positive responses with one
participant, negative responses with two participants, and inconsistent responses
with one non-responder. MT-IRAP effects were not indicated for these symbols.
Relational Coordination Training
Participants met the training criteria following an average of three
attempts. Participants responded with 100% accuracy during their final attempts,
with the exception of participant 31. Participant 31 responded with 91% accuracy
during her first attempt. The experimenter increased the accuracy criterion to
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100% immediately following participant 31’s completion of the study, as pairing
two of the symbols together made the relational coordination training task easier.
Participant 44 met the accuracy criterion for completion of the relational training
task twice (during sessions 1 and 2). During the second administration of the task,
he responded with 100% accuracy after two attempts.
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. The means and standard deviations for
response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each stimulus group and
individual stimuli during the post-intervention MT-IRAPs are depicted in Table 30.
Participants responded with longer latencies on lie trials compared to truth trials
will all but two comparisons – symbol D and the group of symbols paired with the
disliked food image. Participants continued responding toward the liked and
disliked food images as predicted. Planned one-sample t-test analyses indicated
that post-intervention MT-IRAP scores for the groups of all foods (p < .001),
favorite foods (p < .01), and symbols paired with the disliked stimuli (both foods
and images, p < .05) were significantly different from 0. Further, MT-IRAP scores
for symbols C (p < .05), E (p < .05), and the symbol paired with the disliked food
word (p < .001) were significantly different from 0. MT-IRAP scores for all other
comparisons were not significantly different from 0.
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The box plot depicted in Figure 19 summarizes the post-relational training
raw MT-IRAP scores for all of the participants. Seventy-nine percent of
participants demonstrated MT-IRAP effects with the group of favorite foods and
57% with the group of disliked foods (see Table 28). Responses toward the
symbols remained varied among the participants. MT-IRAP effects were indicated
for symbol A with 57% of participants. Results for symbols B and D indicated
effects with 50% of participants. Seventy-one percent of participant responses
yielded effects with symbol C. Effects were indicated for symbols E and F with
64% of participants (see Table 26).
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. Post-training MT-IRAP results
indicated effects for the group of favorite foods with participants 32, 33, 38 and
40. Effects were not indicated for the group of favorite foods with participants 34
and 35. Participants 32, 34, and 38’s results indicated effects with the group of
disliked foods. However, participants 33, 35, and 40’s results did not indicate
effects with the group of disliked foods. Effects for the group of favorite foods
indicated weak to moderate preferences (.11 to .41). Effects for the group of
disliked foods indicated weak biases (-.05 to -.18, see Figure 16 and Table 28).
Post-intervention MT-IRAP results for individual symbols remained varied
among the responders. Results indicated that all six responders liked the symbol
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that was paired with the favorite food image and MT-IRAP effects were indicated
with five of the responders. Four responders liked, and one disliked the symbol
paired with the favorite food word. Effects were indicated with three of the
responders for the symbol paired with the favorite food word. Three responders
liked and three disliked the symbols paired with the dislike food image and word.
MT-IRAP effects were indicated with two responders for the symbol paired with
the disliked food image. Effects were indicated with the symbol paired with the
disliked food word with all responders. One of the control symbols yielded
positive responses with three responders, negative responses with three
responders, and MT-IRAP effects with three responders. The second control
symbol yielded positive responses with two responders, negative responses with
four responders, and yielded effects with four responders.
Participant 39’s MT-IRAP results indicated a weak preference for the group
of favorite foods (.14) and a moderate bias against the group of disliked foods (.33). Participant 39 responded inconsistently toward the symbols paired with the
favorite food image and word. He responded negatively toward the symbols
paired with the disliked food image and word. Responses toward the control
symbols remained positive. MT-IRAP effects were indicated with the symbols
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paired with the disliked food and word and one of the control symbols (see Figure
17 and Table 28).
The non-responders responded as expected toward the images of liked
and disliked foods, with the exception of participant 41. Participant 41 continued
responding favorably toward disliked food B. Post-intervention MT-IRAP results
indicated up to strong effects (-.00 to .80) for the group of favorite foods and up
to moderate effects (.31 to -.33) for the group of disliked foods with the nonresponders. MT-IRAP effects were not indicated for the group of favorite foods
with participant 43 and for the group of disliked foods with participants 36, 37,
and 42 (see Figure 18 and Table 28). Indications of preference toward the
symbols and the presence of MT-IRAP effects remained varied among the group of
non-responders. Participant 31’s responses remained negative toward all
symbols. Participants 37, 41, and 42 responded favorably toward all symbols.
Indications of preference toward the symbols were as follows with participants 36,
43, and 44. Participant 43 liked the symbol paired with the favorite food image
and participants 36 and 44 disliked the symbol. All three participants disliked the
symbol paired with the favorite food word. Participants 36 and 43 liked the
symbol paired with the disliked food image and participant 44 disliked it.
Participants 36 and 44 liked the symbol paired with the disliked food word,
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whereas participant 43 disliked the symbol. Participant 36 disliked both control
symbols. Participant 44 liked both control symbols. Participant 43 disliked the
first control and liked the second one.
Indications of MT-IRAP effects with the symbols among participants 31, 36,
37, 41, 42, 43, and 44 were as follows. Results for three of the seven nonresponders indicated effects with the symbol paired with the favorite image and
both control symbols. The symbols paired with the favorite food word and
disliked food image yielded effects with five non-responders. The symbol paired
with the disliked food word yielded effects with six non-responders.
Pre- and Post-intervention MT-IRAP Comparisons
Comparisons of the pre- to post-intervention favorite food MT-IRAP results
among the responder participants varied. Results for participant 32 indicated no
change in effect strength. However, results for three (participants 33, 38, and 40)
and two participants (34 and 35) indicated respective strengthening and
weakening of the MT-IRAP effects. A general weakening of the effect strength
was indicated for the group of disliked foods with all but two responders
(participants 32 and 40). MT-IRAP effect strengths maintained for the group of
disliked foods with these participants (see Table 28).
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The experimenter categorized participants 32, 38, and 40 as responders
due to the presence of predicted explicit preference shifts and the absence of
unpredicted preference shifts indicated by pre- to post-intervention symbol MTIRAPs comparisons (see Table 29). Results for participants 38 and 40 indicated
explicit response shifts toward all symbols whose pairing arrangements permitted
shifts in the predicted direction. Results for participant 32 indicated explicit
response shifts toward two of the four symbols whose pairing arrangements
permitted response shifts. The experimenter also categorized participant 35 as a
responder, due to presence of four out of the predicted four potential explicit
preference shifts. However, indications of preference with both control symbols
demonstrated unpredicted effect changes from neutrality during pre-training to
dislike during post-training.
Participants 33 and 34 were categorized as a responders due to the
presence of consistent, predicted changes in the strength of the symbol MT-IRAP
effects. Comparison of their pre- and post-intervention results indicated that
responses toward four symbols remained positive and two remained negative.
However, effects with the symbols paired with the disliked food image and
favorite food word decreased as predicted with participant 33. That is, the
positive effect indicated for the symbol paired with the disliked food image
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decreased from moderate to weak and the strong negative effect indicated for the
symbol paired with the favorite food word disappeared. Comparison of
participant 33’s pre- and post-intervention results also indicated effect strength
maintenance with two symbols (the symbol paired with the disliked food word
and one of the controls), unpredicted effect strength weakening with one symbol
(paired with favorite food image), and unpredicted effect strengthening with one
symbol (the second control). Participant 34’s comparisons demonstrated three
predicted effect strength changes. The strong positive effects that were indicated
for the symbols paired with the disliked food image and word respectively
decreased to moderate and no effect with participant 34. Further, the positive
effect for the symbol paired with the favorite food word increased from moderate
to strong. Participant 34’s comparisons also demonstrated effect strength
maintenance with two symbols (the symbol paired with the favorite food image
and one of the controls) and unpredicted effect strengthening with one symbol
(the second control).
Pre- to post-intervention food MT-IRAP comparisons for participant 39
indicated effect strength weakening with the group of favorite foods and no
change in effect strength with the group of disliked foods. Participant 39 was
categorized as a potential responder, as comparisons of his pre- and post-training
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results indicated two predicated explicit preference shifts from the possible two
along with two unpredicted preference shifts. Predicted shifts in preference were
indicated for the symbols paired with the disliked food image and food word.
Participant 39’s responses toward the two symbols changed from favorable during
the pre-intervention MT-IRAP to respective dislike and neutrality during postintervention. Unpredicted preference shifts were indicted for the symbols paired
with the favorite food image and food word. Responses toward the symbols
changed from favorable during pre-intervention to neutral during postintervention. Participant 39’s comparisons also demonstrated effect strength
maintenance with one control symbol and unpredicted effect strengthening with
the other control symbol.
Comparisons of the pre- to post-intervention food MT-IRAPs indicated
strengthening of the effect for the group of favorite foods with participant 31;
effect strength maintenance with participants 36, 41, and 44; and effect strength
weakening with participants 37, 42, and 43. Comparisons indicated effect
strengthening for the group of disliked foods with participants 41 and 44.
Maintenance of the effect strength was indicated for the group of disliked foods
with participant 31. Participants 36, 37, 42, and 43’s comparison indicated a
weakening of the effect for the group of disliked foods. Participants 31, 36, 37, 41,
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42, 43, and 44 were classified as non-responders. Comparisons of participants 31,
36, 37, 41, and 44’s pre- and post-training results indicated no explicit preference
shifts. Results indicated zero to one predicted change in effect strength, zero to
five unpredicted effect strength changes, and strength maintenance with one to
five symbols. Comparisons of participants 42 and 43’s pre- and post-training
results indicated two predicted shifts in explicit preference, three unpredicted
preference shifts, and one unpredicted change in effect strength.
The experimenter conducted paired-samples t-tests analyses (with raw
MT-IRAP scores) to evaluate the presence of significant differences between preand post-relational training MT-IRAP effects. Pre- and post-relational training MTIRAP effects were significantly different from each other for the group of disliked
foods and symbol F (p < .05; see Table 31). All other pre- and post-training
comparisons did not yield significantly different effects.
The experimenter conducted one-sample t-tests analyses to evaluate
whether coded differences between the pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP
scores were significantly different from 0 for the symbols paired with favorite or
disliked food images and words, the group of symbols paired with favorite or
disliked food stimuli (both images and words), and the group of control symbols
(see Table 32). Separate analyses were conducted with all participants, the group
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of potential responders and responders, and the group of responders. Significant
coded MT-IRAP score differences were found for the symbols paired with favorite
food stimuli across all three analyses (all participants p < .05, potential responders
and responders p < .01, and responders p < .001). Coded score difference were
also indicated as significantly different for potential responders and responders’
symbols paired with disliked food stimuli (p < .05) and responders’ symbols paired
with the favorite food word (p < .05). All other comparisons did not yield
significant score differences.
The experimenter also conducted paired-samples t-tests analyses to
evaluate whether there were statistically significant differences between coded
pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP score differences for symbols paired
with food images versus words, as well as comparisons between favorite and
disliked food stimuli versus the control symbols. Separate comparisons were
conducted with all participants, the group of potential responders and responders,
and the group of responders. Statistically significant differences were indicated
between the symbols paired with the favorite food stimuli and the control
symbols across all three analyses (all participants p < .05, potential responders and
responders p < .05, and responders p < .01). Comparisons between the symbols
paired with the disliked stimuli and control symbols were also statistically
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significant with the group of potential responders and responders (p < .05, Table
33).
Study 3A: Discussion
The results of Study 3A indicated effects for the groups of favorite and
disliked foods with 57% to 93% of participants across the pre- and post-training
MT-IRAPs. Ninety-three percent of participants demonstrated effects during the
pre-training MT-IRAPs. Effects among the participants decreased during posttraining to 79% (favorite foods) and 57% (disliked foods). Pre-training results for
seven participants and post-training results for six participants indicated moderate
to strong MT-IRAP effects for the group of favorite foods. Pre- and post-training
results indicated moderate to strong MT-IRAP effects for the group of disliked
foods with five and three respective participants. The results of Study 3A suggest
that overall, the participants had stronger biases for their favorite foods relative to
their disliked foods.
The potential for explicit shifts in preference toward individual symbols
during Study 3A was 84%. The experimenter identified six participants
(participants 32, 33, 34, 35, 38, and 40) as responders from the total 14
participants. Pre- and post-training MT-IRAP comparisons indicated explicit
preference shifts toward symbols aligned with the trained relations with four of
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the responders. MT-IRAP effect strengths changed direction in correspondence to
the trained relations with two responders.
The experimenter identified one potential responder (participant 39). His
results indicated two of the potential two explicit shifts in preference toward
symbols. However, two unpredicted preference shifts were also indicated.
Participant 39 was categorized as a potential responder as opposed to a nonresponder, because one of the predicted preference shifts reflected a clear explicit
preference reversal (i.e., responses toward the stimulus changed from favorable
to unfavorable). Whereas, the unpredicted shifts in preference did not indicated
clear explicit preference reversals. Participant 39’s responses toward the symbols
paired with the favorite food stimuli changed from consistently favorable during
pre-intervention to inconsistent and could be interpreted as a loss of the MT-IRAP
effect.
Results for seven participants (participants 31, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, and 44)
suggested that relational training did not have a systematic effects on their MTIRAP scores. Comparisons of participants 31 and 37’s pre- and post-training MTIRAP effects indicated maintenance of explicit preferences toward symbols along
with a general maintenance in effect sizes. Results for participants 36 and 44
indicated more unpredicted than predicted changes in MT-IRAP effect strengths.
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Participant 41’s results indicated an equal number of predicted and unpredicted
changes in effect strengths. Participants 42 and 43 demonstrated a combination
of predicted and unpredicted preference shifts.
Group analyses of pre- and post-training food MT-IRAPs yielded results
similar to those of Study 2B. That is, significant effects were indicated for the
group of favorite foods during pre- and post-training and for the group of disliked
food during pre-training. Results of the one sample t-tests indicated a significant
difference in responders’ pre- to post-training MT-IRAP score differences for
symbols paired with favorite food words, but no significant score differences for
symbols paired with favorite food images. Alternatively, paired samples t-tests
analyses indicated no significant score differences between symbols paired with
food words or symbols paired with images.
The results of Study 3A are similar those of Studies 1, 2A, and 2B, as they
support the utility of the MT-IRAP as a measure of implicit behavior. Study 3A also
demonstrated that relational training can influence MT-IRAP results and lends
additional support to the position that implicit behavior consists of relational
responding. The results of Study 3A also suggests that training relations with
images affects MT-IRAP outcomes no differently than training relations with
words. However, the detection of potential differences in food image and food
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word effects may have been hindered by the methodology of the relational
training task. Throughout Study 3A, many participants mentioned they were
confused and unsure of how to respond during the relational training task. The
participants’ expressed confusion as well as results indicating unpredicted explicit
preference shifts with four participants suggest that the incorporation of the
symbol – symbol pairing arrangement may have confused participants and
reduced the effectiveness of the relational training task.
Study 3B
The experimenter conducted Study 3B for the purpose of improving the
control procedure and potential outcomes of Study 3A. During Study 3B, the
experimenter evaluated the effects of pairing symbols with food images or food
words to determine if the procedure would produce similar or differential shifts in
preference for those symbols. Study 3B was conducted similarly to Study 3A with
the exception that the experimenter modified the control pairing procedure
during the relational training task.
Study 3B: Method
Participants
The experimenter recruited all participants from the Florida Institute of
Technology student research participation system. Four females between the
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ages of 19 and 22 years completed Study 3B. Twelve males between the ages of
18 and 21 years also completed the study. The experimenter dropped three
additional participants (2 males and 1 female) from the study, as they did not pass
the MT-IRAP practice phase.
Experimental Design
The experimenter visually inspected pre- and post-relational training MTIRAP scores for each participant. Changes in pre- to post-relational training MTIRAP scores were evaluated via within- and between-groups statistical analyses.
Procedure
Preference Assessment. The experimenter conducted the preference
assessments identically to those conducted during Studies 1, 2A, 2B, and 3A. The
experimenter collected the indicated liked and disliked food images identically to
the procedures described during Studies 1, 2A, 2B, and 3A. These images were
selected for use throughout the remainder of the study.
Pre-intervention MT-IRAP. The procedures for the pre-intervention MTIRAPs were similar to the procedures of Study 2B with the exception that
participant 55 completed four pre-intervention food MT-IRAPs due to
experimenter error.
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Relational Coordination Training. The procedures for the relational
training tasks were similar to those of Study 2A and Study 2B with the following
exceptions. During the training, the symbols were paired with an image of the
highest ranked most liked food, the typed name of the highest ranked most liked
food, an image of the highest ranked most disliked food, the typed name of the
highest ranked most disliked food, an image of a flower, or an image of an insect.
The flower and insect images functioned as control stimuli.
Post-intervention MT-IRAP. Participants completed post-intervention MTIRAPs following the completion of the relational coordination training task. The
procedures were identical to those of Studies 1, 2A, and 2B.
Study 3B: Results
Data Preparation
Extreme outliers and response inconsistencies among data sets were
removed prior to the analysis, as described in Study 1. Inconsistent responding
resulted in the removal of food MT-IRAP 1 with two participants and the removal
of food MT-IRAPs 1 and 2 with a third participant. Inconsistent responding also
resulted in the removal of individual food trials with participants. Trials targeting
disliked food B were removed from pre-relational training MT-IRAP 1 with one
participant. Trials targeting disliked food C were removed from pre-relational
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training MT-IRAP 1 with one participant and from MT-IRAP’s 1, 2, and 3 with
another participant. Favorite food B and disliked food C trials were removed from
MT-IRAP 1 with one participant. Inconsistent responding resulted in the removal
of individual symbol trials as follows. Trials targeting symbol E of the pre-training
MT-IRAP were removed with one participant. Symbol B trials from the posttraining MT-IRAP were removed with another participant. The experimenter
removed trials targeting symbols B, E, and F from the pre-training MT-IRAP along
with trials targeting symbol A from the post-training MT-IRAP with a third
participant (see Table 2).
Explicit Sessions
Participants responded with an average of 94% accuracy (range, 75% to
100%) during pre-intervention food MT-IRAP 1. Participants responded with an
average of 96% accuracy (range, 83% to 100%) during the pre-intervention food
MT-IRAP 2 and with an average of 97% accuracy during pre-intervention food MTIRAP 3 (range, 83% to 100%). Participant 55 responded with 100% accuracy
during pre-intervention food MT-IRAP 4. During the post-intervention food MTIRAP, participants responded with an average accuracy of 96% (range, 83% to
100%). The experimenter determined the correct and incorrect responses
according to the foods indicated during each participant’s preference assessment.
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Pre-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. The means and standard deviations for
response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each stimulus group and
individual stimulus during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs along with the raw MTIRAP score means and standard deviations are depicted in Table 34. Participants
responded with longer latencies during lie trials compared to truth trials for all
comparisons. One-sample t-test analyses indicated that pre-intervention MT-IRAP
scores for all stimulus group comparisons were significantly different from 0 (the
group of all foods p < .001; the group of favorite foods p < .001; the group of
disliked foods p < .001; the group of all symbols p < .001; the group of symbols
that were later paired with pleasant stimuli – favorite food image, favorite food
word, and flower image p < .001; and the group of symbols that were later paired
with unpleasant stimuli – disliked food image, disliked food word, and insect
image p < .001). Pre-intervention MT-IRAP scores for all but one individual symbol
comparison was significantly different from 0 (the symbol later paired with the
favorite food image p < .05, the symbol later paired with the disliked food image p
< .05, the symbol later paired with the favorite food word p < .01, the symbol later
paired with the disliked food word p < .01, the symbol later paired with the flower
image p < .001, the symbol later paired with the insect image p < .05, symbol B p <
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.01, symbol C p < .001, symbol D p < .001, symbol E p < .01, and symbol F p < .05).
Pre-intervention MT-IRAP scores for symbol A were not indicated as significantly
different from 0.
Figure 20 depicts a box plot summary of the participants’ pre-relational
training raw MT-IRAP scores. Table 35 summarizes the participants’ symbol MTIRAP effects. Table 36 summarizes the participants’ food MT-IRAP effects. Eightyeight percent of participants demonstrated MT-IRAP effects with the group of
favorite foods. Seventy-five percent demonstrated MT-IRAP effects with the
group of disliked foods. Participants responded idiosyncratically toward symbols
A, B, C, D, E, and F. Symbol A yielded MT-IRAP effects with 50% of participants.
Effects for symbol B were indicated with 63% of participants. Symbols C and D
yielded effects with 81% of participants. Symbol E yielded effects with 69% of
participants and symbol F with 56% of participants.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. The experimenter categorized
participants 45, 46, 48, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60 as responders based on their
pre- and post-training symbol MT-IRAP response patterns as described in Study 1.
Participants 47, 49, 50, 51, 53, and 54 were categorized as non-responders.
Individual symbol results for all participants are discussed in reference to their
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arranged stimulus pairings during relational training. Table 37 depicts the symbol
pairings for each participant.
Figure 21 depicts the responders’ unaltered MT-IRAP score graphs. Results
for the group of responders indicated weak to strong positive preferences for the
group of favorite foods (.15 to .63). Up to strong negative biases were indicated
for the group of disliked foods (.12 to -.69), as no effects were indicated with
participants 57 and 60 (also see Table 36).
Pre-intervention MT-IRAP results for individual symbols varied among the
responders. Results indicated that three of the responders liked, six disliked, and
one responded with neutrality toward the symbol that was arranged to be paired
with the favorite food image. MT-IRAP effects were indicated toward the stimuli
with four of the responders. Two responders liked, seven disliked, and one
responded neutrally toward the symbol that was arranged to be paired with the
favorite food word. Results indicated MT-IRAP effects for the symbol that was
arranged to be paired with the food word with seven of the responders. Six of the
responders liked the symbols that were later paired with the dislike food image
and word. Four of the responders responded negatively toward the symbol. MTIRAP effects were indicated for the symbol that was later paired with the disliked
food image with nine of the responders. Effects were indicated for the symbol
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that was later paired with the disliked food word with seven of the responders.
Two responders liked, six disliked, and two responded with neutrality toward the
symbols that was later paired with the flower image. MT-IRAP effects were
indicated for the symbol with seven of the responders. Results indicated that six
responders liked and four disliked the symbol that was later paired with the insect
image. MT-IRAP effects for the symbol was indicated with six of the responders.
Unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders are shown in Figure 22. Preintervention MT-IRAP results indicated responses in the predicted direction
toward the groups of favorite and disliked food with four of the six participants, as
participants 50 and 53 consistently responded in an unpredicted direction to one
of the six food images. Participant 50 mistook the image of disliked food A as a
preferred food and responded positively toward the stimulus throughout the preintervention MT-IRAPs. After consulting with the participant regarding his
unpredicted responses, the experimenter removed disliked food A from the preintervention analysis of disliked foods and included it in the analysis of favorite
foods as favorite food D. Participant 53 responded positively toward disliked food
C throughout the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs. However, the experimenter was
unable to reach the participant to inquire about his unpredicted response pattern
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and removed all trials targeting disliked food C from the analysis (also see Table 2).
Participants 50 and 53 responded as predicted toward the other five food images.
Weak to strong effects were indicated for the pre-intervention group of
favorite foods (.12 to .66) with the non-responders. Moderate to strong effects
were indicated for the group of disliked foods (-.31 to -.61). Three participants
responded favorably to the symbols that were later paired with the favorite food
image and word and disliked food image. Three participants responded negatively
toward the stimuli. The symbol that was later paired with the favorite food image
yielded an MT-IRAP effect with all six non-responders. Effects were indicated for
the symbols that were later paired with the favorite food word and disliked food
image with five of the non-responders. Four non-responders liked and two
disliked the symbol later paired with the disliked food word. The stimuli yielded
MT-IRAP effects with all non-responders. Two of the non-responders liked the
symbol that was later paired with the flower image and four disliked the symbol.
Five non-responders liked and one disliked the symbol later paired with the insect
image. MT-IRAP effects were indicated with five of the six responders for the
symbols that were arranged to be paired with the flower and insect images.
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Relational Coordination Training
Participants responded with an average of 97% accuracy following an
average of two attempts with the relational training task.
Post-intervention MT-IRAPs
Testing for the MT-IRAP Effect. The means and standard deviations for
response latencies during correct truth and lie trials for each stimulus group and
individual stimulus during the post-intervention MT-IRAPs are depicted in Table
38. Participants responded with longer latencies on lie trials than truth trials with
all comparisons. Participants responded toward the liked and disliked food
images as predicted. Planned one-sample t-test analyses indicated that postintervention MT-IRAP scores for the groups of all foods (p < .001), favorite foods
(p < .001), disliked foods (p < .05), all symbols (p < .001), symbols paired with
pleasant stimuli (p < .01), and symbols paired with the unpleasant stimuli (p < .01)
were significantly different from 0. Individual comparisons of MT-IRAP scores for
symbols paired with the favorite food image (p < .05), favorite food word (p < .01),
disliked food word (p < .05), flower image (p < .05), and insect image (p < .01)
were also significantly different from 0. Further, MT-IRAP scores for symbols B (p
< .05), C (p < .05), E (p < .01), and F (p < .001) were significantly different from 0.
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MT-IRAP scores for symbols paired with the disliked food image and symbols A
and D were not significantly different from 0.
The box plot depicted in Figure 23 summarizes the post-relational training
raw MT-IRAP scores for all of the participants (also see Tables 35 and 36).
Seventy-five percent of participants’ results indicated MT-IRAP effects with the
group of favorite foods. Effects were indicated with 69% of participants for the
group of disliked foods. MT-IRAP effects were indicated for symbol A with 69% of
participants. Results for symbols B and C indicated effects with 56% of
participants. Sixty-three percent of participant responses yielded effects with
symbol D. Effects were indicated for symbols E and F with 75% of participants.
Visual Inspection of MT-IRAP Scores. Participants responded as predicted
toward the group of favorite and disliked foods. Up to strong positive effects
were indicated for the group of favorite foods (-.04 to .50) during the postintervention MT-IRAP, as participant 52’s results did not yield an effect. Up to
moderate negative effects were indicated for the group of disliked foods (.25 to .44), as no effects were indicated with participants 46, 52, 59, and 60 (see Figure
21 and Table 36).
Results indicated that nine of the ten responders liked the symbol paired
with the favorite food image. One responder disliked the symbol. MT-IRAP
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effects were indicated toward the stimuli with eight of the responders. Seven
responders liked, two disliked, and one responded neutrally toward the symbol
paired with the favorite food word. MT-IRAP effects were indicated with the
symbol paired with the food word for seven of the responders. One responder
liked and another responder participant responded inconsistently toward the
symbol paired with the dislike food image. Eight responders disliked the symbol
paired with the dislike food image. MT-IRAP effects were indicated with the
symbol paired with the disliked food image with six of the responders. All ten
responders disliked the symbol paired with the disliked food word and effects
were indicated with six of the responder participants. Nine responders liked and
one disliked the symbol paired with the flower image. All ten responders disliked
the symbol paired with the insect image. Results indicated MT-IRAP effects with
the symbols paired with the flower and insect images with five of the responders.
Post-intervention MT-IRAP results indicated responses in the predicted
direction toward the groups of favorite and disliked food with five of the six
participants, as participant 50’s unpredicted response pattern toward the disliked
food A image during the pre-intervention MT-IRAPs did not persist during the
post-test. That is, participant 50 responded as predicted toward all food stimuli
during the post-intervention MT-IRAP. Participant 53 continued responding
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positively toward disliked food C during the pre-intervention MT-IRAP. The
experimenter removed all trials targeting disliked food C from the postintervention analysis (also see Table 2). Participant 53 responded as predicted
toward the other five food images.
Results indicated up to strong effects for the post-intervention group of
favorite foods (-.09 to .74) with the non-responders, as results for participant 54
did not indicate an MT-IRAP effect. Weak to strong effects were indicated for the
group of disliked foods (-.02 to -1.10). Participant indications of preference for the
symbols remained similar to those indicated during the pre-intervention MTIRAPs. Three non-responders liked the symbols paired with the favorite food
image and word and disliked food image. Three non-responder participants
responded negatively toward the symbols. Four non-responders liked and two
disliked the symbol paired with the disliked food word. Two non-responders liked
the symbol paired with the flower image and four disliked the symbol. Five nonresponders liked and one disliked the symbol paired with the insect image. Postintervention results indicated MT-IRAP effects for the symbols paired with the
favorite food word and insect image with all six non-responders. Effects were
indicated with five of non-responder participants for the symbols paired with the
favorite food image, disliked food word, and flower image. Results indicated an
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effect with four non-responders for the symbol paired with the disliked food
image (see Figure 22 and Table 36).
Pre- and Post-intervention MT-IRAP Comparisons
Comparisons of the pre- to post-intervention food MT-IRAP results among
the responders varied. Results for participants 48, 58, and 60 indicated no change
in effect strength with both the groups of favorite and disliked foods. Results for
participants 46, 52, 56, and 59 indicated effect strength weakening for the groups
of favorite and disliked foods. Participant 45’s results indicated that MT-IRAP
effect strengths weakened with the group of favorite foods and strengthened with
the group of disliked foods. MT-IRAP effects strengthened for the group of
favorite foods and maintained for the group of disliked foods with participant 55.
Effects for participant 57’s group of favorite foods maintained across pre- and
post-intervention MT-IRAPs and effects for the group of disliked foods
strengthened (see Table 36).
The experimenter categorized participants 45, 46, 48, 52, 55, 56, 58, 59,
and 60 as responders due to the presence of predicted explicit preference shifts
and the absence of unpredicted preference shifts indicated by pre- to postintervention symbol MT-IRAPs comparisons (see Table 39). Results for
participants 45, 48, 52, 55, 56, 58, and 59 indicated explicit response shifts toward
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all symbols whose pairing arrangements permitted shifts in the predicted
direction. Results for participant 46 indicated explicit response shifts toward
three of the four symbols whose pairing arrangements permitted response shifts.
Participant 60’s results indicated explicit response shifts toward two of the three
symbols whose pairing arrangements permitted shifts.
The experimenter categorized participant 57 as a responder, due to the
presence of consistent, predicted changes in the strength of the symbol MT-IRAP
effects. Participant 57 responded negatively toward all symbols during pre- and
post-intervention MT-IRAPs. However, the strong pre-intervention effect for the
symbol paired with the flower image disappeared during post-intervention (a
predicted weakening). The symbols paired with the disliked food and insect
images increased as predicted. That is, the weak negative effect indicated for the
symbol paired with the disliked food image increased to a strong effect and the
effect for symbol paired with the insect image increased from none to moderate.
Comparisons of participant 57’s symbols paired with the favorite food image and
word and disliked food word indicated effect strength maintenance.
Comparisons of the pre- to post-intervention food MT-IRAPs indicated
effect strength maintenance with the groups of favorite and disliked foods with
participant 50. Comparisons indicated a general effect strength weakening for the
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groups of favorite and disliked foods with participants 51, 53, and 54. The effect
strengths for the group of favorite foods maintained with participant 47 and
strengthened with participant 49. Indicated effects for the group of disliked foods
weakened with participants 47 and 49. The experimenter classified participants
47, 49, 50, 51, 53 and 54 as non-responders, as pre- and post-intervention
comparisons indicated no predicted explicit shifts in symbol preferences. Further,
there were no indications of systematic predicted changes in the strength of MTIRAP effects. Comparisons of the non-responder’s results indicated one to three
predicted changes in effect strength, one to four unpredicted effect strength
changes, and maintenance of the effect strength with zero to three symbols.
The experimenter conducted paired-samples t-tests analyses of raw preand post-relational training MT-IRAP scores to evaluate the presence of significant
differences between pre- and post-intervention effects. None of the comparisons
yielded significantly different effects (see Table 40).
The experimenter conducted one-sample t-tests analyses to evaluate
whether coded differences between the pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP
scores were significantly different from 0 for the symbols paired with favorite or
disliked food images or words, the group of symbols paired with favorite or
disliked food stimuli (both images and words), the flower image, and the insect
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image (see Table 41). The experimenter conducted separate analyses with all
participants and the group of responders. Significant coded MT-IRAP score
differences were found for the symbols paired with favorite food image (p < .05),
disliked food word (p < .05), flower image (p < .01) and insect image (p < .05)
during the analysis conducted with all participants. Significant coded MT-IRAP
score differences were also found for the groups of symbols paired with the
favorite (p < .01) and disliked food (p < .01) stimuli. Significant score differences
were not indicated for the symbols paired with the disliked food image and
favorite food word during the analysis conducted with all participants. The
analyses conducted with the responders indicated significant coded MT-IRAP
score differences for the symbols paired with favorite food image (p < .05) and
word (p < .05), disliked food word (p < .01), flower image (p < .05) and insect
image (p < .01). The analyses also indicated significant coded MT-IRAP score
differences for the group of symbols paired with the favorite (p < .001) and
disliked food (p < .001) stimuli. The symbols paired with the disliked food image
did not yield a significant score differences during the analyses conducted with the
responder participants.
The experimenter conducted paired-samples t-tests analyses to evaluate
whether there were statistically significant differences between coded pre- and
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post-relational training MT-IRAP score differences for the symbols paired with
food images versus food words, as well as comparisons between favorite and
disliked food stimuli versus the flower and insect images. The experimenter
conducted separate comparisons with all participants and the group of
responders. Statistically significant differences were indicated with none of the
comparisons (see Table 42).
Study 3B: Discussion
The results of Study 3B indicated effects for the groups of favorite and
disliked foods with 69% to 88% of participants across the pre- and post-training
MT-IRAPs. Eighty-eight percent (favorite foods) and 75% (disliked foods) of
participants demonstrated effects during the pre-training MT-IRAPs. The
percentage of indicated effects among the participants decreased during posttraining to 75% (favorite foods) and 69% (disliked foods). Pre- and post-training
results with 12 and six respective participants indicated moderate to strong MTIRAP effects for the group of favorite foods. Pre- and post-training results
indicated moderate to strong MT-IRAP effects for the group of disliked foods with
eight and three respective participants. These results suggest that the
participants of Study 3A had stronger preferences for their favorite foods
compared to the indicated biases toward their disliked foods.
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Pairing arrangements throughout Study 3B resulted in potential explicit
preference shifts toward symbols with 84% of the pairings. Ten participants
(participants 45, 46, 48, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60) were identified as
responders from a total of 16 participants. Results indicated explicit preference
shifts toward symbols aligned with the trained relations with nine of the
responders. Results indicated MT-IRAP effect strength changes that corresponded
to the trained relations with one responder. Six participants (participants 47, 49,
50, 51, 53, and 54) were identified as non-responders, as their results did not
indicate systematic changes from pre- to post-training MT-IRAP scores. Results for
participants 49, 50, 53, and 54 indicated more unpredicted than predicted
changes in MT-IRAP effect strengths. Participants 47 and 51’s results indicated an
equal number of predicted changes, unpredicted changes, and maintenance of
effect strengths.
Group analyses of pre- and post-training food MT-IRAPs indicated
significant effects for the groups of favorite and disliked foods during pre- and
post-training MT-IRAPs. Results of the one sample t-tests indicated significant
differences in responders’ pre- to post-training MT-IRAP score differences for
symbols paired with favorite food images and words and disliked food words. No
significant score differences were indicated for symbols paired with disliked food
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images. Paired samples t-tests analyses indicated no significant score differences
between symbols paired with food words or symbols paired with images.
The results of Study 3B replicated the results of Studies 1, 2A, 2B, and 3A
as follows. Its results support the utility of the MT-IRAP as a measure of implicit
behavior, as the measure detected implicit behavior toward preferred and nonpreferred foods. Relational training was shown to influence MT-IRAP results with
some participants. The results suggest that implicit behavior consists of relational
responding and support the REC model’s IRAP explanation.
The results of Study 3B also suggests that the procedural changes to the
relational training task lead to improved outcomes, as 63% of participants
demonstrated intervention effects compared to 43% during Study 3A. Study 3B’s
results also indicated an absence of unpredicted preference shifts, whereas
several unpredicted preference shifts were indicated during Study 3A. The results
of Study 3B did not differ from Study 3A in regards to the detection of differential
effects of food images and food words during relational training tasks.
General Discussion
The current series of studies examined the utility of the MT-IRAP as a
measure of implicit behavior toward preferred and non-preferred foods. The
combined results of Studies 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B provide multiple demonstrations
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supporting the MT-IRAPs utility, as response latencies during lie trials were
consistently longer than response latencies during truth trials across the series of
experiments. Participants consistently responded as predicted toward the
favorite and disliked food stimuli (with the exception of one participant during
Study 3A and two participants during Study 3B). A participant failure rate of 16%
across all studies (see Table 43) is also similar to those reported in the IRAP
literature (e.g., Barnes-Holmes, Murphy et al., 2010; Roddy et al., 2011). Overall,
these results suggest that the modifications to the IRAP, as represented by the
MT-IRAP, may equip practitioners with a tool to assess the implicit behavior of
individuals, rendering the measure more appropriate for use in applied contexts.
The current series of studies demonstrated within-session manipulations
of implicit relations via its evaluation of trained relations of coordination and their
effects on MT-IRAP results. Twenty-one participants across Studies 1, 2B, and 3B
(these studies included the best methods of the five studies) demonstrated
preferences shifts that aligned with the trained relations. Three of the
participants indicated potential weak effects of the relational training procedure
(see Table 43). The intervention effects demonstrated with these participants
were likely due to the successful manipulation of relations between the symbols
and food stimuli. The indications of preference that changed in the predicted
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direction among the responders throughout these current studies supports the
position that implicit behavior consists of relational responding instead of
representing mere associations between stimuli. These results also support the
IRAP explanation offered by the REC model.
Arbitrary symbols were used throughout these studies due to their
presumed novelty and neutrality. Stimulus novelty was anecdotally assessed with
44 participants across Studies 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B (i.e., at the end of the session,
the experimenter asked participants why they responded as indicated during the
pre-training symbol MT-IRAP). Twenty-three participants indicated no strong
biases for or against the symbols. Twenty-one participants indicated they
responded according to the symbols’ shape/features (appearance) or based on
the symbols’ similarity to other stimuli (resemblance). Of the 21 participants that
indicated responding according to symbol appearance, some of these participants
also indicated that a bias existed for some, but not all of the symbols (see Table
45). There appeared to be no relationship between the participants identified as
responders and those who indicated no bias toward the symbols. The anecdotal
data suggests that the biases indicated toward the symbols were generally not
strong enough to prevent the formation of new relations.
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In their study evaluating the MT-IRAP procedure, Levin et al. (2010)
indicated that the MT-IRAP gives practitioners the ability to evaluate potential
biases at the individual level. This feature addressed a limitation of the IRAP, as
the IRAP focuses on evaluating effects among groups. Although Levin et al.
highlighted this advantage of the MT-IRAP, their study did not include an analysis
of individual participant results. The results of Studies 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B
include single-subject analyses of MT-IRAP data and provide an example of how
practitioners might assess individual client MT-IRAP results.
Practitioners who are interested in measuring implicit behavior may also
be interested in assessing changes in implicit behavior over time. Such interests
require the use of repeated measures. These studies represent the first
demonstration of repeated measures with IRAP scores. Group analyses indicated
maintenance of significant MT-IRAP effects for the groups of favorite and disliked
foods during both pre- and post-training measures throughout Studies 1, 2A, and
3B. The significant pre-training MT-IRAP effects for the group of favorite foods
also maintained throughout Studies 2B and 3A. However, significant pre-training
effects for the group of disliked foods did not maintain during post-training.
Overall, the groups of favorite food tended to yield stronger MT-IRAP effects in
comparison to the groups of disliked food, suggesting that participants held
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stronger positive preferences for their indicated favorite foods and weaker biases
against their disliked foods. The loss of a significant effect from pre- to posttraining during Studies 2B and 3A might be partially explained by the weaker
biases indicated for the disliked foods.
Inspection of pre- to post-training MT-IRAP results across the series of
studies indicated little maintenance of effect size across administrations, as MTIRAP effect strengths for the group of favorite foods were maintained from pre- to
post-training with 30% of participants and for the group of disliked food with 27%
of participants. Effect sizes weakened across administrations throughout the
studies with most participants, as the trend was indicated for the group of favorite
foods with 50% of participants and for the group of disliked foods with 55% of
participants. MT-IRAP effect sizes strengthened with 20% of participants for the
groups of favorite foods and with 18% of participants for the groups of disliked
foods (see Table 44).
The variability of the MT-IRAP effect and its tendency to weaken across
administrations represents one limitation of the current series of studies.
Variability of the MT-IRAP effect over repeated administrations might be due to
practice effects, as increases in response efficiency might account for the high
incidence of effect weakening. As individuals get more practice with the task, they
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may become better at responding truthfully and untruthfully during the relevant
trials. If an individual’s response efficiency increases synchronously on both truth
and lie trials, MT-IRAP effect sizes should remain similar. However, an individual’s
response efficiency might not improve in a synchronous manner. The REC model
explains that consistent responses (i.e., telling the truth) should occur quickly,
suggesting that consistent responding occurs fluently. Alternatively, individuals
should engage in inconsistent responding (i.e., lying) less fluently. Which means
that inconsistent responding may have more room for improvement across
administrations than consistent responding and response efficiencies related to
inconsistent responding might improve at a higher rate than response efficiencies
related to consistent responding. If an individual’s response efficiency on lie trials
increases faster than his/her response efficiency on truth trials, MT-IRAP effect
sizes should weaken across administrations.
Strengthening of the MT-IRAP across administrations could be attributed
to fatigue, as fatigue might cause a participant to respond slower. Synchronous
increases in response latencies during both truth and lie trials should result in MTIRAP effect sizes that remain similar across administrations. However, fatigue is
most likely to affect response latencies related to truth and lie trials differently.
Consistent responses that occur fluently, are likely to be more resistant to fatigue
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and continue to occur relatively quickly. Inconsistent responses will most likely be
disrupted by fatigue, resulting in longer response latencies. The administration of
multiple MT-IRAPs within a short time span may have resulted in fatigue and
contributed to effect strengthening across administrations with some participants.
One strategy to address the problem of practice effects might be to
increase the amount of time between MT-IRAP administrations. Increased time
might allow individuals to recover from fatigue. Increased time between MT-IRAP
administrations might also reduce practice effects attributed to increased
response efficiency by disrupting the individuals’ learning (i.e., allowing them time
to forget what they learned during prior administrations). Future studies should
examine the effect of various time intervals between MT-IRAP administrations on
the maintenance and variability of MT-IRAP effect sizes.
Another limitation of the current research is that intervention effects were
demonstrated with approximately half of the participants. Discussions regarding
the involvement of relational responding in implicit behavior are supported by the
results of responders throughout these studies. Support for this position might be
strengthened by a demonstration of effects with more participants. The current
series of studies paired arbitrary symbols with favorite and disliked food stimuli.
Although the food stimuli were salient to most participants, a few participants did
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not respond as predicted to the images of their indicated favorite and disliked
foods. The use of more salient stimuli that yield stronger valences might result in
more participant effects, as the degree of bias for or against the food stimuli
during the current studies may not have been strong enough to sufficiently form
relations between the food stimuli and relevant symbols with some participants.
Additional strategies, such as arranging the stimulus pairings so potentials for
preference change are 100% or increasing the number of pairings during the
relational training task might also lead to improved outcomes. Future studies
should also examine these or other strategies to improve intervention effects.
Conclusion
The current series of studies demonstrated the value of the MT-IRAP, a
modified version of the IRAP for use at the individual level. The MT-IRAP
consistently detected implicit food related behavior among the participants, as
indicated by their MT-IRAP scores. The MT-IRAP also detected changes in implicit
behavior toward arbitrary symbols with some participants. The procedures
employed throughout these studies demonstrated the evaluation of implicit
relations toward individual stimuli as well as implicit relations among individual
participants.
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The results of these studies and their implications are preliminary, as they
represent the beginning of a research line targeting the identification of variables
that can influence within-subject IRAP results. Throughout these studies, the MTIRAP was validated as a useful tool during basic demonstrations of the ability of
relational training to influence MT-IRAP results. The measure’s validity, as
demonstrated throughout this series of studies, is a promising indication of the
MT-IRAP’s potential utility in the assessment of implicit behavior relevant to
applied contexts and settings. These evaluations served as an initial step of the
process aimed at delivering a basic experimental tool to potential applied practice
settings.
Although effects were not indicated with all participants, effects were
observed with a sufficient number of participants to demonstrate that
coordination training can transform stimulus functions of food preference from
food pictures and food words to arbitrary symbols. These results provided some
additional insight into the role of language in the acquisition of food preferences
and offered a conceptual explanation regarding how interventions incorporating
food labeling/coding might influence food selections. That is, the effects of
language on food preference formation may involve the transformation of
stimulus functions from various stimuli in our environments. For example, the use
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of the colors red and green by Stark et al. (1986) as codes assigned to the groups
of respective unhealthy and healthy snack options, might have involved the
transformation of properties related to “stop” and “go” from traffic lights to the
unhealthy and healthy foods.
Unfortunately, the food coding procedure implemented by Stark et al.
(1986) was part of a multi-component intervention and its individual effects were
not evaluated. However, the results from a study by Morizet, Depezay, Combris,
Picard, and Giboreau (2012) demonstrated that the use of food labels alone could
influence food selections. During the study, the investigators labeled two
vegetable dishes (i.e., carrots and broccoli with cream sauces) as a “new” recipe.
Participants were presented with and selected from a standard preparation and
the “new” preparation of one of the two vegetables. Selections were higher for
the carrot dish with an experimental group compared to a control group that was
not exposed to the food labels. There was no difference in selections of the
broccoli dish between the experimental and control groups. The effect of the
“new” label, as demonstrated with the carrot dish, may have been be due to the
transformation of stimulus properties from the word “new” to the carrot dish.
Perhaps the word “new” was also related to the words “good” and/or “better”.
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The presence of an effect with only one of the foods targeted by Morizet
et al. (2012) suggests that food labeling might yield weak intervention effects
when implemented alone. Practitioners who wish to change client food
preferences via the use of food labeling procedures might improve outcomes by
directly training relations between labels and target foods prior to the assignment
of the labels, thus potentially strengthening the relations formed between the
labels and target foods.
Investigations with the IRAP have detected positive and negative implicit
behavior among participants related to individuals of different races and
nationalities (Barnes-Holmes, Murphy, et al., 2010; Power, 2009), individuals with
developmental disabilities (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2006; Kelly & Barnes-Holmes,
2013), and various body sizes (Parling et al., 2012; Roddy et al., 2010; Roddy et al.,
2011), as well as implicit sexual beliefs toward children (Dawson et al., 2009). The
unproductive and/or inappropriate nature of the implicit behavior identified with
some of the participants in those studies calls attention to the need for strategies
aimed at changing implicit behavior. The procedures employed throughout the
current series of studies offer a potential strategy to address the types of
inappropriate implicit behavior indicated in the studies mentioned above, as the
results of Studies 3A and 3B demonstrated intervention effects with both food
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related stimuli as well as images of flowers and insects. More specifically, the
effects demonstrated with the non-food related stimuli (i.e., flower and insect
images) suggest that coordination training might also be an effective strategy to
influence non-food related implicit behavior.
Differential effects of training food images or food words were not
indicated during the current series of studies, as both stimulus forms yielded
similar effects. The undifferentiated effects indicated for the pictorial and textual
stimuli suggest that individuals respond to the stimulus forms similarly. That is,
pictorial and textual presentations of a given object may evoke implicit biases that
are similar in both direction and strength. The implications of these findings grant
practitioners who are interested in evaluating implicit behavior more flexibility in
their stimulus selections, as stimulus options might increase to include various
stimulus forms.
The MT-IRAP appears to have addressed the limitations of the IRAP and
evaluations of the measure support its utility when targeting implicit behavior
toward individual stimuli among the individual responder. However, additional
evaluations of the MT-IRAP might improve its usefulness to applied settings.
Future studies targeting the evaluation of strategies to facilitate the maintenance
of MT-IRAP effect strengths during multiple administrations could greatly improve
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the potential applied application of the measure. Future studies might also
evaluate strategies to improve the ability of trained relations to influence implicit
behavior. These strategies could include evaluations of the effects of different
stimuli on trained relations. Strategies aimed at improving relational training
might also investigate the effects of various procedural modifications. It is hoped
that the continuation of investigations similar to those conducted and discussed
throughout this series of studies will facilitate the delivery of strategies and tools
well suited for use in applied contexts.
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Table 1.
Stimulus

Arbitrary Symbol

Image of Favorite Food A

Symbol A

Image of Favorite Food B

Symbol B

Image of Favorite Food C

Symbol C

Image of Most Disliked Food A

Symbol D

Image of Most Disliked Food B

Symbol E

Image of Most Disliked Food C

Symbol F

Note. The stimuli that will be related to each other during the relational
coordination training phase of Study 1.
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Table 2.
Study
1

2A

2B

3A

3B

Participant
Test
Removed Trials
1
Pre
Symbols A, B, D, E, F
9
Post Symbol E
11
Pre
Symbols C and F
Entire data set
I
Entire data set
II
Entire data set
III
Pre 1 All foods, Symbols B, D, F
15
Pre 2 Symbols A and F
Pre 3 Symbols B, D, F
19
Pre 1 Symbol F
21
Pre 1 Symbols D and F
26
Pre 1 HateA
28
Pre 1 Symbols A, B, C, D, E
Entire data set
IV
32
Pre 1 Symbol D
35
Pre 1 All symbols
Pre 1 All foods
39
Post Symbols A, B, E
Pre 1 HateB
41
Pre 2 HateB
Pre 3 HateB
Pre 1 HateA, Symbols A, B, C, D, E
43
Post FavC
44
Pre 1 FavC
45
Pre 1 Symbol E
Pre 1 *HateA changed to FavD, HateB
50
Pre 2 *HateA changed to FavD
Pre 3 *HateA changed to FavD
52
Pre 1 HateC
Pre 1 HateC
Pre 2 HateC
53
Pre 3 HateC
Post HateC
54
Pre 1 All foods
55
Pre 1 FavB and HateC
57
Pre 1 All foods
58
Post Symbol B
Pre 1 All foods, Symbols B, E, F
59
Pre 2 All foods
Post Symbol A

Note. Trials removed due to high error rates during data preparations conducted
during Studies 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B. Participant 50’s HateA trials were analyzed
as FavD instead of being entirely removed from MT-IRAPs 1, 2, and 3 during Study
3B. Roman numerals are indicated when the experimenter removed the entire
data set for a given participant.
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Table 3.
Score
Raw
MT-IRAP score
Unaltered
MT-IRAP score
Adjusted
MT-IRAP score
Coded
differences

Explanation
Score reflecting the Cohen's d value. Positive numbers indicate MT-IRAP effect.
Negative numbers indicate no Mt-IRAP effect.
Positive numbers indicate MT-IRAP effect for liked stimuli.
Negative numbers indicate MT-IRAP effect for disliked stimuli.
Unaltered MT-IRAP symbol scores reflecting an effect remained unaltered. Scores
that did not reflect an MT-IRAP effect were changed to 0.
Positive pre- post- differences reflect predicted changes in the strength of MT-IRAP
effect. Negative differences reflect unpredicted changes.
1 added to differences that reflect predicted explicit preference shifts. 1 subtracted
from difference that reflect unpredicted explicit preference shifts.

Note. Summary and explanation of MT-IRAP score adjustments throughout
Studies 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B.
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Table 4.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw Pre-Training MT-IRAP Scores
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
2.19
1.26
2.67
1.35
0.43
0.18
8.51
Favorite foods
2.03
1.19
2.57
1.35
0.49
0.30
5.98
Disliked foods
2.36
1.31
2.77
1.33
0.38
0.28
5.01
All symbols
1.91
1.11
2.09
1.09
0.22
0.33
2.38
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.77
1.05
2.00
1.03
0.34
0.51
2.43
Paired symbols (disliked)
2.04
1.14
2.18
1.14
0.13
0.25
1.79
Symbol A
1.85
0.86
2.31
1.20
0.51
0.60
2.97
Symbol B
2.06
1.44
2.14
0.98
0.30
0.73
1.40
Symbol C
1.62
0.91
1.91
1.09
0.38
0.51
2.53
Symbol D
1.92
0.83
2.17
1.19
0.29
0.33
3.08
Symbol E
2.05
1.31
1.91
0.95
-0.06
0.40
-0.51
Symbol F
1.93
1.08
2.13
1.10
0.24
0.49
1.60

df

12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
10

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 1 with raw prerelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (blue p < .001,
pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 5.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Post-Training Scores
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
1.85
1.02
2.14
1.13
0.32
0.23
4.97
Favorite foods
1.73
0.90
2.09
1.10
0.43
0.32
4.84
Disliked foods
1.98
1.11
2.19
1.15
0.24
0.23
3.82
All symbols
1.85
1.07
2.04
1.15
0.18
0.27
2.47
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.68
0.94
1.97
1.16
0.23
0.32
2.62
Paired symbols (disliked)
2.02
1.17
2.10
1.13
0.12
0.29
1.53
Symbol A
1.86
0.99
2.11
1.37
0.27
0.64
1.51
Symbol B
1.80
0.99
2.05
1.08
0.28
0.36
2.84
Symbol C
1.71
0.94
1.88
0.87
0.28
0.55
1.85
Symbol D
1.94
1.13
1.99
1.09
-0.02
0.40
-0.22
Symbol E
1.77
1.05
2.04
1.26
0.42
0.56
2.60
Symbol F
2.00
1.27
2.15
1.16
0.14
0.35
1.46

df

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
12

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 1 with raw postrelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (blue p < .001,
pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 6.
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
69.23%
B
61.54%
C
69.23%
D
76.92%
38.46%
E
F
53.85%

Pre-test
Inconsistent MT-IRAP Effect
Like
Dislike
46.15%
46.15%
7.69%
53.85%
53.85%
38.46%
7.69%
76.92%
46.15%
46.15%
7.69%
61.54%
23.08%
69.23%
7.69%
53.85%
38.46%
53.85%
7.69%
69.23%
15.38%
69.23%
15.38%
69.23%

Post-test
Like
Dislike
Inconsistent
69.23%
30.77%
0.00%
76.92%
23.08%
0.00%
69.23%
30.77%
0.00%
0.00%
23.08%
76.92%
30.77%
61.54%
7.69%
15.38%
84.62%
0.00%

Note. Percentage of participants that demonstrated an MT-IRAP effect and
preference indications toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F during pre- and postrelational training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 1.
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Table 7.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

MT-IRAP Effect - Pre

IRAP Effect - Post

Fav Foods Hate Foods Fav Foods Hate Foods

Change from Pre- to Post-test
Fav Foods

Hate Foods

Strong
Weak
Strong
Strong
No change Strengthened
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Weak
Weakened
No change
Strong
No effect
Strong
Weak
No change Strengthened
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Weak
Weakened
No change
Strong
Strong
Moderate
Strong
Weakened
No change
Moderate
Strong
No effect
Weak
Weakened
Weakened
Moderate Moderate No effect
Weak
Weakened
Weakened
No effect Moderate
Strong
Moderate Strengthened No change
Moderate
Strong
Moderate
Weak
No change
Weakened
Moderate
Strong
Moderate
Weak
No change
Weakened
Strong
Moderate
Strong
Moderate
No change
No change
No effect
Weak
Strong
Moderate Strengthened Strengthened
Strong
Strong
Moderate
Weak
Weakened
Weakened

Note. Strength of pre- and post-training food MT-IRAP effects and changes in MTIRAP strengths from pre- to post-training during Study 1. Results for responders
are highlighted blue. Results for potential responders are highlighted pink.
Results for non-responders are not highlighted.
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Table 8.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Symbol Preferences
Pre

Post

1D, 5N
3L, 3D
2L, 4D
5L, 1D
2L, 4D
6L
6D
6D
4L, 2D
6D
4D, 2N
1L, 5D
6L

3L, 3D
3L, 3D
2L, 4D
5L, 1D
2L, 4D
6L
6D
6D
3L, 2D, 1N
3L, 3D
3L, 3D
1L, 5D
6L

MT-IRAP Symbols
Explicit Shift
Potential
6 (1D, 5N)
2 (1L, 1D)
1D
2L
1D
3L
3D
3D
1L
3D
4 (2D, 2N)
2D
3L

MT-IRAP Symbols
Predicted
Explicit Shift
6 (3L, 3D)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1N
3L
4 (3L, 1D)
0
0

MT-IRAP Symbols
Unpredicted
Explicit Shift
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

MT-IRAP Symbols
Predicted Strength
Change
3
2
3
2
2
1
3
1
1
0
0
3

MT-IRAP Symbols
Unpredicted
Strength Change
2
2
2
3
4
1
2
2
1
2
3
2

MT-IRAP Symbols
Strength
Maintenance
0
2
2
1
1
0
4
1
2
1
0
3
1

Note. Indications of explicit preference, potentials for symbols to demonstrate
explicit preference shifts, number of explicit preference shifts in predicted
directions, number of explicit preference shifts in unpredicted directions, amount
of predicted and unpredicted changes in strength of MT-IRAP effects, and number
of symbols that demonstrated maintenance of effect strengths throughout preand post-training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 1. L, D, and N
respectively indicate like, dislike and neutrality toward symbols. Results for
responders are highlighted blue. Results for potential responders are highlighted
pink. Results for non-responders are not highlighted.
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Table 9.
Paired Samples t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP scores
Comparisons
All foods pre-test - All foods post-test
Favorite foods pre-test - Favorite foods post-test
Disliked foods pre-test - Disliked foods post-test
All symbols pre-test - All symbols post-test
Paired symbols (favorite) pre-test - Paired symbols (favorite) post-test
Paired symbols (disliked) pre-test - Paired symbols (disliked) post-test
Symbol A pre-test - Symbol A post-test
Symbol B pre-test - Symbol B post-test
Symbol C pre-test - Symbol C post-test
Symbol D pre-test - Symbol D post-test
Symbol E pre-test - Symbol E post-test
Symbol F pre-test - Symbol F post-test

t-score
1.37
0.54
1.57
0.33
0.66
0.43
1.34
0.24
0.23
2.58
-2.61
0.87

df

12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
10
10

Note. Paired-samples t-test analyses conducted during Study 1 with raw pre- and
post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent pre- and post-training comparisons that were significantly different
from each other (p < .05).
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RESPONDERS

POTENTIAL RESPONDERS
&
RESPONDERS

ALL PARTICIPANTS

Table 10.
One-Sample t-tests of Coded MT-IRAP Score Differences
M
SD
t-score
Comparisons
Symbol A
0.30
1.08
1.00
Symbol B
0.13
0.87
0.53
Symbol C
0.14
0.92
0.57
Symbol D
-0.03
0.33
-0.28
Symbol E
0.14
0.58
0.84
Symbol F
0.05
0.61
0.27
Paired symbols (favorite)
0.19
0.94
1.27
Paired symbols (disliked)
0.05
0.51
0.63
Symbol A
0.98
1.20
2.00
Symbol B
0.48
1.12
1.04
Symbol C
0.36
1.28
0.68
Symbol D
-0.18
0.41
-1.05
Symbol E
0.32
0.68
1.16
Symbol F
0.40
0.61
1.61
Paired symbols (favorite)
0.60
1.16
2.21
Paired symbols (disliked)
0.18
0.60
1.29
Symbol A
0.98
1.52
1.29
Symbol B
0.74
1.24
1.19
Symbol C
0.98
1.07
1.84
Symbol D
-0.23
0.46
-0.99
Symbol E
0.16
0.40
0.80
Symbol F
0.48
0.68
1.42
Paired symbols (favorite)
0.90
1.17
2.66
Paired symbols (disliked)
0.14
0.57
0.85

df

12
12
12
12
12
12
38
38
5
5
5
5
5
5
17
17
3
3
3
3
3
3
11
11

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 1 with coded
differences between altered pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for
symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F, the group of symbols paired with favorite foods, and
the group of symbols paired with disliked foods. Separate analyses were
conducted with all participants (n = 13), the combined group of participants
categorized as potential responders and responders (n = 6), and the responders (n
= 4). The highlighted rows represents coded MT-IRAP differences that were
significantly different from 0 (p < .05).
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Table 11.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Scores (Pre-training 1)
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Truth Trials
SD
SD
M
SD
M
M
t-score
0.12
10.63
1.47
0.54
2.92
2.30
1.00
All foods
5.16
0.47
0.23
1.52
1.01
2.85
2.27
Favorite foods
0.06
24.42
0.62
2.33
0.98
3.00
1.41
Disliked foods
6.14
2.40
1.33
0.48
0.21
1.91
1.02
All symbols
0.49
0.27
4.88
1.32
0.92
2.44
1.90
Paired symbols (favorite)
3.22
0.45
1.34
0.55
1.93
1.13
2.36
Paired symbols (disliked)
0.17
7.33
1.88
0.94
2.34
1.25
0.48
Symbol A
4.91
0.42
1.24
0.85
2.32
2.13
1.33
Symbol B
0.80
0.42
1.90
0.87
2.43
1.37
0.14
Symbol C
0.69
2.62
1.35
0.61
0.81
1.97
1.78
Symbol D
1.30
0.44
0.39
2.99
1.08
2.44
1.91
Symbol E
1.93
0.63
0.73
1.52
1.84
1.11
2.25
Symbol F
Comparisons

One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Scores (Pre-training 2)
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
SD
SD
M
M
SD
M
t-score
0.23
6.87
0.59
2.45
1.20
1.89
1.00
All foods
0.30
5.90
2.40
1.22
0.68
1.77
0.95
Favorite foods
6.19
1.19
0.53
0.23
2.01
1.03
2.51
Disliked foods
3.16
0.30
2.01
1.31
0.36
1.68
0.89
All symbols
0.32
0.34
2.50
2.06
1.40
0.95
1.73
Paired symbols (favorite)
0.40
2.60
0.83
1.96
1.20
0.39
1.64
Paired symbols (disliked)
3.06
0.39
2.02
1.25
0.49
1.50
0.65
Symbol A
0.49
0.89
1.15
0.17
0.94
1.90
1.69
Symbol B
0.61
1.83
2.31
1.72
0.42
1.82
1.01
Symbol C
0.97
0.26
0.48
1.43
1.79
0.90
1.89
Symbol D
0.53
1.65
1.31
0.33
1.65
0.92
1.99
Symbol E
0.33
1.83
1.95
1.29
0.24
1.60
0.83
Symbol F
Comparisons

One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Scores (Pre-training 3)
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
0.29
1.81
1.05
2.25
1.25
0.51
4.56
All foods
1.79
1.10
2.30
1.33
0.60
0.38
4.19
Favorite foods
1.83
0.99
2.19
1.17
0.42
0.23
4.90
Disliked foods
1.55
0.88
1.80
1.16
0.34
0.17
5.27
All symbols
1.60
0.89
1.87
1.16
0.36
0.16
5.79
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.16
0.33
0.29
3.01
1.49
0.87
1.73
Paired symbols (disliked)
0.41
0.52
2.10
1.56
0.81
1.86
1.46
Symbol A
0.08
0.24
0.85
1.52
0.86
1.73
1.17
Symbol B
1.66
1.07
1.89
1.01
0.41
0.42
2.39
Symbol C
Symbol D
1.60
0.92
1.59
0.77
0.35
0.46
2.04
1.45
0.65
1.79
0.95
0.55
0.33
4.42
Symbol E
1.91
1.45
0.29
0.44
1.63
1.48
0.92
Symbol F
Comparisons

df

df

df

5
5
5
6
6
6
6
5
5
6
6
4

6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
6
6
5

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 2A with raw prerelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (blue p < .001,
pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 12.
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
100.00%
B
42.86%
C
85.71%
D
85.71%
E
85.71%
F
57.14%
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
71.43%
B
85.71%
C
57.14%
D
42.86%
E
57.14%
F
71.43%
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
85.71%
B
71.43%
C
100.00%
D
57.14%
E
71.43%
F
71.43%
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
71.43%
B
85.71%
C
100.00%
D
71.43%
E
100.00%
F
42.86%

Pre-test 1
Like
57.14%
71.43%
57.14%
14.29%
85.71%
42.86%
Pre-test 2
Like
57.14%
85.71%
57.14%
28.57%
85.71%
57.14%
Pre-test 3
Like
57.14%
71.43%
57.14%
28.57%
85.71%
57.14%
Post-test
Like
71.43%
71.43%
71.43%
14.29%
71.43%
42.86%

Dislike
Inconsistent
42.86%
0.00%
14.29%
14.29%
42.86%
0.00%
71.43%
14.29%
14.29%
0.00%
28.57%
28.57%
Dislike
Inconsistent
28.57%
14.29%
14.29%
0.00%
42.86%
0.00%
71.43%
0.00%
14.29%
0.00%
28.57%
14.29%
Dislike
Inconsistent
42.86%
0.00%
14.29%
14.29%
42.86%
0.00%
57.14%
14.29%
14.29%
0.00%
28.57%
14.29%
Dislike
Inconsistent
28.57%
0.00%
28.57%
0.00%
28.57%
0.00%
85.71%
0.00%
28.57%
0.00%
57.14%
0.00%

Note. Percentage of participants that demonstrated an MT-IRAP effect and
preference indications toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F during pre- and postrelational training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 2A.
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Table 13.
Participant
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A
FavA
FavA
FavA
FavA
HateA
FavA
HateA

B
FavB
HateB
FavB
HateB
FavB
FavB
HateB

Symbol - Food Pairings
C
D
FavC
HateA
FavC
FavB
FavC
HateA
HateC
FavB
FavC
FavA
FavC
HateA
HateC
FavA

E
HateB
HateA
HateB
HateA
HateB
HateB
FavB

F
HateC
HateC
HateC
FavC
HateC
HateC
FavC

Note. Symbol – food pairing assignments during relational training procedure
conducted during Study 2A.
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Table 14.
Participant
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

MT-IRAP Effect - Pre 1 MT-IRAP Effect - Pre 2
Fav
Fav
Hate Foods
Hate Foods
Foods
Foods
Weak
Strong
Strong
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Moderate Moderate
Weak
Strong
Moderate Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Moderate

MT-IRAP Effect - Pre 3
Fav
Hate Foods
Foods
Moderate Moderate
Strong
Strong
Weak
Weak
Moderate Moderate
Strong
Strong
Moderate Moderate
Strong
Moderate

MT-IRAP Effect - Post
Fav
Hate Foods
Foods
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Moderate
Weak
Moderate
Weak
Moderate
Weak
Moderate
Weak
Weak
Moderate

Note. Strength of pre- and post-training food MT-IRAP effects during Study 2A.
Results for responders are highlighted blue. Results for non-responders are not
highlighted.
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Table 15.
Participant
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Symbol Preferences

Pre
Pre 3
Pre 1
Pre 2
Summary
6L
6L
6L
6L
1L, 2D, 3N 2L, 2D, 2N 1L, 2D, 3N 2L, 3D, 1N
6D
6D
6D
6D
3L, 3D
3L, 3D
3L, 3D
3L, 3D
4L, 2D
4L, 2D
4L, 2D
4L, 2D
4L, 1D, 1N
6L
6L
6L
5L, 1D
5L, 1D
5L, 1D
5L, 1D

Post
3L, 3D
3L, 3D
6D
3L, 3D
4L, 2D
6L
5L, 1D

MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols
Explicit Shift
Predicted
Unpredicted
Potential
Explicit Shift
Explicit Shift
0
3L
3
4
0
6 (2L, 3D, 1N)
3D
0
0
6 (3L, 3D)
0
0
5 (3L, 2D)
0
0
0
0
3L
4 (3L, 1D)
0
0

Note. Indications of explicit preference during pre- and post-symbols MT-IRAPs,
along with summary of pre-MT-IRAP preference indications. Potentials for
symbols to demonstrate explicit preference shifts in predicted directions, number
of explicit preference shifts in predicted directions, and number of explicit
preference shifts in unpredicted directions during pre- and post-symbols MT-IRAPs
administered throughout Study 2A. L, D, and N respectively indicate like, dislike
and neutrality toward symbols. Results for responders are highlighted blue.
Results for non-responders are not highlighted.
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Table 16.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Scores (Post-training)
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
1.61
0.88
1.87
0.95
0.36
0.26
3.71
Favorite foods
1.53
0.89
1.82
0.97
0.41
0.21
5.05
Disliked foods
1.69
0.86
1.92
0.94
0.35
0.38
2.47
All symbols
1.57
0.79
1.87
1.10
0.35
0.27
3.48
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.59
0.74
1.93
1.17
0.33
0.33
2.65
Paired symbols (disliked)
1.55
0.84
1.81
1.04
0.38
0.29
3.50
Symbol A
1.56
0.75
1.82
1.21
0.26
0.42
1.63
Symbol B
1.50
0.68
1.89
1.14
0.42
0.57
1.93
Symbol C
1.56
0.79
1.78
0.97
0.56
0.54
2.73
Symbol D
1.56
0.67
1.91
0.95
0.54
0.34
4.18
Symbol E
1.50
0.72
1.87
0.98
0.33
0.18
4.77
Symbol F
1.76
1.06
1.97
1.32
0.11
0.62
0.47

df

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 2A with raw postrelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (pink p < .01
and grey p < .05).
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Table 17.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw Pre-Training MT-IRAP Scores
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
1.87
1.04
2.19
1.14
0.32
0.18
5.64
Favorite foods
1.77
0.97
2.17
1.11
0.42
0.23
5.65
Disliked foods
1.99
1.10
2.22
1.18
0.22
0.20
3.48
All symbols
1.57
0.94
1.93
1.21
0.34
0.25
4.41
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.67
1.09
1.99
1.24
0.26
0.37
2.12
Paired symbols (disliked)
1.48
0.75
1.88
1.19
0.41
0.31
4.10
Symbol A
1.61
0.89
1.90
1.29
0.61
0.52
3.34
Symbol B
1.77
1.20
2.04
1.16
0.33
0.53
1.91
Symbol C
1.49
0.77
1.98
1.27
0.22
0.35
1.87
Symbol D
1.48
0.73
1.94
0.94
0.41
0.53
2.30
Symbol E
1.52
0.84
1.76
1.03
0.28
0.63
1.26
Symbol F
1.56
1.08
1.99
1.53
0.42
0.52
2.58

df

9
9
9
9
8
9
7
8
8
8
7
9

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 2B with raw prerelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (blue p < .001,
pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 18.
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
70.00%
B
70.00%
C
70.00%
D
70.00%
E
60.00%
F
60.00%

Pre-test
Like
Dislike
Inconsistent MT-IRAP Effect
60.00%
30.00%
10.00%
80.00%
40.00%
50.00%
10.00%
50.00%
60.00%
30.00%
10.00%
50.00%
30.00%
50.00%
20.00%
50.00%
80.00%
10.00%
10.00%
100.00%
40.00%
50.00%
10.00%
60.00%

Post-test
Like
Dislike
Inconsistent
60.00%
40.00%
0.00%
40.00%
60.00%
0.00%
50.00%
50.00%
0.00%
30.00%
70.00%
0.00%
60.00%
40.00%
0.00%
40.00%
60.00%
0.00%

Note. Percentage of participants that demonstrated an MT-IRAP effect and
preference indications toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F during pre- and postrelational training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 2B.
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Table 19.
Participant
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

A
HateA
HateA
FavA
HateA
FavA
FavA
FavA
FavA
FavA
HateA

Symbol - Food Pairings
B
C
D
E
HateB
HateC
FavA
FavB
FavB
HateC
FavA
HateB
FavB
FavC
HateA HateB
FavB
FavC
FavA
HateB
FavB
FavC
HateA HateB
FavB
FavC
HateA HateB
FavB
FavC
HateA HateB
FavB
FavC
HateA HateB
FavB
HateC
HateA HateB
HateB
HateC
FavA
FavB

F
FavC
FavC
HateC
HateC
HateC
HateC
HateC
HateC
FavC
FavC

Note. Symbol – food pairing assignments during relational training procedure
conducted during Study 2B.
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Table 20.
MT-IRAP Effect - Pre
Participant
Fav
Hate
Foods
Foods
Moderate
21
Strong
22
Strong
Strong
23
Moderate Moderate
Weak
24
No effect
25
Moderate
Weak
26
Moderate No effect
27
Moderate
Weak
28
Moderate No effect
29
Strong
Moderate
30
Moderate
Weak

MT-IRAP Effect - Post
Fav
Hate
Foods
Foods
Moderate Moderate
Moderate Moderate
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Moderate Moderate
Moderate No effect
No effect
Strong
Strong
No effect
Weak
No effect

Change from Pre- to Post-test
Hate
Fav
Foods
Foods
No change
Weakened
Weakened
Weakened
Strengthened Weakened
Strengthened No change
Strengthened Strengthened*
No change Strengthened
No change
Weakened
Weakened Strengthened
No change
Weakened
Weakened
Weakened

Note. Strength of pre- and post-training food MT-IRAP effects, along with pre- to
post-training changes in effect strengths during Study 2B. Results for responders
are highlighted blue. Results for potential responders are highlighted pink.
Results for non-responders are not highlighted. (*Comparison of the unaltered
MT-IRAP scores according to score categorizations indicated strengthening of the
effect. However, examination of the numerical difference between scores reflects
a minor change in strength.)
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Table 21.
Participant
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Symbol Preferences
Pre

Post

4L, 2N
3L, 3D
6D
2L, 4D
1L, 5D
6L
6L
5L, 1N
3L, 3D
5L, 1D

3L, 3D
3L, 3D
6D
2L, 4D
2L, 4D
3L, 3D
6L
3L, 3D
3L, 3D
3L, 3D

MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols
Potential
Predicted
Unpredicted
Predicted
Unpredicted
Strength
Explicit Shift
Explicit Shift
Explicit Shift
Strength Change Strength Change
Maintenance
5 (3L, 2N)
5 (2L, 3D)
0
1
0
0
6 (3L, 3D)
0
0
3
2
1
3D
0
0
4
0
2
5 (2L, 3D)
0
0
0
4
2
4 (1L, 3D)
1L
0
1
4
0
3L
3D
0
2
1
0
3L
0
0
2
3
1
6 (5L, 1N)
6 (3L, 3D)
0
0
6 (3L, 3D)
6 (3L, 3D)
0
0
4 (3L, 1D)
4 (1L, 3D)
0
1
0
1

Note. Indications of explicit preference, potentials for symbols to demonstrate
explicit preference shifts, number of explicit preference shifts in predicted
directions, number of explicit preference shifts in unpredicted directions, amount
of predicted and unpredicted changes in strength of MT-IRAP effects, and number
of symbols that demonstrated maintenance of effect strengths throughout preand post-training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 2B. L, D, and N
respectively indicate like, dislike and neutrality toward symbols. Results for
responders are highlighted blue. Results for potential responders are highlighted
pink. Results for non-responders are not highlighted.
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Table 22.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Post-Training Scores
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
1.42
0.78
1.58
0.83
0.27
0.17
4.98
Favorite foods
1.37
0.78
1.52
0.67
0.38
0.34
3.56
Disliked foods
1.48
0.77
1.63
0.96
0.17
0.28
1.93
All symbols
1.62
1.01
1.81
1.11
0.21
0.23
2.89
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.58
0.95
1.77
0.98
0.30
0.34
2.75
Paired symbols (disliked)
1.66
1.07
1.84
1.23
0.18
0.27
2.11
Symbol A
1.66
1.14
1.88
1.20
0.32
0.43
2.36
Symbol B
1.75
1.17
1.85
1.13
0.17
0.43
1.25
Symbol C
1.53
0.97
1.67
0.96
0.21
0.60
1.12
Symbol D
1.73
1.13
1.83
1.12
0.45
0.44
3.23
Symbol E
1.41
0.68
1.79
1.08
0.50
0.66
2.39
Symbol F
1.65
0.87
1.81
1.18
-0.08
0.36
-0.75

df

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 2B with raw postrelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (blue p < .001,
pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 23.
Paired Samples t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP scores
Comparisons
All foods pre-test - All foods post-test
Favorite foods pre-test - Favorite foods post-test
Disliked foods pre-test - Disliked foods post-test
All symbols pre-test - All symbols post-test
Paired symbols (favorite) pre-test - Paired symbols (favorite) post-test
Paired symbols (disliked) pre-test - Paired symbols (disliked) post-test
Symbol A pre-test - Symbol A post-test
Symbol B pre-test - Symbol B post-test
Symbol C pre-test - Symbol C post-test
Symbol D pre-test - Symbol D post-test
Symbol E pre-test - Symbol E post-test
Symbol F pre-test - Symbol F post-test

t-score
0.96
0.38
0.48
1.25
-0.60
1.77
0.84
0.49
-0.30
-0.24
-0.91
2.83

df

9
9
9
9
8
9
7
8
8
8
7
9

Note. Paired-samples t-test analyses conducted during Study 2B with raw pre- and
post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite foods, and symbols
paired with disliked foods) and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F. Highlighted rows
represent pre- and post-training comparisons that were significantly different
from each other (p < .05).
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Table 24.

ALL PARTICIPANTS

One-Sample t-tests of Coded MT-IRAP Score Differences
Comparisons
Symbol paired w/ FavA
Symbol paired w/ FavB
Symbol paired w/ FavC
Symbol paired w/ HateA
Symbol paired w/ HateB
Symbol paired w/ HateC
Paired symbols (favorite)
Paired symbols (disliked)

M
1.01
0.78
0.28
0.97
0.50
0.95
0.60
0.90

SD
1.38
1.15
0.91
1.16
1.29
1.25
1.21
1.15

t-score df
2.31 9
0.96 9
1.23 9
2.13 9
2.64 9
2.39 9
2.70 29
4.27 29

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 2B with coded
differences between altered pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for
symbols paired with favorite foods A, B, and C; disliked foods A, B, and C; the
group of symbols paired with favorite foods; and the group of symbols paired with
disliked foods. Highlighted rows represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly
different from 0 (blue p < .001 and grey p < .05).
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Table 25.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw Pre-Training MT-IRAP Scores
MT-IRAP Score
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
2.03
1.30
2.27
1.26
0.16
0.19
3.08
Favorite foods
1.93
1.25
2.21
1.18
0.30
0.23
4.91
0.17
4.11
Disliked foods
2.13
1.34
2.34
1.34
0.19
All symbols
1.82
1.43
1.87
1.27
0.09
0.32
1.00
Paired symbols (control)
1.86
1.44
1.84
1.21
0.00
0.47
0.01
0.50
0.35
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.80
1.46
1.79
1.22
0.05
Paired symbols (disliked)
1.80
1.40
1.97
1.36
0.25
0.41
2.25
Paired symbol (favorite image)
1.84
1.57
1.85
1.35
0.06
0.44
0.50
0.07
0.51
0.55
Paired symbol (favorite word)
1.80
1.37
1.76
1.18
0.18
0.32
2.10
Paired symbol (disliked image)
1.80
1.37
2.02
1.41
0.55
1.33
Paired symbol (disliked word)
1.76
1.43
1.90
1.23
0.19
Symbol A
1.92
1.57
1.93
1.33
0.09
0.39
0.91
1.34
0.22
0.59
1.32
Symbol B
1.69
1.16
1.89
1.70
1.33
1.81
1.09
0.22
0.45
1.66
Symbol C
Symbol D
1.93
1.44
2.07
1.55
0.09
0.54
0.58
Symbol E
1.81
1.45
1.83
1.08
0.12
0.65
0.65
1.86
1.61
1.69
1.16
-0.09
0.31
-1.07
Symbol F

df
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
11
11
10
11
12

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 3A with raw prerelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with other symbols - control,
symbols paired with favorite stimuli, and symbols paired with disliked stimuli) and
individual stimuli (symbols that were later paired with the favorite food image,
favorite food text, disliked food image, and disliked food text; and symbols A, B, C,
D, E, and F). Highlighted rows represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly
different from 0 (blue p < .001, pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 26.
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
42.86%
B
50.00%
C
57.14%
D
28.57%
E
28.57%
F
28.57%

Pre-test
Like
Dislike
Inconsistent MT-IRAP Effect
50.00%
35.71%
14.29%
57.14%
42.86%
42.86%
14.29%
50.00%
64.29%
21.43%
14.29%
71.43%
28.57%
50.00%
21.43%
50.00%
57.14%
28.57%
14.29%
64.29%
35.71%
57.14%
7.14%
64.29%

Post-test
Like
Dislike
Inconsistent
64.29%
28.57%
7.14%
64.29%
28.57%
7.14%
64.29%
35.71%
0.00%
50.00%
50.00%
0.00%
64.29%
28.57%
7.14%
50.00%
50.00%
0.00%

Note. Percentage of participants that demonstrated an MT-IRAP effect and
preference indications toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F during pre- and postrelational training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 3A.
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Table 27.
Participant
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

A
Fav Image
D
Hate Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Hate Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
E
Hate Image
Fav Image

B
Fav Word
Fav Image
Hate Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
F
Fav Word
E
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Image
Hate Word
Fav Word

Symbol Pairings
C
D
E
Hate Image
Hate Word
A
Fav Image Fav Word
Hate Image Hate Word
F
Hate Image
Hate Image Fav Word
Hate Image
F
Hate Word Fav Image
F
Hate Image
Hate Image
E
Hate Image Hate Word
Fav Word Hate Image
D
C
Hate Image
F

E
C
Hate Image
F
F
Hate Word
Hate Word
Hate Word
B
Hate Word
D
F
A
Fav Image
Hate Word

F
Hate Word
Fav Word
E
E
C
B
D
Fav Word
D
Hate Word
E
Hate Word
Fav Word
C

Note. Symbol pairing assignments for each participant during relational training
procedure conducted during Study 3A.
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Table 28.
MT-IRAP Effect - Pre
Participant
Fav
Hate
Foods
Foods
31
Moderate
Weak
32
Weak
Weak
33
Weak
Moderate
34
Moderate Moderate
35
Strong
Weak
36
Strong
Weak
37
Strong
Weak
38
Weak
Weak
39
Moderate Moderate
40
No effect
Weak
41
Weak
Weak
42
Weak
Moderate
43
Strong
Strong
44
Weak
No effect

MT-IRAP Effect - Post
Hate
Fav
Foods
Foods
Strong
Weak
Weak
Weak
Moderate No effect
No effect
Weak
No effect No effect
Strong
No effect
Moderate No effect
Moderate
Weak
Weak
Moderate
Moderate No effect
Weak
Moderate
Weak
No effect
No effect Moderate
Weak
Weak

Change from Pre- to Post-test
Fav
Hate
Foods
Foods
Strengthened No change
No change
No change
Strengthened Weakened
Weakened
Weakened
Weakened
Weakened
No change
Weakened
Weakened
Weakened
Strengthened No change
Weakened
No change
Strengthened Weakened
No change Strengthened
Weakened
Weakened
Weakened
Weakened
No change Strengthened

Note. Strength of pre- and post-training food MT-IRAP effects, along with pre- to
post-training changes in effect strengths during Study 3A. Results for responders
are highlighted blue. Results for potential responders are highlighted pink.
Results for non-responders are not highlighted.
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Table 29.
Participant
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Symbol Preferences
Pre

Post

D6
3L, 2D, 1N
4L, 2D
4L, 2D
6N
2L, 4D
6L
4L, 2D
6L
6D
6L
1L, 5D
1D, 5N
3L, 3D

D6
L6
4L, 2D
4L, 2D
2L, 4D
2L, 4D
6L
4L, 2D
2L, 1D, 3N
2L, 4D
6L
6L
3L, 3D
3L, 3D

MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols
Potential
Predicted
Unpredicted
Predicted
Predicted
Unpredicted
Strength
Explicit Shift
Explicit Shift
Explicit Shift
Ctrl Maintenance Strength Change Strength Change
Maintenance
5
1
0
2
0
0
2D
2
0
1
0
1*
2L
4 (2L, 2D)
2
2
2
0
1
0
3 (2L, 1D)
2
1
2
3
0
2L
0
0*
4 (2L, 2D)
2D*
4N
1
0
5
0
1
0
4 (2L, 2D)
1
5
0
0
2
2L
0
1
1
0
0
2
4 (2L, 2D)
4 (2L, 2D)
1
0
1
2
2 (1D, 1N)
2N
2L
1
1
2
2
2L
0
2D
1
4
1
0
2
2L
0
1
0
0
0
3L
3 (1L, 2D)
2L
0
1
0
0
3 (2L, 1D)
4 (1D, 3N)
2 (1L, 1D)
1
1
4
0
0
0
3 (1L, 2D)

Note. Indications of explicit preference, potentials for symbols to demonstrate
explicit preference shifts, number of explicit preference shifts in predicted
directions, number of explicit preference shifts in unpredicted directions, number
of control symbols that demonstrated maintenance of effect strength, amount of
predicted and unpredicted changes in strength of MT-IRAP effects, and number of
paired symbols that demonstrated maintenance of effect strengths throughout
pre- and post-training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 3A. L, D, and
N respectively indicate like, dislike and neutrality toward symbols. Results for
responders are highlighted blue. Results for potential responders are highlighted
pink. Results for non-responders are not highlighted. (*Preferences toward both
control symbols changed from neutral to disliked, which represented an
unpredicted preference shift.)
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Table 30.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Post-Training Scores
Lie Trials
Truth Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
1.77
1.21
1.92
1.26
0.20
0.11
6.70
Favorite foods
1.67
1.19
1.89
1.18
0.24
0.30
3.01
Disliked foods
1.88
1.22
1.95
1.34
0.04
0.21
0.69
All symbols
1.73
1.26
1.88
1.24
0.15
0.29
1.95
Paired symbols (control)
1.70
1.20
1.83
1.31
0.17
0.36
1.76
Paired symbols (favorite)
1.71
1.20
1.78
1.12
0.10
0.40
0.91
Paired symbols (disliked)
1.80
1.37
2.02
1.27
0.28
0.40
2.62
Paired symbol (favorite image)
1.64
1.12
1.71
1.00
0.11
0.43
0.98
Paired symbol (favorite word)
1.80
1.36
1.86
1.26
0.12
0.55
0.82
Paired symbol (dislike image)
1.92
1.51
1.89
1.10
0.16
0.66
0.92
Paired symbol (dislike word)
1.65
1.10
2.14
1.41
0.44
0.32
5.04
Symbol A
1.74
1.18
1.83
1.11
0.16
0.57
1.04
Symbol B
1.73
1.32
1.76
1.05
0.13
0.58
0.78
Symbol C
1.67
1.25
1.86
1.29
0.30
0.43
2.55
Symbol D
1.84
1.26
1.80
1.13
0.02
0.61
0.14
Symbol E
1.66
1.16
2.02
1.27
0.41
0.63
2.35
Symbol F
1.77
1.37
1.99
1.52
0.20
0.39
1.95

df

13
13
13
13
13
12
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
13
13
12
13

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 3A with raw postrelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with other symbols - control,
symbols paired with favorite stimuli, and symbols paired with disliked stimuli) and
individual stimuli (symbols paired with the favorite food image, favorite food text,
disliked food image, and disliked food text; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F).
Highlighted rows represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from
0 (blue p < .001, pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 31.
Paired Samples t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP scores
Comparisons
All foods pre - All foods post
Favorite foods pre - Favorite foods post
Disliked foods pre - Disliked foods post
All symbols pre - All symbols post
Paired symbols (favorite) pre - Paired symbols (favorite) post
Paired symbols (disliked) pre - Paired symbols (disliked) post
Paired symbols (control) pre - Paired symbols (control) post
Paired symbol (favorite image) pre - Paired symbol (favorite image) post
Paired symbol (favorite word) pre - Paired symbol (favorite word) post
Paired symbol (disliked image) pre - Paired symbol (disliked image) post
Paired symbol (disliked word) pre - Paired symbol (disliked word) post
Symbol A pre - Symbol A post
Symbol B pre - Symbol B post
Symbol C pre - Symbol C post
Symbol D pre - Symbol D post
Symbol E pre - Symbol E post
Symbol F pre - Symbol F post

t-score
-0.87
0.63
2.41
-0.63
-0.52
-0.18
-1.14
-0.58
-0.24
0.09
-1.32
-0.73
-0.01
-0.11
0.03
-1.57
-2.90

df
13
13
13
13
11
12
13
13
13
13
13
12
10
11
10
10
12

Note. Paired-samples t-test analyses conducted during Study 3A with raw pre- and
post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with favorite stimuli, symbols
paired with disliked stimuli, and symbols paired with other symbols - control) and
individual stimuli (symbols paired with the favorite food image, favorite food
word, disliked food image, and disliked food word; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and
F). Highlighted rows represent pre- and post-training comparisons that were
significantly different from each other (p < .05).
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Table 32.

RESPONDERS

POTENTIAL RESPONDERS
&
RESPONDERS

ALL PARTICIPANTS

One-Sample t-tests of Coded MT-IRAP Score Differences
M
SD
t-score
Comparisons
Symbol paired w/ Fav Image
1.89
0.83
0.42
Symbol paired w/ Hate Image
Symbol paired w/ Fav Word
Symbol paired w/ Hate Word
Paired symbols (favorite)
Paired symbols (disliked)
Paired symbols (control)
Symbol paired w/ Fav Image
Symbol paired w/ Hate Image
Symbol paired w/ Fav Word
Symbol paired w/ Hate Word
Paired symbols (favorite)
Paired symbols (disliked)
Paired symbols (control)
Symbol paired w/ Fav Image
Symbol paired w/ Hate Image
Symbol paired w/ Fav Word
Symbol paired w/ Hate Word
Paired symbols (favorite)
Paired symbols (disliked)
Paired symbols (control)

df
13

0.13
0.39
0.05

0.99
0.77
0.80

0.50
1.90
0.24

13
13
13

0.40
0.09
-0.16

0.79
0.88
0.53

2.73
0.55
-1.58

27
27
27

0.75

1.00

1.99

6

0.68
0.65

0.88
0.74

2.06
2.33

6
6

0.38
0.70

0.99
0.85

1.03
3.10

6
13

0.53
-0.31

0.91
0.67

2.19
-1.75

13
13

0.96

0.93
0.62
0.59

2.53
1.69
3.49
0.61
4.20
1.46
-1.95

5

0.43
0.85
0.25
0.90
0.34
-0.39

1.01
0.74
0.80
0.69

5
5
5
11
11
11

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted (separately with all participants, the
group of potential responders and responders, and the group of responders)
during Study 3A with coded differences between altered pre- and post-relational
training MT-IRAP scores for symbols paired with favorite food images and words,
disliked food images and words, the group of symbols paired with favorite food
stimuli, the group of symbols paired with disliked food stimuli, and the group of
symbols paired with another symbol (control). Highlighted rows represent MTIRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (blue p < .001, pink p < .01,
and grey p < .05).
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RESPONDERS

POTENTIAL

RESPONDERS RESPONDERS &

ALL

Table 33.
Paired Samples t-tests of Coded MT-IRAP Score Differences
Comparisons
t-score
Symbols paired w/ Favorite Image - Symbols paired w/ Favorite Word
0.23
Symbols paired w/ Disliked Image - Symbols paired w/ Disliked Word
0.36
Symbols paired w/ Favorites - Symbols paired w/ Symbol (control)
2.67
Symbols paired w/ Dislikes - Symbols paired w/ Symbol (control)
1.17
Symbols paired w/ Favorite Image - Symbols paired w/ Favorite Word
0.48
Symbols paired w/ Disliked Image - Symbols paired w/ Disliked Word
Symbols paired w/ Favorites - Symbols paired w/ Symbol (control)

1.37
2.96

Symbols paired w/ Dislikes - Symbols paired w/ Symbol (control)

2.51

Symbols paired w/ Favorite Image - Symbols paired w/ Favorite Word
Symbols paired w/ Disliked Image - Symbols paired w/ Disliked Word
Symbols paired w/ Favorites - Symbols paired w/ Symbol (control)
Symbols paired w/ Dislikes - Symbols paired w/ Symbol (control)

0.46
0.83
3.83
1.94

df
13
13
27
27
6
6
13
13
5
5
11
11

Note. Paired-samples t-test analyses conducted (separately with all participants,
the group of potential responders and responders, and the group of responders)
during Study 3A with coded differences between altered pre- and post-relational
training MT-IRAP scores for comparisons between symbols paired with favorite
food images and words, symbols paired with disliked food images and words,
symbols paired with favorite food stimuli and controls, and symbols paired with
disliked food stimuli and controls. Highlighted rows represent comparisons that
were significantly different from 0 (pink p < .01 and grey p < .05).
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Table 34.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw Pre-Training MT-IRAP Scores
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
1.94
1.05
2.25
1.17
0.29
0.17
6.86
Fav foods
1.85
1.03
2.21
1.11
0.34
0.15
9.26
Hate foods
2.05
1.06
2.30
1.23
0.27
0.22
4.89
All symbols
1.64
1.03
1.95
1.20
0.30
0.19
6.18
Paired symbols (pleasant)
1.63
1.03
1.99
1.16
0.34
0.27
5.06
Paired symbols (unpleasant)
1.64
1.02
1.92
1.23
0.26
0.23
4.43
Paired symbols (favorite image)
1.70
1.16
1.95
1.10
0.29
0.49
2.35
Paired symbols (dislike image)
1.66
1.09
1.93
1.22
0.25
0.39
2.59
Paired symbols (favorite word)
1.61
0.87
1.91
1.05
0.39
0.50
3.11
Paired symbols (dislike word)
1.60
0.99
1.92
1.20
0.37
0.44
3.37
Paired symbols (flower)
1.58
1.05
2.11
1.32
0.51
0.44
4.68
Paired symbols (insect)
1.66
0.99
1.90
1.28
0.24
0.40
2.43
Symbol A
1.68
1.17
1.89
1.10
0.23
0.56
1.69
Symbol B
1.63
1.03
1.99
1.22
0.38
0.51
2.91
Symbol C
1.52
0.95
2.01
1.21
0.55
0.44
5.00
Symbol D
1.66
1.13
1.91
1.17
0.34
0.32
4.16
Symbol E
1.61
0.85
1.92
1.19
0.35
0.42
3.16
Symbol F
1.71
0.97
1.98
1.29
0.28
0.39
2.78

df
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
15
15
13
14

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 3B with raw prerelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols that were later paired with pleasant
stimuli, and symbols that were later paired with unpleasant stimuli) and individual
stimuli (symbols that were later paired with the favorite food image, favorite food
word, disliked food image, and disliked food word; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and
F). Pleasant stimuli included the favorite food image and word and the flower
image. Unpleasant stimuli included the disliked food image and word and the
insect image. Highlighted rows represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly
different from 0 (blue p < .001, pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 35.
Symbol MT-IRAP Effect
A
50.00%
B
62.50%
C
81.25%
D
81.25%
E
68.75%
F
56.25%

Pre-test
Like
Dislike
Inconsistent MT-IRAP Effect
50.00%
50.00%
0.00%
68.75%
31.25%
62.50%
6.25%
56.25%
50.00%
50.00%
0.00%
56.25%
62.50%
37.50%
0.00%
62.50%
37.50%
50.00%
12.50%
75.00%
50.00%
43.75%
6.25%
75.00%

Post-test
Like
Dislike
Inconsistent
62.50%
31.25%
0.00%
62.50%
31.25%
6.25%
68.75%
31.25%
0.00%
31.25%
68.75%
0.00%
37.50%
62.50%
0.00%
25.00%
75.00%
0.00%

Note. Percentage of participants that demonstrated an MT-IRAP effect and
preference indications toward symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F during pre- and postrelational training symbols MT-IRAPs administered during Study 3B.
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Table 36.
MT-IRAP Effect - Pre MT-IRAP Effect - Post Change from Pre- to Post-test
Participant
Fav
Hate
Fav
Hate
Fav
Hate
Foods
Foods
Foods
Foods
Foods
Foods
45
Moderate
Weak
Weak
Moderate
Weakened Strengthened
46
Strong
Moderate Moderate No effect
Weakened
Weakened
47
Weak
Moderate
Weak
Weak
No change
Weakened
48
Moderate
Weak
Moderate
Weak
No change
No change
49
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Weak
Strengthened Weakened
50
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
No change
No change
51
Moderate Moderate
Weak
Weak
Weakened
Weakened
52
Moderate
Weak
No effect No effect
Weakened
Weakened
53
Moderate
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Weakened
Weakened
54
Moderate Moderate No effect
Weak
Weakened
Weakened
55
Moderate
Weak
Strong
Weak
Strengthened No change
56
Moderate
Strong
Weak
Weak
Weakened
Weakened
57
Weak
No effect
Weak
Weak
No change Strengthened
58
Moderate
Weak
Moderate
Weak
No change
No change
59
Moderate
Weak
Weak
No effect
Weakened
Weakened
60
Weak
No effect
Weak
No effect
No change
No change

Note. Strength of pre- and post-training food MT-IRAP effects, along with pre- to
post-training changes in effect strengths during Study 3B. Results for responders
are highlighted blue. Results for non-responders are not highlighted.
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Table 37.
Participant
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

A
Hate Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Hate Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Fav Image
Hate Image
Fav Image

B
Fav Image
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fave Word
Flower
Fav Word
Hate Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Word
Fav Image
Fav Word

Symbol Pairings
D
C
Insect
Fav Word
Flower Hate Image
Flower Hate Image
Flower Hate Image
Flower Hate Image
Flower Hate Image
Insect
Hate Word
Hate Image Hate Word
Flower Hate Image
Insect
Fav Image
Flower Hate Image
Flower Hate Image
Flower Hate Image
Flower Hate Image
Insect
Hate Word
Flower Hate Image

E
F
Hate Word
Flower
Hate Word
Insect
Hate Word
Insect
Hate Word
Insect
Insect
Hate Word
Insect
Hate Word
Hate Image Flower
Insect
Fav Word
Insect
Hate Word
Flower
Fav Word
Insect
Hate Word
Hate Word
Insect
Hate Word
Insect
Hate Word
Insect
Fav Word
Flower
Insect
Hate Word

Note. Symbol pairing assignments for each participant during relational training
procedure conducted during Study 3B.
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Table 38.
One-Sample t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP Post-Training Scores
Truth Trials
Lie Trials
MT-IRAP Score
Comparisons
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
t-score
All foods
1.62
0.92
1.79
0.91
0.22
0.21
4.30
Fav foods
1.52
0.86
1.73
0.89
0.26
0.22
4.83
Hate foods
1.73
0.97
1.84
0.92
0.17
0.31
2.20
All symbols
1.70
1.05
1.96
1.16
0.26
0.25
4.17
Paired symbols (pleasant)
1.64
1.00
1.92
1.19
0.27
0.34
3.18
Paired symbols (unpleasant)
1.75
1.10
1.99
1.12
0.25
0.29
3.48
Paired symbols (favorite image)
1.65
0.97
1.98
1.42
0.30
0.49
2.46
Paired symbols (dislike image)
1.82
1.12
1.96
1.06
0.18
0.48
1.50
Paired symbols (favorite word)
1.59
0.89
1.97
1.15
0.49
0.54
3.60
Paired symbols (dislike word)
1.68
1.00
1.98
1.20
0.28
0.43
2.63
Paired symbols (flower)
1.69
1.13
1.82
0.97
0.23
0.51
1.83
Paired symbols (insect)
1.77
1.18
2.04
1.10
0.34
0.45
2.96
Symbol A
1.75
1.00
2.04
1.45
0.25
0.55
1.79
Symbol B
1.68
1.04
1.85
1.12
0.21
0.37
2.18
Symbol C
1.65
1.04
1.80
0.95
0.27
0.49
2.23
Symbol D
1.76
1.17
1.96
1.13
0.21
0.49
1.70
Symbol E
1.58
0.91
2.00
1.15
0.46
0.59
3.11
Symbol F
1.78
1.15
2.09
1.10
0.39
0.39
4.10

df

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
15
15
15
15

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted during Study 3B with raw postrelational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with pleasant stimuli, and
symbols paired with unpleasant stimuli) and individual stimuli (symbols paired
with the favorite food image, favorite food word, disliked food image, and disliked
food word; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F). Pleasant stimuli included the favorite
food image and word and the flower image. Unpleasant stimuli included the
disliked food image and word and the insect image. Highlighted rows represent
MT-IRAP effects that were significantly different from 0 (blue p < .001, pink p <
.01, and grey p < .05).
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Table 39.
Participant
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Symbol Preferences
Pre

Post

3L, 2D, 1N
1L, 5D
6L
1L, 5D
5L, 1D
6L
2L, 4D
4L, 2D
6D
1L, 5D
6L
6D
6D
1L, 5D
3L, 3N
6L

3L, 3D
2L, 4D
6L
3L, 3D
5L, 1D
6L
2L, 4D
3L, 3D
6D
1L, 5D
3L, 3D
3L, 3D
6D
2L, 3D, 1N
3L, 2D, 1N
4L, 2D

MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols MT-IRAP Symbols
Potential
Predicted
Unpredicted
Predicted
Predicted
Unpredicted
Strength
Explicit Shift
Explicit Shift
Explicit Shift
Ctrl Shift
Strength Change Strength Change
Maintenance
6
6
0
2 (1L, 1D)
4 (1L, 3D)
3 (2L, 1D)
0
1L
1
2
0
3L
0
0
2
1
3
4 (1L, 3D)
4 (3L, 1D)
0
1
2
0
0
4 (3L, 1D)
0
0
2
4
0
3L
0
0
1
2
3
5 (2L, 3D)
0
0
2
2
2
5 (3L, 2D)
5 (2L, 3D)
0
2 (1L, 1D)
0
0
1
3D
0
0
3
2
1
4 (1L, 3D)
0
0
2
3
2
3L
3D
0
1D
2
1
0
3D
3L
0
1
1
1
1
3D
0
0
3
0
3
4 (1L, 3D)
4 (2L, 1D,1N)
0
2 (1L, 1D)
0
0
2
6
6
0
2 (1L, 1D)
2
0
3L
2D
0
1D
2

Note. Indications of explicit preference, potentials for symbols to demonstrate
explicit preference shifts, number of explicit preference shifts in predicted
directions, number of explicit preference shifts in unpredicted directions, number
of control symbols that demonstrated explicit preference shifts in predicted
directions, amount of predicted and unpredicted changes in strength of MT-IRAP
effects, and number of paired symbols that demonstrated maintenance of effect
strengths throughout pre- and post-training symbols MT-IRAPs administered
during Study 3B. L, D, and N respectively indicate like, dislike and neutrality
toward symbols. Results for responders are highlighted blue. Results for nonresponders are not highlighted.
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Table 40.
Paired Samples t-tests of Raw MT-IRAP scores
Comparisons
All foods pre - All foods post
Favorite foods pre - Favorite foods post
Disliked foods pre - Disliked foods post
All symbols pre - All symbols post
Paired symbols (pleasant) pre - Paired symbols (pleasant) post
Paired symbols (unpleasant) pre - Paired symbols (unpleasant) post
Paired symbol (favorite image) pre - Paired symbol (favorite image) post
Paired symbol (favorite word) pre - Paired symbol (favorite word) post
Paired symbol (disliked image) pre - Paired symbol (disliked image) post
Paired symbol (disliked word) pre - Paired symbol (disliked word) post
Paired symbol (flower) pre - Paired symbol (flower) post
Paired symbol (insect) pre - Paired symbol (insect) post
Symbol A pre - Symbol A post
Symbol B pre - Symbol B post
Symbol C pre - Symbol C post
Symbol D pre - Symbol D post
Symbol E pre - Symbol E post
Symbol F pre - Symbol F post

t-score
1.64
1.72
1.44
0.74
0.94
0.06
-0.09
-0.66
0.55
0.92
1.36
-0.64
0.16
1.26
1.51
0.99
-0.50
-0.63

df
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
13
15
15
13
14

Note. Paired-samples t-test analyses conducted during Study 3B with raw pre- and
post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for each stimulus group (all foods, favorite
foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with pleasant stimuli, and
symbols paired with unpleasant stimuli) and individual stimuli (symbols paired
with the favorite food image; favorite food word; disliked food image; disliked
food word; flower image; and insect image; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F).
Pleasant stimuli included the favorite food image and word and the flower image.
Unpleasant stimuli included the disliked food image and word and the insect
image.
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Table 41.

ALL PARTICIPANTS

One-Sample t-tests of Coded MT-IRAP Score Differences
Comparisons
M
SD
t-score
Symbol paired w/ Favorite Image
0.61
0.92
2.64
0.30

0.78

1.53

15
15

Symbol paired w/ Disliked Word

0.64
0.60

1.22
0.83

2.10
2.90

15
15

Symbol paired w/ Flower

0.77

1.02

2.99

15

0.55

2.53

0.62
0.45

0.86
1.06
0.81

15
31
31

Symbol paired w/ Favorite Image
Symbol paired w/ Disliked Image

0.91

0.96

3.02

Symbol paired w/ Favorite Word
Symbol paired w/ Disliked Word

0.54

1.97

1.19

0.87
1.21

Symbol paired w/ Disliked Image
Symbol paired w/ Favorite Word

Symbol paired w/ Insect
Paired symbols (Favorite Foods)
Paired symbols (Disliked Foods)

RESPONDERS

df

Symbol paired w/ Flower
Symbol paired w/ Insect
Paired symbols (Favorite Foods)
Paired symbols (Disliked Foods)

3.32
3.16

9
9

0.94
1.00

0.87

3.12
3.40

1.19

2.65

0.89

0.82
1.07
0.87

3.46

9
9

4.40
3.80

19
19

1.05
0.74

9
9

Note. One-sample t-test analyses conducted (separately with all participants and
the group of responders) during Study 3B with coded differences between altered
pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for symbols paired with favorite
food images or words, disliked food images or words, the group of symbols paired
with favorite food stimuli, the group of symbols paired with disliked food stimuli,
the symbols paired with the flower image, and the symbols paired with the insect
image. Highlighted rows represent MT-IRAP effects that were significantly
different from 0 (blue p < .001, pink p < .01, and grey p < .05).
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RESPONDERS

ALL

Table 42.
Paired Samples t-tests of Coded MT-IRAP Score Differences
Comparisons
t-score
Symbols paired w/ Favorite Image - Symbols paired w/ Favorite Word
-0.10
Symbols paired w/ Disliked Image - Symbols paired w/ Disliked Word
-1.60
Symbols paired w/ Favorite Foods - Symbols paired w/ Flower
-0.66
Symbols paired w/ Disliked Foods - Symbols paired w/ Insect
-1.17
Symbols paired w/ Favorite Image - Symbols paired w/ Favorite Word
-0.59
Symbols paired w/ Disliked Image - Symbols paired w/ Disliked Word
-1.39
Symbols paired w/ Favorite Foods - Symbols paired w/ Flower
-0.26
Symbols paired w/ Disliked Foods - Symbols paired w/ Insect
-1.17

df
15
15
15
15
9
9
9
9

Note. Paired-samples t-test analyses conducted (separately with all participants
and the group of responders) during Study 3B with coded differences between
altered pre- and post-relational training MT-IRAP scores for comparisons between
symbols paired with favorite food images and words, symbols paired with disliked
food images and words, symbols paired with favorite food stimuli and the flower
image, and symbols paired with disliked food stimuli and the insect image.
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Table 43.
# Participants Recruited
# Participants Failed Practice Criteria
# Participants Failed Relational Training
# Participants' Data Sets Removed
# Participants Included In Study
# Responders
# Potential Responders
# Non-responders
# Potential Explicit Shifts - Total
% Potential Explicit Shifts - Total
% Predicted Explicit Shifts - Responders

Study 1
15
2
0
0
13
4
2
7
34
44%
100%

Study 2A Study 2B Study 3A Study 3B
12
10
21
19
2
0
5
3
0
0
1
0
3
0
1
0
7
10
14
16
2
7
6
10
0
1
1
0
5
2
7
6
30
45
47
63
71%
75%
84%
84%
78%
69%
63%
88%

Total
77
12 16%
1
4
39 60
21 54%
3 8%
15 38%
-

Note. Summary of results across Studies 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B. Highlighted
columns represent the studies without methodological problems.
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Table 44.
# Favorite Food Strengthened Effects
# Favorite Food Weakened Effects
# Favorite Food Maintained Effects
# Disliked Food Strengthened Effects
# Disliked Food Weakened Effects
# Disliked Food Maintained Effects

Study 1
2
6
5
3
5
5

Study 2A Study 2B Study 3A Study 3B
1
3
4
2
6
4
6
8
0
3
4
6
1
3
2
2
6
5
8
9
0
2
4
5

Total
12 20%
30 50%
18 30%
11 18%
33 55%
16 27%

Note. Summary of MT-IRAP scores trends across Studies 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B.
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Table 45.
Study
2A
2B
3A
3B
Total

#
4
10
14
16
44

Appearance Resemblance
1
1
3
0
5
1
5
5
14
7

None
2
7
8
6
23

Note. Summary of participants’ responses (based on symbol appearance, symbols
resembled other stimuli, no bias) when asked why they responded as indicated
during the pre-training symbols MT-IRAP during Studies 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B.
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Figure 1. Box plot of the pre-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols assigned to
be paired with favorite foods, and symbols assigned to be paired with disliked
foods) and individual symbols (A, B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 1.
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Figure 2. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for responders (participants 1, 9, 10,
and 11) during Study 1.
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Figure 3. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for potential responders (participants
4 and 5) during Study 1.
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Figure 4. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders (participants 2, 4,
6, 7, 8, 12, and 13) during Study 1.
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Figure 5. Box plot of the post-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with
favorite foods, and symbols paired with disliked foods) and individual symbols (A,
B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 1.
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Figure 6. Box plot of the pre-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with
favorite foods, and symbols paired with disliked foods) and individual symbols (A,
B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 2A.
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Figure 7. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for responders (participants 14 and
15) during Study 2A. Results for symbol A, B, C, D, E, and F are displayed in
reference to their relevant food image pairings.
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Figure 8. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders (participants 16,
17, 18, 19 and 20) during Study 2A. Results for symbol A, B, C, D, E, and F are
displayed in reference to their relevant food image pairings.
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Raw MT-IRAP Scores
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Figure 9. Box plot of the post-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with
favorite foods, and symbols paired with disliked foods) and individual symbols (A,
B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 2A.
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Figure 10. Box plot of the pre-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with
favorite foods, and symbols paired with disliked foods) and individual symbols (A,
B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 2B.
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Figure 11. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for responders (participants 21, 23,
25, 26, 28, 29, and 30) during Study 2B. Results for symbol A, B, C, D, E, and F are
displayed in reference to their relevant food image pairings.
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Figure 12. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for potential responder, participant
22, during Study 2B. Results for symbol A, B, C, D, E, and F are displayed in
reference to their relevant food image pairings.
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Figure 13. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders (participants 24
and 27) during Study 2B. Results for symbol A, B, C, D, E, and F are displayed in
reference to their relevant food image pairings.
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Figure 14. Box plot of the post-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, symbols paired with
favorite foods, and symbols paired with disliked foods) and individual symbols (A,
B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 2B.
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Figure 15. Box plot of the pre-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, and symbols that
were later paired with another symbol- ctrl), and individual symbols (symbols that
were later paired with the favorite food image, favorite food text, disliked food
image, and disliked food text; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 3A.
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Figure 16. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for responders (participants 32, 33,
34, 35, 38, and 40) during Study 3A. Results for symbol are displayed in reference
to their relevant pairings during the relational training procedure with the
exception of those paired with another symbols. Symbols paired with other
symbols are displayed as the original symbol.
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Figure 17. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for potential responder (participant
39) during Study 3A. Results for symbol are displayed in reference to their
relevant pairings during the relational training procedure with the exception of
those paired with another symbols. Symbols paired with other symbols are
displayed as the original symbol.
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Figure 18. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders (participants 31,
36, 37, 41, 42, 43, and 44) during Study 3A. Results for symbol are displayed in
reference to their relevant pairings during the relational training procedure with
the exception of those paired with another symbols. Symbols paired with other
symbols are displayed as the original symbol.
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Figure 19. Box plot of the post-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, all symbols, and symbols paired
with another symbol- ctrl), and individual symbols (symbols paired with the
favorite food image, favorite food text, disliked food image, and disliked food text;
and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 3A.
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Figure 20. Box plot of the pre-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, and all symbols) and individual
symbols (symbols that were later paired with the favorite food image, favorite
food word, disliked food image, disliked food word, flower, and insect; and
symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F) during Study 3B.
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Figure 21. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for responders (participants 45, 46,
48, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60) during Study 3B. Results for symbols are
displayed in reference to their relevant pairings during the relational training
procedure.
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Figure 22. Graph of unaltered MT-IRAP scores for non-responders (participants 47,
49, 50, 51, 53, and 54) during Study 3B. Results for symbols are displayed in
reference to their relevant pairings during the relational training procedure.
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Figure 23. Box plot of the post-relational training raw MT-IRAP scores for stimulus
groups (all foods, favorite foods, disliked foods, and all symbols) and individual
symbols (symbols paired with the favorite food image, favorite food word, disliked
food image, disliked food word, flower, and insect; and symbols A, B, C, D, E, and
F) during Study 3B.
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Food Attitudes Assessment
The following activity is a computerized attitudes assessment. You will be asked to answer
questions about the images on the screen. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions
you’ll be asked.

On each trial, you will be shown the words “like” or “dislike”, a picture, and given two possible
answers (“Agree” or “Disagree”).
“Like” and “Dislike” represent your attitude towards the depicted picture. For example, if you
were given

Like
Agree

Disagree

You might interpret the trial as “Do you like strawberries?” If this is something you agree with
you would choose “Agree” if this is not something you agree with you would choose “Disagree”.
A green background means you should answer however you believe, a red background means
you should answer the opposite of what you believe. In the example above, if you answered
“Agree” while the screen was green, you would answer “Disagree” when the screen is red.

Here is an example of what the computer screen may look like on a trial where you are asked to
tell the truth:

Dislike
(green)
Agree
Press ‘D’

Disagree
Press ‘K’

In this example, if you answered “Agree” you would be saying, “I agree that I dislike bananas.”
If you answered “Disagree” you would be saying, “I disagree that I dislike bananas” Meaning
that you actually like bananas.
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On a trial in which you are asked to say the opposite, the screen may look like this:

Dislike
(red)
Agree
Press ‘D’

Disagree
Press ‘K’

Here, you must say the opposite of what you believe. If you answered “Agree” you would be
saying, “I am lying when I say that I agree that I dislike bananas.” If you answered “Disagree”
you would be saying, “I am lying when I say that I disagree that I dislike bananas.” The answer
you select means the opposite.
Before you begin, you will get to practice a bit. This will become clearer after you get some
practice. Then you can study these instructions again.
Once again, you should respond as quickly and consistently as you can across all trials. And
once again, sometimes you’ll be asked to say the truth, and other times you’ll be asked to say the
opposite. This is all part of the procedure we are using!
To start you will be shown each picture and attitude combination 1 time with a green (same as
what you believe) background. During this section you have as much time as you would like to
consider your answer. It is important that these answers be 100% accurate, so if you hit the
wrong key during this first section, please let the experimenter know.
Next you will be given a few practice sections. These sections will include pictures of flowers
and insects. Respond as if you like flowers and dislike insects.
Following the practice sections, you will complete the timed blocks.
During the practice and timed blocks it is important that you answer as quickly as possible, while
remaining consistent with how you feel about the pair of items before you. Answering slowly or
inconsistently will result in it taking longer to complete the evaluation.
It’s important that you know there are no right or wrong answers during the timed blocks, you
will not be judged in any way.
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Symbol A

Symbol B

Symbol C

Symbol D

Symbol E

Symbol F
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Appendix D
Truth Trial Type

Lie Trial Type
← target

← target

← label

← label

↑ relational response ↑

↑ relational response ↑

